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Abstract
The study of cycles in the context of economic time series has been active for many decades,
if not centuries; however, it was only in recent decades that more formal approaches for
identifying cycles have been developed. Litvine and Bismans (2015) proposed a new approach
for dating cycles in financial time series, for purposes of optimising buysell strategies. In
this approach, cycle dating is presented as an optimisation problem. They also introduced a
method for optimising this problem, known as the hierarchical method (using full evaluation
2, or HR-FE2). However, this method may be impractical for large data sets as it may
require unacceptably long computation time.
In this study, new procedures that date cycles using the approach proposed by Litvine
and Bismans (2015), were introduced, and were specifically developed to be feasible for large
time series data sets. These procedures are the stochastic generation and adaptation (SGA),
buy-sell adapted Extrema importance identity sequence retrieval (BSA-EIISR) and buy-
sell adapted bottom-up (BSA-BU) methods. An existing optimisation technique, known as
particle swarm optimisation (PSO), was also employed. A statistical comparison was then
made between these methods, including HR-FE2. This involved evaluating, on simulated
data, the performance of the algorithms in terms of objective function value and computation
time on different time series lengths, Hurst exponent, and number of buy-sell points. The S-
Race methodology (T. Zhang, Georgiopoulos, and Anagnostopoulos 2013) was then applied
to these results in order to determine the most efficient methods. It was determined that,
statistically, SGA, BSA-EIISR and BSA-BU are the most efficient methods. Number of buy-
sell points was found to have the largest effect on relative performance of these methods. In
some cases, the Hurst exponent also has a small effect on relative performance.
Keywords: time series, Hurst exponent, cycles, optimisation, racing algorithms, efficiency,
big data, computational statistics, swarm intelligence
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The Merriam-Webster dictionary defines the word “cycle” as “a repeating series of events
or actions”. The keyword here is “repeating”: this implies that there is some regularity to
these events, which in turn implies that inference may be made with regards to future events
with some degree of confidence.
The study of cycles is an activity that mankind has been interested in for a very long
time. This is not surprising, since cycles abound in nature: in astronomy, there are orbital,
solar and carbon-nitrogen-oxygen (CNO) cycles; in physics, light and sound are studied as
waves, which are almost synonymous with cycles; in agriculture, the cycles of seasons have
long been of great importance to farmers.
There are many fields and professions where predictive power with regard to future events
is important, such as medicine, engineering and city planning, for example. In economics
and finance, policymakers and portfolio managers can make better decisions when informed
of highly probable events that might occur in the future. This is one of the reasons why
business cycles have been of interest to economists for nearly two centuries - business cycles
often occur with surprising regularity, allowing economists to anticipate and act on these
regular occurrences in the economy.
When one attempts to discover cycles in a time series, one generally wants to find seg-
ments where the time series has an overall upward trend, which is followed by a segment
where the time series has an overall downward trend. This is equivalent to finding alternat-
ing peaks and troughs that separate the upward and downward trend segments. The process
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Figure 1.1: An example of dated cycles, using the approach proposed by Litvine and Bismans. The
peaks and troughs (“sell” and “buy” points, respectively) that the algorithm extracted from the time
series are shown as red dots. Ten buy-sell points are found here, equivalent to four and a half full
cycles.
of finding these peaks and troughs will be referred to as cycle dating. An example of this is
shown in figure 1.1. Note that we will refer to these troughs and peaks as buy-sell points.
1.1 Problem statement
While much formal research has been done on identifying and dating cycles in the context
of economic time series, little has been done with regards to financial time series, such as
series of asset prices. Furthermore, few, if any, methods exist for revealing cycles in financial
data with a high sampling frequency (e.g. a sampling interval of less than a day), such as
intraday asset price data.
Most of the existing methods (or alternatively, algorithms, techniques - these terms will
be used interchangeably) for identifying cycles in economic or financial time series also lack
an objective measure of the effectiveness of the identification of cycles in a particular series.
Litvine and Bismans (2015) proposed a class of methods, known as the hierarchical methods,
that find cycles by optimising an objective function. Using an objective function makes it
possible to compare methods with less ambiguity, using a numerical quantity to measure how
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effective the identification of cycles is, or how “good” a method performs on a particular
series. This allows a statistical analysis for comparison of different methods and time series
to be done much easier.
While the hierarchical class of methods are designed to optimise a group of specified
objective functions for the purposes of dating cycles, little is known about whether this class
of methods really finds an optimal solution to the objective function, and whether alternative
methods may find improved solutions. Furthermore, it is not known whether other classes
of methods may require less time to obtain the same solution in terms of computation time
taken by a computer program.
Time to obtain a solution is crucial when considering that some practitioners may wish to
apply these methods to high sampling frequency time series of asset prices. These time series
often contain tens of thousands of observations. Consider per-second data of share prices
for a single trading day: such a time series may contain at least 27 000 observations if share
prices are sampled at a period of a second or less. Applying methods that are inefficient may
therefore prevent practitioners and researchers from doing analysis on these time series data
sets in reasonable time.
1.2 Research aims and objectives
Since the hierarchical class of methods, proposed by Litvine and Bismans (2015), is the
only known methodology that uses an objective function in the dating procedure, we aim to
introduce new algorithms that might be considered alternatives to the hierarchical method-
ology, or that improve on the existing hierarchical methods. The improvements we desire are
mainly higher values obtained for the specified objective function, and/or lower computation
times. We also aim to present an analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of each method,
as well as recommendations on the usage of each.
The aims above will be achieved by
• developing new and adapting existing algorithms for the purpose of optimising the
desired objective function;
• selecting the methods that hold the most promise through preliminary testing. This
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is done via visual inspection of the results (e.g. do the cycles that this method gives
us seem reasonable?);
• selecting the algorithms that are not outperformed by any other method in terms of
both fitness (a more desirable objective function value) and time required to finish
computation/optimisation;
– this will be achieved by performing statistical comparisons between methods via
hypothesis testing. A method is rejected if it is outperformed by at least one
other method with a desired confidence level;
– the result of this stage of the research is a set of efficient algorithms that always
have a trade-off between one another. For example, if we switch from algorithm
A to algorithm B, then either objective function value will be better, or time
required for computation will be less, but not both or neither;
• investigating the differences between each of the efficient algorithms to obtain insight
into their relative performance with varying time series sizes, Hurst exponents and
number of buy-sell points. Note that since we wish to compare the methods as objec-
tively as possible, it is important that each of the methods provide a means to strictly
control how many buy-sell points are extracted, since number of buy-sell points directly
influence objective function value (this will become clear in the next chapter).
1.3 Importance of research
The dating procedure can be seen only as a preprocessing step, but there are various possible
ways in which the preprocessed data can then be used for further statistical analysis. For
example, the distribution of length (measured in time) and height (measured in currency) of
financial cycles may be analysed to provide support for traders and risk managers in decision
making. Another possibility is to investigate the synchronisation of cycles between various
asset and/or commodity prices in the same fashion that the synchronisation of business and
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financial cycles have been investigated in Terrones, Kose, and Claessens (2011). Since an
optimal solution for the problem defined here can be interpreted as optimal times to buy
and sell a given asset (taking into account the constraints), it could also be used as a means
to benchmark traders’ historical performance.
Keogh et al. (2004, pp. 1 - 9) and Fink, Pratt, and Gandhi (2003) discuss time series
segmentation methods for various purposes, such as compression (selecting the most im-
portant points by which a time series may be represented) and support of further analysis
(for example, as a similarity measure between different time series). The method used in
this study to find cycles in financial time series may also be seen as a compression method
that extracts the most prominent observations of a time series, providing an alternative to
existing methods.
Since the focus will also be on designing methods that are appropriate for larger time
series, practitioners will be able to analyse larger volumes of data using these methods. This
will provide more information for the analysis of cycles in reasonable time.
1.4 Literature review
Nova´k, Perfilieva, and Dvorˇa´k (2016, p. 210) state that there are two basic approaches
to analysing and forecasting time series: the Box-Jenkins Methodology, which is based on
representation of the time series by a combination of autoregressive and moving average com-
ponents (Nova´k, Perfilieva, and Dvorˇa´k 2016, p. 210), and the decomposition model, which
assumes that the time series is the sum or product of the following components (Hyndman
and Athanasopoulos 2014, pp. 146 - 147):
• Trend
– A long-term increase or decrease in the data. The trend does not have to be linear.
• Season
– Indicates that the time series is influenced by seasonal factors (such as the month,
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quarter, etc.), which usually consist of rises and falls of fixed period in the data.
• Cycle
– Recurring rises and falls in the data not of fixed period.
• Irregular
– Remaining effects on the data after trend, cycle and season component effects
have been removed.
For the purpose of this research, all time series will be viewed from the perspective of the
decomposition model. Also, an important distinction in this paper is made between seasons
and cycles: seasons occur at more or less fixed intervals, while cycles do not necessarily occur
at fixed intervals. In other words, the period of seasons is fixed, while the periods of cycles
are often not fixed. In this study, we will concern ourselves mainly with the task of finding
cycles, as opposed to trends or seasons, in a given time series.
Edwards, Biscarri, and Gracia (2003, p. 928) state that there are two main approaches to
finding cycles in economic variables. The first is a parametric approach that assumes some
underlying process that switches between two states: one state corresponding to expansions,
the other to recessions/contractions. The second is a non-parametric methodology that takes
only the observed data into account in the search for prominent features that indicate the
existence of cycles, which is the approach followed in this study.
Burns and Mitchell (1946, pp. 56 - 58) introduced the idea of finding cycles in economic
data by identifying periods of rises and falls in a given time series. Peaks and troughs that
define the turning points are then found, a process that they termed “dating cycles”.
Bry and Boschan (1971, p. 21) formalised the approach proposed by Burns and Mitchell
(1946) by introducing an algorithm that identifies potential turning points in time series
data. This method was designed specifically for economic time series data, which typically
has a sampling interval of a month or more. Since a lot of economic data is available only
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Figure 1.2: Example of dating cycles in simulated data with BB algorithm, which yields a reasonable
result here. However, with the BB algorithm, it is very difficult to control exactly how many buy-sell
points (or cycles) are revealed in the series, making it hard to compare it to other methods using
an objective function.
in quarterly intervals, Harding and Pagan (2002, pp. 368 - 369) adapted the BB algorithm
and simplified it (Pagan 2013, p. 5) to apply it to quarterly data, after which it became
known as the BBQ algorithm. James Engle improved the BBQ algorithm by providing a
modification to it, known as the modified BBQ algorithm (MBBQ), which proved to be a
more reliable version of the BBQ algorithm (Pagan 2013, p. 5).
The BB and BBQ (and MBBQ) algorithms were designed specifically for economic data,
and for monthly and quarterly intervals between observations, respectively. In this study, the
focus is on finding algorithms that could also be used effectively on high sampling frequency
data, such as time series of asset prices, which typically has a sampling interval of much less
than a month, and is usually much more volatile (as opposed to the typically smoothed data
of economic time series). It is possible to apply the BB-type algorithms to data of arbitrary
sampling frequency, ignoring the sampling interval (see figure 1.2), but these methods were
not designed to optimise the objective function used in this work for finding cycles. This is
because the BB-type algorithms use mostly horizontal windows of neighbouring observations
in its criteria for identifying cycles, rather than vertical distance between observations, which
has the largest effect on the objective function. For example, in the BB algorithm, the trough
of a cycle at time series index xi must meet the following criteria
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y(xi) ≤ y(xi±j), for j = 1, 2, ..., n
where y(xi) is the value of an economic indicator at time series index xi, and n can be
set to any natural number.
Furthermore, it is very difficult to control the final amount of cycles that the BB algorithm
will identify. Therefore, if a specific number of buy-sell points are required, the BB method
is even less desirable to use for optimisation of the objective function.
There has been a relatively recent surge of interest from the field of computer and infor-
mation science in selecting the most important points from a given large and highly volatile
time series data set (such as a high sampling frequency financial time series), as well as
dividing the time series into segments that describe it best. These data reduction methods
are mainly used for compression and indexing of time series, and as a data preprocessing
task for forecasting and classification models, although more applications may exist. Unlike
the BB class of methods, which assume low sampling frequency economic data, most of these
methods make no assumption on the sampling frequency (such as Keogh et al. (2004) and
Fink, Pratt, and Gandhi (2003)), while some others were designed specifically for higher
sampling frequency financial time series (such as Wu and Huang (2009)). These methods
were thought to hold promise in optimising the objective function, and are discussed next,
after which stochastic optimisation algorithms will be discussed.
Keogh et al. (2004, pp. 1 - 9), provide descriptions of algorithms that obtain a represen-
tation of a time series known as a piecewise linear representation (PLR). A PLR divides the
time series into linear segments that approximate it best. An example is shown in figure 1.3.
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(a) The green lines connecting the red dots
above are the linear segments that represent
the time series. The PLR consists of these
green lines
(b) Illustration of the effectiveness of the
PLR representation of the series
Figure 1.3: Illustration of piecewise linear representation
Three general approaches to obtaining the PLR (Keogh et al. 2004, p. 4) exist:
• Sliding windows
– A segment is grown until some error of approximation for that segment is ex-
ceeded. After this a new segment starts. This is continued until the end of the
time series is reached.
• Bottom-up
– Starts with small segments, then joins adjacent segments into larger segments
until some stopping criterion is met.
• Top-down
– Starts with large segments, then divides segments recursively into smaller seg-
ments until some stopping criterion is met.
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To find the PLR, the methods above generally find linear segments that minimise the sum
of squared errors (SSE) of the approximation of the time series via the lines connecting the
extracted points (green lines in figure 1.3a), which does not link to the objective function we
wish to maximise. Even so, the bottom-up and top-down methods are closely linked to two
methods presented in this study. This is because to obtain the PLR, only the points on the
edges of the segments are found and stored (the points shown as red dots in figure 1.3a), and
these points are then used as a possible solution to the optimisation problem. With these
methods, it is also much easier to control the number of buy-sell points extracted by setting
the stopping criterion. More details will be given on these modified methods in chapter 2.
Wu and Huang (2009, pp. 501 - 504) proposed an algorithm that represents a time
series with peaks and troughs that have a certain prominence in the series, using a similar
approach to the BB-type algorithms. In this method, more prominent peaks and troughs
are found in a sequential nature, which makes it easier to specify a set of rules for when the
number of peaks and troughs extracted is enough, overcoming one of the shortcomings of
the BB algorithm when applied to the optimisation problem assumed in this study. This
made adaptation of this algorithm relatively easy. A more detailed discussion of the adapted
method is given in chapter 2.
Since the dating procedure is achieved by optimising an objective function, drawing
from the vast literature on optimisation methods was an obvious choice. However, since the
objective function’s domain consists of discrete time series observations, and is not continuous
in nature, many traditional optimisation methods could not be applied, since those usually
rely on some continuity and differentiability to work. Stochastic optimisation algorithms are
methods that either optimise objective functions that contain random noise, or that search
for optimal solutions using random variables (Spall 2004, p. 172). The second requirement
above refers to algorithms that make random perturbations to the current solution in order
to improve the solution. This is done many times, until an optimal or near-optimal solution
is found. One of the main advantages of these methods is that they do not require any
continuity or differentiability in the objective function.
Genetic algorithms (GAs), which are a subset of stochastic optimisation algorithms, have
already been used as a time series segmentation method in a few cases. Gacek and Pedrycz
(2003, pp. 1203 - 1208) used a genetic algorithm to segment ECG time series data; Tseng
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et al. (2006, pp. 443 - 447) also used a genetic algorithm, but combined it with a clustering
and wavelet transform method to segment the time series into distinct patterns. Graves
and Pedrycz (2009) used differential evolution, a type of GA, as a segmentation method for
multivariate time series.
In this study, two stochastic optimisation algorithms were considered: differential evolu-
tion (DE) and particle swarm optimisation (PSO). PSO is a stochastic optimisation proce-
dure introduced by Eberhart and Kennedy (1995, pp. 111 - 120). PSO does not fall under
the paradigm of GAs, but rather under swarm intelligence (SI). In preliminary testing, PSO
was found to give improved performance over DE for our purposes, therefore to limit the
scope of this study, only PSO was considered for a more formal analysis. Note that PSO
is a method that normally gets applied to optimisation problems where the domain is con-
tinuous. Even though the domain that PSO is applied to here is discrete, the time series
that defines the domain here is normally very large. For this reason, it was thought that the
domain may be treated more like a continuous space, which is why PSO was thought to be
an appropriate method. More details on PSO are given in chapter 2.
As already stated, the hierarchical class of methods proposed by Litvine and Bismans
(2015) was designed to optimise the required objective function for the purpose of finding
cycles in data. A description of the hierarchical methodology is given in chapter 2. Note that
this method follows the same approach as the top-down method discussed earlier, although it
is slightly different in that it works by attempting to find vertical distances between buy-sell
pairs, instead of constructing linear segments to minimise SSE.
Since there are many different algorithms that were compared in this study, a consistent
method to compare them was needed. Since there are two criteria with which a method may
be evaluated, some technique for dealing with multi-criteria comparisons had to be used.
Three approaches were considered
• to combine both criteria into a single equation, so that a single value may be used to
evaluate a given method. All methods are then evaluated on this single criteria. The
downside to this approach, is that one needs to determine an appropriate equation for
this purpose, which could require an in-depth analysis of its own.
• to keep one criteria constant (in this case, computation time) while evaluating all
methods on the other criteria.
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• to compare methods on both criteria simultaneously, which leads to an “efficient fron-
tier” of methods, which are not outperformed in one criteria, keeping another constant,
by any other method.
In this study, the third approach was followed. This approach facilitates the most thor-
ough study of the methods, since results on both criteria are easily assessed. For this ap-
proach, however, there exist, in turn, some options on how to implement it.
The simplest method for either multi- or single-criteria comparisons is a brute-force ap-
proach (Birattari et al. 2002, p. 13): run all algorithms on a certain number of problems
(time series, in this case), then select the methods that perform the best using some analysis
on all the data of their performance. The problems associated with this approach, are (1) one
needs to determine the appropriate parameter settings that should be tested (where applica-
ble, such as with PSO), (2) the amount of sample problems necessary to run the algorithms
on to get a reliable estimate of performance of each method needs to be determined, and
(3) it could be computationally very expensive, since all methods are run an equal number
of times, regardless of their performance, thus computational resources are wasted on meth-
ods that were clearly inferior, and that did not need to be tested as extensively as other
well-performing algorithms (Birattari et al. 2002, p. 18).
To alleviate some of the problems described above, a family of model selection algorithms
known as racing algorithms may be employed. The main idea behind racing algorithms is
that a group of candidate models (known as a candidate pool) is tested repeatedly in parallel.
As soon as enough statistical evidence of inferiority has been accumulated for any of the
methods in the candidate pool, those methods get discarded without testing them further.
This saves significant computational resources, as reported by Yuan and Gallagher (2004, p.
180), Birattari et al. (2002, p. 18), and Maron and Moore (1997, p. 221).
The first to describe racing algorithms were Maron and Moore (1994, pp. 61 - 62) where
they used Hoeffding’s bound to distinguish between better and worse prediction models by
determining a confidence interval for each model’s prediction error. Birattari et al. (2002,
p. 11) were the first to extend this work to evolutionary algorithms (to which some of
the algorithms in this paper are related) by using a particular procedure known as the F-
Race. F-Race makes use of the Friedman test, a non-parametric statistical test developed
by Friedman (1937, p. 676) to detect differences in multiple test samples via rankings. It
is also possible to use an Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) test instead of Friedman test, in
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which case the procedure will be known as A-Races.
The procedures described in the preceding paragraphs all assume there is a single mea-
sure of performance for each algorithm, unlike in this study, where there are two. A multi-
objective racing algorithm is therefore needed. T. Zhang, Georgiopoulos, and Anagnostopou-
los (2013, pp. 1566 - 1568) present a procedure known as S-Race, which is a racing algorithm
that accommodates multi-objective evaluation of each model. S-Race also uses the sign test
for matched pairs instead, where A-Race and F-Race use the ANOVA and Friedman tests,
respectively. The sign test is a non-parametric procedure, as opposed to ANOVA in A-Race,
so no requirements are made on the underlying data — a characteristic shared with the
Friedman test. However, the presence of more than one criteria with which each method
is evaluated may introduce some complications with regards to rankings, which is how the
Friedman test differentiates between methods. The sign test, applied in a pairwise fashion
on all models in the pool, is therefore an appropriate statistical procedure for use in the
presence of more than one criteria. S-Race, the procedure used to determine the efficient
algorithms, is described in more detail in chapter 3.
1.5 Computational tools
Two computational tools were used in this study: Wolfram Mathematica 10 and Python 3.
Mathematica was used to simulate time series data, due to its excellent facility for generating
fractional Brownian motion. Python 3 was used for implementation of all algorithms, with
some supporting functionality from the Numpy, Matplotlib and Pandas libraries.
1.6 Outline of paper
The basic outline of the paper is as follows: Chapter 2 describes, in some detail, each
cycle dating algorithm to be compared in this paper. This is done before any comparisons
or comparison methodology is discussed, so that readers may be familiarised with what is
being compared.
Chapter 3 deals with the research methodology followed. This includes descriptions of
the stochastic processes used to simulate the data which the methods were applied to, as
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well as some rationale behind why these specific processes were used. S-Race, the method
used to compare algorithms’ performance, is also discussed in some detail.
Chapter 4 contains results and discussions, which include comparisons between the dif-
ferent algorithms. Results on performance of the algorithms with various types of time series
and number of buy-sell points are given and discussed.
Chapter 5 contains conclusions and recommendations based on the findings in chapter 4.
Ideas for future research are also discussed.
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Chapter 2
Algorithms
In this chapter, detailed descriptions are given of the algorithms compared in this disserta-
tion. This includes some of the algorithms described in the literature review as well as new
methods proposed in this paper. Most of the methods and adaptations presented here are
original, and introduced in this study. Care is therefore taken on the explanation of how
they work, since there is no other source that the reader will be able to consult with regards
to most of these algorithms. In the case of PSO, an existing algorithm, the focus is more on
the rationale behind the way it was implemented in order to solve the optimisation problem
introduced below.
2.1 Profit objective function
The algorithms presented in this chapter are all designed or adapted to optimise a particular
objective function, variants of which most of these methods will also be able to optimise,
with some small adjustments. This objective function is given in equation (2.1), and is the
same as that which was referred to in the literature review.
We wish to solve the following problem
Maximise
over x∗i , i = 1, 2, ..., K (where K is even)
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fprofit(X
∗) =
K/2∑
i=1
(y(x∗2i)− y(x∗2i−1)) (2.1)
subject to
x∗i < x
∗
j if i < j
where y(x) is the asset price at time x (or alternatively, time index x), and X∗ is a set of
the time indices of buy-sell points, i.e. X∗ = {x∗1, x∗2, . . . , x∗K}. Note that if we assume that
buy-sell points are ordered according to their subscripts in the set X∗, as shown above, then
the constraint implies that the set must be ordered from smallest to largest. We will refer
to the subscript of a buy-sell point (e.g. i in xi
∗) as its index in the set X∗.
fprofit will be referred to as the profit objective function, profit fitness function, or simply
fitness function. From equation (2.1), the profit objective function could alternatively be
written as follows
fprofit(X
∗) =
K/2∑
i=1
y(x∗2i)−
K/2∑
i=1
y(x∗2i−1) (2.2)
This representation makes it clear which components have a positive (first summation,
sell points) and which have a negative (second summation, buy points) effect on the objective
function.
Definition 2.1 (Peak/trough). A time series observation higher than at least its two neigh-
bouring observations, will be referred to as a peak. On the other hand, an observation lower
than at least its two neighbouring observations, will be denoted as a trough.
Definition 2.2 (Optimal peak/trough). Assume a final solution to the objective function is
denoted X∗final. A time series observation that is part of the first (positive) summation in
the representation of X∗final given by equation (2.2), will be referred to as an optimal peak.
A time series observation that is part of the second (negative) summation in equation (2.2)
will be denoted as an optimal trough.
Note that an optimal peak/trough can also be seen as an optimal time to sell/buy. They
may therefore also be referred to as sell or buy points. A buy-sell point refers to either a sell
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or a buy point (i.e. no distinction is made).
The methods presented in this chapter all find approximate solutions to the optimisation
problem specified above, so they are not guaranteed to find the true optimum to the objective
function. Since the domain of fprofit is discrete, one way to find a guaranteed true optimum
is to evaluate every possible solution X∗. Such an approach will require vast computing
power. Suppose we wish to find 10 optimal buy-sell points out of a time series of 5 000
observations. Assume that there are 2 000 peaks and troughs in this time series, and that
only peaks and troughs are considered as possible buy-sell points. An algorithm that tests
every combination will have to evaluate
(
2000
10
)
= 2.759× 1026 different solutions for fprofit to
find the true optimum. This is for a time series of only 5000 observations with 10 buy-sell
points to be extracted. Later in this study it will become clear that this is a very short time
series compared to other larger time series that the methods are also applied to. Ten buy-sell
points are also a very low number compared to the higher quantities of buy-sell points that
will also be extracted. If the size of the time series was doubled (assuming the number of
peaks and troughs in the series also doubles) then there are
(
4000
10
)
= 2.857 × 1029 different
solutions that will be evaluated. Doubling the time series size therefore increased the number
of solutions to be evaluated, and thus the time we have to wait for a solution, more than
a thousandfold. Evaluating every possible solution is therefore impractical, especially as
time series size increases, and thus methods that approximate a solution are required. Such
methods are presented in this chapter.
2.2 Hierarchical method
The hierarchical method works by breaking the optimisation problem defined by equa-
tion (2.1) (profit fitness function) into smaller problems. In the first iteration, the first
and last observations of the time series are assumed to be buy and sell points respectively.
After this, in each iteration, a “best” segment of the time series is selected and a new buy-sell
(buy point first) or sell-buy (sell point first) pair is inserted into this segment (thus, inserted
into the set of buy-sell points X∗), where a segment is defined by two successive buy-sell
points. In each iteration, the pair to be inserted into X∗ is determined by optimising the
following sub-problem
Maximise
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over x∗2i+1, x
∗
2i+2
flong(Xlong) = y(x
∗
2i)− y(x∗2i+1) + y(x∗2i+2)− y(x∗2i+3) (2.3)
subject to x∗i < x
∗
j if i < j
if the buy-sell point defining the start of the segment, x∗2i, is a sell point (which implies
that the point defining the end of the segment, x∗2i+3, is a buy point). Since x
∗
2i and x
∗
2i+3
are given points, they are constant, so we have to find x∗2i+1 and x
∗
2i+2 that will maximise
the above. We can therefore rewrite it as
Maximise
over x∗2i+1, x
∗
2i+2
flong(Xlong) = y(x
∗
2i+2)− y(x∗2i+1) (2.4)
subject to x∗2i < x
∗
2i+1 < x
∗
2i+2 < x
∗
2i+3.
When the point defining the start of the segment is a buy point, we have
Maximise
over x∗2i, x
∗
2i+1
fshort(Xshort) = −y(x∗2i−1) + y(x∗2i)− y(x∗2i+1) + y(x∗2i+2) (2.5)
subject to xi < xj if i < j
Once again, since this time x∗2i−1 and x
∗
2i+2 are constants (they define the start and end
of the segment, respectively), the above reduces to
Maximise
over x∗2i, x
∗
2i+1
fshort(Xshort) = y(x
∗
2i)− y(x∗2i+1) (2.6)
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subject to x∗2i−1 < x
∗
2i < x
∗
2i+1 < x
∗
2i+2.
The segment SL with the largest excess variation is selected as the “best” segment of the
time series to perform the next optimisation step on. Excess variation is defined as follows
M∑
n=m+1
(|y(xn)− y(xn−1)|)− |y(xM)− y(xm)|
where xm and xM are the first and last observations in the segment, respectively. Excess
variation is generally higher when there are more peaks and troughs in a time series. For this
reason we choose the region with the highest excess variation, since this implies that there
are more peaks and troughs and thus there exists a better chance of finding more optimal
peaks/troughs.
The problems specified above are solved repeatedly until enough buy-sell points are in
the set X∗. The method used to optimise the sub-problems in equations (2.4) and (2.6) may
be specified by the user of the method. The simplest method to use for this purpose is one
that simply checks every combination of peak and trough (if equation (2.6) is optimised)
or every combination of trough and peak (if equation (2.4) is optimised). This method is
referred to as the full evaluation 2 (FE2) method, and the hierarchical method with FE2
used in its optimisation steps is referred to as HR-FE2. Since the optimisation problem
implied by equations (2.4) and (2.6) are special cases of the objective function in section 2.1,
any of the other algorithms presented in this section can also be used in conjunction with
the hierarchical method in this fashion. For example, when the hierarchical method is used
with
• the stochastic generation and adaptation method (SGA), it is known as HR-SGA;
• the buy-sell adapted EIISR method, it is known as HR-EIISR;
• the buy-sell adapted bottom-up algorithm, it is denoted HR-BU;
• particle swarm optimisation (PSO), it is identified as HR-PSO.
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2.2.1 Working example
A working example of the hierarchical method is shown in figure 2.1 on pages 21 and 22.
Each row corresponds to an iteration: the left figure shows the current solution before the
iteration is applied, and the figure on the right, the current solution after the iteration is
finished.
2.2.2 Stopping conditions
The algorithm stops when the set X∗ has K elements in it. Since X∗ initially contains two
buy-sell points, and in each iteration two buy-sell points are added to X∗, the algorithm
runs for K
2
− 1 iterations.
2.2.3 Pseudocode
The hierarchical method in pseudocode form is given in algorithm 1 below.
Algorithm 1 Hierarchical method
1: procedure Hierarchical(K, Y )
2: Yˆ ← PreprocessedTimeSeries(Y )
3: X∗ ← {xˆ1, ˆxN∗} . X∗ initially contains only the first and last points in Yˆ
4: while |X∗| < K do
5: Find SL . Find segment with highest variation
6: if yˆ(xm) < yˆ(xM) then . If segment starts with a trough and ends with a peak
7: fobj ← fshort
8: else . If segment starts with a peak and ends with a trough
9: fobj ← flong
10: end if
11: x∗i , x
∗
j ← Optimise(fobj given SL) . Find new positions by maximising fobj
12: X∗ ← X∗ ∪ {x∗i , x∗j} . Insert new positions into X∗
13: end while
14: end procedure
In line 2 in algorithm 1, the time series is preprocessed so that only peaks and troughs
from the original time series remain. This is done since optimal buy-sell points will always
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Figure 2.1: Hierarchical method working example
(a) First iteration: Whole time series is
searched so that a sell, then a buy point may
be obtained
(b) Result of first iteration: A sell then a buy
point is found, since the point that defines the
start of the region to be searched was a buy
point
(c) Second iteration: The second region has
the most excess variation out of all regions,
therefore is chosen as the region to perform
the next step on
(d) Result of second iteration: This time a
buy, then a sell point is found, since the start
of the region is defined by a sell point
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(e) Third iteration: First region is found to
be the best region for improvement of the so-
lution
(f) Result of third iteration: sell, then a buy
point is found for the same reasons stated in
iteration one and two
(g) Final solution, superimposed over the
original series
(h) Final solution, reduced series shown by
itself
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be on peaks/troughs, therefore having solutions that have buy-sell points that do not fall
on peaks or troughs in the domain, will waste computational resources. This preprocessing
step is done for all the algorithms, except the BSA-EIISR method presented in section 2.4.
2.3 Stochastic generation and adaptation (SGA)
A new method is now proposed, which will be referred to as the stochastic generation and
adaptation method (or SGA method). It is a procedure that can be considered to fall under
the umbrella of stochastic optimisation algorithms. Its details will be discussed here.
Assume that we wish to find K buy-sell points in the time series. Now, K points from
this time series are randomly, uniformly sampled without replacement (to avoid duplicates),
after which the indices of these K points are inserted into the set X∗ (now with cardinality
K). Note that this is the same set X∗ given in equation (2.1), where the i-th element of
X∗ is given by x∗i and x
∗
i < x
∗
j if i < j. Each point in X
∗ is then adjusted according to
whether it should be a buy or sell point: if it is a sell point (which means every point at an
even index 2i of X∗), it is moved to the highest position between positions x∗2i−1 and x
∗
2i+1
in the time series. This is because all sell points are part of the first (positive) summation in
equation (2.2), so the higher each of these points are in the time series, the higher the profit
fitness. Since each of the points have to keep their order (because of the constraint xi < xj if
i < j), the sell point is restricted to move to locations between its adjacent buy points. If a
buy point is adjusted (which means every point at an uneven index 2i−1 of X∗) it is moved
to the lowest point between positions x∗2i−2 and x
∗
2i in the time series. This is because buy
points are all in the second (negative) summation in equation (2.2), so keeping the values
of these points as low as possible, while keeping their order, works toward maximising the
objective function.
From the above, it is easy to see that the SGA method also breaks the optimisation
problem given by the profit fitness function into smaller sub-problems. SGA effectively
takes each buy-sell point in the set X∗ and maximises it, taking into account whether this
term is negative or positive in the objective function:
Maximise
over x∗i
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fsub(xi) =
 y(x∗i ) if i is even−y(x∗i ) if i is odd (2.7)
subject to 
x∗i−1 < x
∗
i < x
∗
i+1 if 1 < i < K
1 ≤ x∗i < x∗i+1 if i = 1
xi−1∗ < xi∗ ≤ N∗ if i = K
Therefore with the SGA method, maximising the objective function is attempted by
maximising the K terms of equation (2.1) separately. This continues until none of the buy-
sell points in X∗ can be improved anymore. Note that the area between x∗i−1 and x
∗
i+1 will
be referred to as accessible to buy-sell point x∗i , since that is the area where it is able to
search for a better position. The area where x∗i will search for an improved position, will be
referred to as the searchable area (the distinction will become important soon). With this in
mind, “none of the points can be improved anymore” means that all of the buy-sell points
have searchable areas of size zero, which implies that no buy-sell points can improve their
positions by searching again, thus no benefit in continuing the algorithm exists any longer.
2.3.1 Stopping conditions
Define
Q = {x∗q1 , x∗q2 , x∗q3 , . . . , x∗qp} (2.8)
where qi ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. Q will be referred to as the adjustment queue, and describes the
order in which buy-sell points will be adjusted, each index qi referring to an index in the set
X∗. When the buy-sell point x∗q1 is adjusted, it is taken out of the queue. We then have x
∗
q2
at the front of the queue. New elements are added to the adjustment queue (always at the
back) only when a buy-sell point x∗i has its position changed. If x
∗
i is adjusted to the right,
then the accessible, and thus also the searchable area of x∗i−1 is enlarged if i > 1; if i = 1,
then there are no points to the left of x∗i , therefore no buy-sell points’ searchable areas are
enlarged by the point x∗i ’s move to the right. Therefore if i > 1, x
∗
i−1 is inserted into Q if it
is not already in Q. In the same way, if x∗i is adjusted to the left, then the searchable area
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of buy-sell point x∗i+1 also gets larger, and must be inserted back into Q if it is not already
in Q. Once again, if it was x∗K (the rightmost buy-sell point) that was moved to the left,
then the searchable areas of none of the other buy-sell points are enlarged, so no points are
added to Q in that case.
When Q is empty, it means that none of the points in set X∗ can be improved anymore,
which means there is no benefit in continuing the algorithm. The procedure is therefore
stopped when Q is empty. X∗ is then taken as the final solution.
2.3.2 Working example
An example of the procedure is given in figure 2.2 on pages 26 to 28. Each row of images
corresponds to an iteration: the first image (in a row) shows the state of the solution at the
start of the iteration. The second image shows the result of the iteration. Six iterations are
shown.
As iteration five and six shows, the searchable area for a point is not always equal to its
accessible area. This distinction is made so that a point will not search the same area twice,
wasting computational resources. In iteration five, for example, the area from the second
point to the left border of the yellow shaded region has already been searched for buy-sell
point three. Buy-sell point three cannot improve its position by searching that area again,
hence only the yellow shaded region, the searchable region, is searched. The distinction
between searchable and accessible region can also be more formally defined in terms of set
notation: let the set of time series observations in the accessible area for pti be denoted by
Ai, and the area that has already been searched for pti by Bi. The searchable region, Ei, for
point i, can then be defined as Ei = Ai \Bi.
2.3.3 Parameters
Although it was not shown in preceding sections, the order of adjustment of buy-sell points
in the SGA method has an influence on the final solution. This is shown in appendix B
on page 152. The fact that the solution depends on the order in which observations are
adjusted is where part of the name of the algorithm is derived from: it is obvious that
the initial generation of buy-sell points is stochastic, but the adjustment of the points also
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Figure 2.2: SGA working example
(a) Iteration one: second point is first in ran-
domly chosen adjustment order. Point two
therefore searches the highlighted yellow area
for a better position
(b) Iteration one result: second point is
moved to highest point in searchable area and
taken out of adjustment queue (therefore now
indicated with black, instead of red)
(c) Iteration two: Point three is next. Since
point three is a buy point, the lowest obser-
vation in the highlighted area is found and
shown in the result to the right
(d) Iteration two result. Note that the second
buy-sell point is indicated in red again. This
is because it is inserted back into the adjust-
ment queue due to the third point’s move-
ment to the right
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(e) Iteration three: The first point searches
the highlighted yellow area for the lowest
point, since it is a buy point
(f) Iteration three result
(g) Iteration four: Point four, the last buy-
sell point, searches the highlighted area for
the highest point
(h) Iteration 4 result. Point 3 is added to the
back of the queue
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(i) Iteration five: The second point searches
the indicated disjoint area, since the points
either side of it moved away from it, both
opening up new areas for point two. The rest
of the region between point one and three has
already been searched previously for point two
(j) Iteration five result: No changes made to
point two
(k) Iteration six: The third point searches
only the small indicated area since it is
a newly opened area because of the fourth
point’s movement to the right
(l) Iteration six result: No changes made to
point three. The adjustment queue is now
empty, therefore this is the final solution
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introduces a stochastic element.
There are therefore two sources of randomness in the SGA method: the random gener-
ation of the initial buy-sell points (the initial solution, which gets adjusted), and the initial
order in which those are adjusted. If just one set of random buy-sell points is generated,
and is adjusted with a single initial order, then a greater chance exists that a “bad” set of
initial points and a “bad” initial order of adjustment may yield an undesirable solution (a
lower profit fitness).
What can also be done, is that a number of initial solutions may be generated. For each
of these initial solutions, the algorithm could be run a number of times, each time with a
different order of adjustment. This will each time yield a solution, and the best solution out
of those may then be chosen as the final solution. This is expected to reduce the likelihood of
obtaining a bad solution, as well as the variation in profit fitness from running the algorithm.
This will be confirmed with respect to the number of initial solutions in chapter 4.
The number of initial solutions will be referred to as the population size (denoted PSGA)
and the number of times each individual (solution) in the population gets adjusted, with
a unique order, as the individual iteration (denoted ISGA). These two quantities will be
the parameters for the full SGA method, shown in algorithm 3. Note that each time the
population size is increased by n, the SGA method as described in algorithm 2 is run n more
times. Therefore population size should have a linear effect on the computation time taken
by SGA (i.e. complexity with respect to population size is O(n)). In this study, SGA with
population size PSGA is denoted SGA(PSGA).
The scope of this study is limited to investigating the effects of the population size only.
Therefore, the individual iteration will be kept constant at one so that the population size
may be investigated in more detail. Individual iteration may be studied in later research.
2.3.4 Pseudocode
The core SGA method is given in algorithm 2, with the full method in algorithm 3.
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Algorithm 2 Core SGA algorithm
1: procedure SGAcore(Yˆ , X∗)
2: X∗ is a randomly generated set of buy-sell points, passed to this procedure
3: Q← RandomPermutation(X∗) . initialise the adjustment queue
4: while Q not empty do
5: for each x∗i ∈ Q do
6: xtemp ← FindBestPosition(x∗i given Yˆ )
7: if xtemp > x
∗
i then . if x
∗
i moved to the right...
8: if i > 1 then . if there is a buy-sell point to the left of x∗i ...
9: Q← Q ∪ {x∗i−1} . add that point’s index in set X∗ to the adjustment
queue (if not already in queue)
10: end if
11: else if xtemp < x
∗
i then . if x
∗
i moved to the left...
12: if i < |X∗| then . if there is a buy-sell point to the right of x∗i ...
13: Q← Q ∪ {x∗i+1} . add that point to the adjustment queue (if not
already in queue)
14: end if
15: end if
16: x∗i ← xtemp
17: Q← Q \ {x∗i } . Since x∗i was adjusted, take it out of queue
18: end for
19: end while
20: return X∗
21: end procedure
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Algorithm 3 SGA algorithm
1: procedure SGA(PSGA, ISGA, K, Y )
2: Φ← ∅ . set of all solutions, empty initially
3: Yˆ ← PreprocessTimeSeries(Y )
4: for i from 1 to PSGA do
5: X ← GenerateBSPoints(K)
6: for j from 1 to ISGA do
7: X∗ ← SGAcore(Yˆ , X) . Solution from SGA core, applied to same input, X
8: Φ← Φ ∪ {X∗} . Add to existing set of solutions
9: end for
10: end for
11: Return best solution out of Φ
12: end procedure
2.4 BSA-EIISR
In previous methods, in order to find the optimal buy-sell points, buy and sell points were
generally found together. In the approach presented here, buy and sell points are found
separately: first all the buy points, then all the sell points. Alternatively, all the sell points,
then all the buy points may be found. To simplify this study, we will focus only on finding
all buy points first, then sell points, but note that it may also be done the other way around.
We break the optimisation problem represented by the profit fitness function into two
sub-problems. In the first sub-problem, the best troughs to use as buy points are found.
This is the solution to the negative summation in equation (2.2):
Maximise
over x∗2i−1, for i = 1, 2, ...,
K
2
ftroughs(X
∗) = −
K/2∑
i=1
y(x∗2i−1) (2.9)
subject to xi < xj if i < j.
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Once the optimal troughs have been found, all sell points are found by directly optimising
the positive summation in equation (2.2) by extracting the highest peaks between each pair
of buy points:
Maximise
over x∗2i, for i = 1, 2, ...,
K
2
fpeaks(X
∗) =
K/2∑
i=1
y(x∗2i) (2.10)
subject to
x∗2i−1 < x∗2i < x∗2i+1 if i < K2x∗2i−1 < x∗2i ≤ Ysize if i = K2
where all x∗j , for j odd (the troughs found previously), are given constants.
The algorithm presented here to solve the optimisation problem, using this general ap-
proach, will mainly be concerned with optimising the first sub-problem (finding optimal
troughs), since the second sub-problem is fairly trivial to solve once the first has been solved.
Figure 2.3 demonstrates how sub-problem two is solved.
2.4.1 Finding optimal troughs: approaches
In order to find the optimal troughs, a fairly straightforward solution comes to mind: choose
the lowest K
2
troughs in the time series. This directly maximises sub-problem 1, but what
usually happens in this case is that points from the lowest part of the time series are chosen,
often next to each other, or very close. This leaves very few options for choosing peaks
between each trough, since peaks and troughs should alternate. This usually leads to a
fairly low objective function value.
Another possible approach is to try every combination of K
2
troughs, then choose the
highest peak between each pair of successive troughs, yielding a solution for each combination
of troughs. The solution that yields the highest objective function value is then selected as
the final solution. While this will lead to the optimal value of the optimisation problem, this
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Figure 2.3: The points extracted in sub-problem two (black dots) are the highest points in each of
the yellow shaded segments, demarcated by the vertical black lines. Each segment is defined by two
successive troughs (red dots), found in sub-problem one, and the last segment by the last trough and
the end of the time series. Sub-problem two is therefore fairly trivial to solve.
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will most likely lead to extremely long computation times. Assume a time series is of size
10 000, for example, and that all the troughs in the time series are isolated (assume there
are around 2000 troughs). Now, if 100 buy-sell points are to be extracted, 50 troughs are
needed, therefore there are
(
2000
50
) ≈ 1.99× 10100 different solutions to evaluate, an infeasible
amount.
Yet another approach is to choose the troughs that are the lowest in the largest windows
around them in the time series (a quality which will be referred to from now on as prominence
— a trough that is lowest in a larger window is more prominent than a trough that is lowest
in a smaller window). This will solve the problem of not having enough observations between
each pair of buy points for choosing a sell point, which was the problem in the first approach.
Although, in this approach, troughs that are lowest in the time series are not directly chosen,
it is a reasonable assumption that if troughs have a larger area around them, there are more
peaks around them in those areas. There will therefore be more peaks to choose from for
each optimal trough, which makes it more likely that higher peaks may be found for each
trough, increasing the objective function value.
2.4.2 Finding optimal troughs: the method
The algorithm presented here is a combination of the second and third approaches. First,
using the third approach, troughs that are less prominent are filtered out, which yields
a much smaller set of troughs to choose from (the more prominent troughs). Since this
set will always be very small (except in one case, which will be described shortly), the
number of combinations of troughs tested will also be small, which brings the computational
cost down to acceptable levels. Note that the third approach is based on the Extrema
importance identity sequence retrieval (EIISR) algorithm invented by Wu and Huang (2009).
The method introduced here is named after EIISR because its main idea is based on it.
The algorithm starts by finding all points that are lower than points on either side of
them in the time series (local troughs) and putting their time indices in a set V1. All the
points in the set V1 are troughs. All troughs in the set V1 are then checked, and those troughs
that are lower than both observations two observations away either side of it in the time
series, are put into set V2. The same is repeated for set V2: all troughs in V2 that are lower
than points three observations away in the time series, on either side of it, are put into set
V3. This continues until the stopping criterion is met, which will be discussed shortly.
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Since the troughs in the set Vi are the only points that will be investigated after iteration
i, it is clear that we have a decreasing sequence of sets
∀i ∈ N : Vi ⊇ Vi+1 (2.11)
Vi will be referred to as the clearance set after iteration i, and the sequence in equa-
tion (2.11) as the sequence of clearance sets. Note that the clearance set Vi contains all
those troughs that are lowest in a window of radius i. These may also be referred to as
troughs of order i. An illustration of the contents of each clearance set Vi is shown in
figure 2.4. Note that all troughs xj in Vi satisfy
y(xj) ≤ y(xj±k), where k = 1, 2, ..., i
The main purpose of sequentially finding troughs that are lowest in wider and wider
windows is to make the set from which troughs are chosen for the final solution, as small as
possible. This sequential process makes it easy to determine which window size yields a set
of troughs that is approximately equal in size to the required number of troughs, K
2
. After
the set of possible troughs is made small enough, if the number of troughs in the final set
is not K
2
, the second approach is applied, which will then be feasible because of the smaller
set of troughs. This entails evaluating all solutions corresponding to all combinations of K
2
troughs extracted out of the two final sets of troughs (with the highest point between each,
selected as sell points) to find the best solution. This is explained in more detail below.
If the final set contains K
2
troughs, no further selection is needed, thus, the final set then
consists of the optimal troughs.
2.4.3 Stopping conditions
Assume that the first part of the algorithm (dealing with the first sub-problem) stops after
F iterations, in which case the set of troughs at the end of the first sub-problem is denoted
by VF . Keeping in mind that the sequence of clearance sets is a decreasing sequence of sets,
if too few iterations are run, then the final clearance set will have too many troughs (i.e.
many more than K
2
) to choose from in the final clearance set VF . If the number of troughs
in the set VF is too large, then evaluating all possible combinations of
K
2
troughs that define
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(a) Contents of V1: All local troughs are in
V1, since local troughs are lower than 1 time
series observations either side
(b) Contents of V2: Only local troughs that
are lower than at least 2 time series observa-
tions either side are included in V2
(c) Contents of V3: Only troughs in V2 that
are lower than at least 3 time series observa-
tions either side are included in V3
(d) Contents of V4
Figure 2.4: Each image shows the contents of a clearance set, represented by red dots
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each solution could be computationally very expensive. As an example, consider the case
where VF has 50 elements (i.e. |VF | = 50) and K = 20. Since every combination of K2 = 10
troughs must be tested as buy points,
(|VF |
K
2
)
=
|VF |!
|(VF | − K2 )!K2 !
=
50!
40!10!
≈ 1.027× 1010
different solutions must be evaluated to determine which combination of troughs results
in the highest profit fitness. From this it is easy to see that the algorithm could become
computationally very expensive, especially if |VF | is much larger than K2 , and K2 is suffi-
ciently larger than 1. However, if an unnecessarily large number of iterations is specified,
computational resources will be wasted. An appropriate stopping condition must therefore
be specified.
The solution to the problem of when to stop the first part of the optimisation procedure
is relatively simple. If |Vi| ≤ K2 , all the troughs in the clearance set at iteration i and after
will be unconditionally included when selecting the K
2
most prominent troughs. Also, the
troughs in Vi are the only points that the algorithm will check at least once in subsequent
iterations (after iteration i). It therefore follows that if |Vi| ≤ K2 , then no more information
on which troughs to extract could be obtained by continuing the optimisation process, since
there is no need to distinguish between troughs that will definitely be extracted anyway. The
first part of the optimisation procedure is therefore terminated when |Vi| ≤ K2 . If |VF | = K2 ,
all the troughs in VF are taken as the troughs in the final solution. Otherwise, if |VF | < K2 ,
then, since the algorithm was stopped as soon as |Vi| ≤ K2 , it follows that |VF−1| > K2 .
Therefore we will also choose from the troughs in VF−1, since VF−1 is then the smallest set
that contains at least all the troughs that will be extracted (because VF does not contain
enough troughs). However, all the troughs contained in VF must be kept because the troughs
with the highest prominence are contained in this set; therefore Nextract =
K
2
− |VF | troughs
must be selected from a subset of the set VF−1 and added to the troughs in VF for a full
solution of K
2
troughs. Since all the troughs in VF are in the final solution, and VF ⊂ VF−1,
the subset of VF−1 that Nextract troughs is extracted from, is defined as
Vextract = VF−1 \ VF
Each combination of size Nextract extracted from Vextract is combined with all the troughs
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in VF to form a full solution for each combination. There will therefore be
(|Vextract|
Nextract
)
different
solutions that must be evaluated to obtain a final solution (the solution with the highest
fitness out of the
(|Vextract|
Nextract
)
solutions generated from the troughs in VF and the combinations
out of Vextract).
If the final iteration occurs after sufficient iterations F , we can generally assume that
Vextract will not be a large set (in appendix B on page 149, there is a discussion on why
this is generally so). Therefore the different
(|Vextract|
Nextract
)
combinations of points to be tested
will not be very large and can all be tested without a great sacrifice in computation time.
Note that, as stated already, this assumes that the number of iterations F is sufficiently
large. If F is relatively small (such as when K is relatively large compared to the series
size) then BSA-EIISR may take very long to finish computation due to the large number of
combinations that must be evaluated. This is the main shortcoming of the algorithm.
2.4.4 Pseudocode
BSA-EIISR is described formally in algorithms 4 and 5 on pages 39 and 40 respectively. Note
that in algorithm 5, the AllCombinations(A, c) function returns the set of all combinations
of size c of elements in set A. For example, AllCombinations({1, 4, 5, 9}, 3) returns a set Pc
= {{1, 4, 5}, {1, 4, 9}, {1, 5, 9}, {4, 5, 9}}. Each element of Pc is a unique combination of size
3 of the set {1, 4, 5, 9}. The FindPeaks(V ) function finds the highest peak between all pairs
of troughs described by the indices in set V and between the final trough in V and the end
of the time series, as illustrated in figure 2.3, and returns an alternating sequence of those
peaks and troughs, which comprises a full solution, X∗.
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Algorithm 4 BSA-EIISR main procedure
1: procedure BSA-EIISR(K, Y )
2: Initialise V0 ← {x1, x2, x3, ..., xYsize} . Clearance set initially contains all time series
observations
3: i← 0
4: while |Vi| > K2 do
5: Vi+1 ← ∅
6: for each xv ∈ Vi do
7: if y(xv) < y(xv−(i+1)) and y(xv) < y(xv+(i+1)) then
8: Vi+1 ← Vi+1 ∪ {xv}
9: end if
10: end for
11: i← i+ 1
12: end while
13: Voptimal ← ExtractTroughs(Vi, Vi−1, K)
14: return FindPeaks(Voptimal)
15: end procedure
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Algorithm 5 BSA-EIISR procedure for extracting optimal troughs
1: procedure ExtractTroughs(Vfinal, Vfinal−1, K)
2: if |Vfinal| < K2 then
3: Vextract ← Vfinal−1 \ Vfinal
4: Nextract ← K2 − |Vfinal|
5: PNextract ← AllCombinations(Vextract, Nextract)
6: for each Vcomb ∈ PNextract do
7: Vcand ← Vfinal ∪ Vcomb
8: X ← FindPeaks(Vcand)
9: if fprofit(X) > fprofit(Xbest) then
10: Xbest ← X
11: Vbest ← Vcand
12: end if
13: end for
14: return Vbest
15: else
16: return Vfinal
17: end if
18: end procedure
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2.5 BSA-BU
The following definition will simplify the explanation of the BSA-BU method, which we
present here.
Definition 2.3. Validity of buy-sell points
A sequence of buy-sell pairs (x2i, x2i+1) for i = 1, ..., N , where N is an arbitrary integer,
that satisfies the constraints of the optimisation problem given by equation (2.1), is a valid
sequence of buy-sell pairs. The same applies to pairs (x2i−1, x2i). If a sequence of buy-sell
pairs is not valid, then it is said to be invalid.
Note that, by implication, a valid sequence of buy-sell pairs never overlap. That is, there
are no pairs (xi, xj) such that another pair (xk, xl) is defined such that xi ≤ xk ≤ xj, or
xi ≤ xl ≤ xj, or xk ≤ xi ≤ xj ≤ xl.
The representation of the profit fitness function in equation (2.1) presents it as successive
buy-sell (or long) pairs (x2i, x2i−1). Given that y(x2i) > y(x2i−1), ∀i = 1, 2, ..., K2 (i.e. each
sell point is higher than the preceding buy point), it is likely that the K
2
pairs with the largest
vertical distance between them will give us an optimal or near-optimal solution. If there are
PS possible long pairs in the time series, then it follows that if the PS − K2 smallest long
pairs are eliminated, so that the remaining pairs are valid, then the remaining pairs are the
K
2
largest long pairs.
The profit fitness function can also be written as follows
fprofit = −y(x∗1) +
K
2
−1∑
i=1
(y(x∗2i)− y(x∗2i+1)) + y(x∗K) (2.12)
Assume that x∗1 and x
∗
K are the first and last buy-sell points, and that these are already
optimal. The sell-buy (or short) pairs (x∗2i, x
∗
2i+1), with the largest vertical distance between
them, given that y(x∗2i) > y(x
∗
2i+1), ∀i = 1, 2, ..., K2 − 1 must now be found. We need to
find K
2
− 1 such pairs (since the first two buy-sell points, x∗1 and x∗K , are already optimal),
so if there are a total of PT short pairs, PT − K2 + 1 short pairs with the smallest vertical
distance between them must be eliminated to find the pairs that will approximate an optimal
solution. As in the case above, the remaining pairs have to be valid.
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The BSA-BU method is based on the reasoning shown above. The method starts by
assuming that every peak (trough) in the time series is a sell (buy) point. Since it was
shown above that by eliminating the smallest long pairs, as well as the smallest short pairs,
an approximation to the optimal solution may be made, the method eliminates short pairs
as well as long pairs, based on the vertical distance between them. Pairs with the smallest
vertical distance between them are eliminated first, until a total of K buy-sell points remain.
A simple example of how this works is shown in figure 2.5. Note that the name of the
algorithm comes from the fact that this method’s approach is similar to the bottom-up
approach for time series representation, described in Keogh et al. (2004, p. 9).
This manner of eliminating buy-sell points ensures that the sequence of buy-sell pairs
is always valid. This can easily be shown with the representations in equations (2.1) and
(2.12). If a pair with a buy point first, and a sell point second is eliminated, a pair from the
summation in (2.1) is eliminated without affecting any of the buy-sell pairs in the summation.
This is illustrated in figure 2.5c. If a pair with a sell point first and a buy point second is
eliminated, then one of the pairs in the summation in (2.12) is eliminated, once again without
affecting any of the other sell-buy pairs in the summation. This is shown graphically in
figures 2.5a and 2.5b. It is therefore guaranteed that eliminating any pair from a valid
sequence of buy-sell pairs will not make the sequence invalid. Since the BSA-BU method
starts with a valid sequence of buy-sell or sell-buy pairs, it is guaranteed that the sequence
X∗ is valid at any point in time (i.e. any iteration) during the BSA-BU algorithm.
Note that since BSA-BU checks only a subset of all possible pairs, the solution found by
BSA-BU is in most cases still an approximation of the true optimum. However, BSA-BU
does not check any long pairs where a buy point is lower than a sell point or short pairs
where a buy point is higher than a sell point (pairs that will not improve the objective
function). Therefore, many of the pairs that BSA-BU does not check are pairs that would
have been a waste of time to consider anyway. In this way, clearly inferior solutions are
automatically ignored by BSA-BU, so that it saves a lot of time in obtaining a solution.
Unfortunately, potentially more optimal solutions are also excluded in this process, along
with those mentioned above.
Since BSA-BU starts with the highest number of buy-sell points possible in the series,
and eliminates these until the desired number of points is achieved, it seems likely that BSA-
BU will perform better when K is high. This is because less buy-sell points are eliminated
with higher K, which implies that less computation is needed (i.e. lower computation time).
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Further, since BSA-BU starts by assuming all peaks and troughs in the time series are buy-
sell points, this solution is exactly the optimal solution when K is as high as possible (i.e.
when K is equal to the number of peaks and troughs in the series). When K is lower, more
buy-sell points are eliminated from BSA-BU’s solution, therefore it becomes more likely that
the solution given by BSA-BU is different from the optimal solution as K gets smaller, as
there are then increased chances of the method eliminating the wrong buy-sell points. It is
therefore likely that higher K also benefits BSA-BU in terms of profit fitness (relative to
other methods).
2.5.1 Stopping conditions
Assume there areN∗ buy-sell points inX∗ initially, whereN∗ is the number of local peaks and
troughs in the time series. Buy-sell points are eliminated until K buy-sell points remain in
X∗. In each iteration, 2 points get eliminated. Therefore BSA-BU runs for N
∗−K
2
iterations.
2.5.2 Pseudocode
While the reasoning given above is relatively complex, the method itself is conceptually quite
simple. The fundamental workings of the method are given more formally in algorithm 6.
Algorithm 6 BSA-BU algorithm
1: procedure BSA-BU(K, Y )
2: Yˆ ← PreprocessData(Y )
3: X∗ ← {xˆ1, xˆ2, . . . , xˆN∗} . X∗ consists of all local peaks and troughs in the series
4: while |X∗| > K do
5: {xˆi, xˆi+1} ← WeakestPair(X∗, Yˆ ) . returns the pair of successive buy-sell points
in X∗ that has the lowest vertical distance
6: X∗ ← X∗ \ {xˆi, xˆi+1}
7: end while
8: end procedure
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(a) Iteration one: A sell-buy pair is elimi-
nated
(b) Iteration two
(c) Iteration three: Elimination of a buy-sell
pair
(d) Final solution
Figure 2.5: BSA-BU working example. The pair connected by the thick red line is the ”weakest”
pair to be eliminated in that iteration
2.5.3 Working example
A working example of BSA-BU is shown in figure 2.5. Four iterations are shown, with ten
initial buy-sell points, indicated with red dots.
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2.6 Particle swarm optimisation (PSO)
Particle swarm optimisation (PSO) is a stochastic population-based search method designed
for solving difficult optimisation problems that are hard or impossible to solve by tradi-
tional methods such as gradient descent. More particularly, PSO falls under the category of
optimisation methods known as swarm intelligence (SI). SI is based on the collective intel-
ligence of large groups of agents that communicate with each other by acting on their local
environment (Engelbrecht 2007, p. 285).
The basic idea behind PSO is that there are multiple agents (known as particles) that
search the environment, or domain of the objective function, for an optimal solution. The
domain here is given as a K-dimensional space through which these particles move in search
of a best solution. The “best solution”, is determined by the optimisation problem stated in
equation (2.1), therefore fprofit(X
∗) > fprofit(X∗∗) indicates that X∗ is a superior solution
to X∗∗.
The basic components of the PSO algorithm are as follows
• Fitness, or objective function;
• Population (or swarm) of particles;
• Each particle i has
– An n-dimensional position (or candidate solution) X∗i . Here n is the number of
variables in the objective function (therefore n = K in our case);
– An n-dimensional velocity vi (also n = K in our case). The velocity gets added
to the position at iteration t to determine the position at iteration t+ 1;
– A personal best at iteration t
∗ the best position this particle has visited until iteration t;
∗ influences the velocity at iteration t;
– its own neighbourhood of other particles;
– a neighbourhood best at iteration t. This is the best position that any particle in
the neighbourhood has visited so far (up until iteration t);
• cognitive scaling factor: a parameter that controls magnitude of the influence that the
personal best has on velocity;
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• social scaling factor: a parameter that controls magnitude of the influence that the
neighbourhood best has on velocity.
Note that, regarding the concept of neighbourhoods discussed above, it is possible for each
particle’s neighbourhood to be defined as the whole swarm (of particles). This specialisation
of PSO is known as global best PSO. When each particle’s neighbourhood is a subset of the
swarm, the method is known as local best PSO. This is discussed in some more detail in
section 2.6.2.
Algorithm 7 Generic PSO algorithm
1: procedure GenericPSO(n, m, StoppingCondition, f(.))
2: repeat
3: for each particle i← 1, 2, ...,m do
4: if f(X∗i ) > f(X¯i
∗
) then
5: X¯i
∗ ← X∗i . set personal best
6: end if
7: if f(X¯i
∗
) > f(Zi) then
8: Zi ← X¯i∗ . set neighbourhood best
9: end if
10: end for
11: for each particle i = 1, 2, ...,m do
12: for each dimension j = 1, 2, ..., K do
13: vij ← updated velocity for dimension j
14: x∗ij ← x∗ij + vij . update position X∗i
15: end for
16: end for
17: until (StoppingCondition true)
18: end procedure
Adapted from Engelbrecht (2007, pp. 291, 293)
The velocity update for particle i in dimension j is given by the following equation
vij ← αvij + r1js(zij − x∗ij) + r2jc(x¯∗ij − x∗ij) (2.13)
where
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• 1 ≤ j ≤ K;
• vij is the velocity in dimension j for particle i;
• α is the inertia weight;
• r1j, r2j ∼ U(0, 1) and are independent;
• s and c are acceleration coefficients; s will be referred to as the social scaling factor
and c as the cognitive scaling factor;
• zij is dimension j of the global best position (in case of global best PSO) or the best
position in particle i’s neighbourhood (in case of local best PSO);
• x¯∗ij is dimension j of the current best position that particle i has obtained so far.
To update the position for particle i, particle i’s velocity is added to its current position
in each dimension j, as shown below
x∗ij ← x∗ij + vij (2.14)
Since this method is applied here to a discrete domain (since fprofit is only defined
on discrete spaces), and the mechanisms above inherently work with continuous spaces,
each particle’s position will be rounded to the closest integer after it was updated with
equation (2.14). Generally, in PSO, many iterations are run (at least a few hundred in our
case) and this may eventually have a large effect on the result obtained by the algorithm,
since rounding is applied at each iteration. Therefore, the velocity will not be rounded in
an effort to keep the effects of rounding as low as possible. It would have been possible to
round the position only temporarily when evaluating it with fprofit and letting it keep the
unrounded values afterward, but that could have caused some complications regarding the
handling of the constraints. Only the positions were therefore rounded, without reverting to
unrounded values afterward.
Note that each particle’s position in dimension i corresponds to the time series index of
buy-sell point i. The constraint x∗i < x
∗
j if i < j, shown in section 2.1, means that, if we
store buy-sell points in a list, where the buy-sell point index xi is at index i of the list, then
this list must remain sorted from smallest to largest. However, in PSO this constraint is
very likely to be violated (the previous methods presented inherently kept this ordering to
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the buy-sell points). Below, various options to deal with this restriction are discussed, after
which the parameters of the algorithm are discussed.
2.6.1 Constraint handling
Some options to deal with the constraints are as follows
• To leave the core PSO algorithm unaltered, and modify only the fitness function for
each particle such that it gets heavily penalised if it fails to meet at least one of the
constraints. This is also known as adding a penalty term to the objective function. In
particular, a particle that falls outside the feasible area (even if it violates only one
of the constraints) can have its fitness value evaluated to −∞ to prevent any position
outside the feasible area to become a local or global best position. Since it is easy to
generate the initial positions for all particles such that they all fall within the feasible
region, global and local bests will always be in the feasible region. This implies that
particles are always drawn to the feasible region, even if they may be in an infeasible
region temporarily. However, this approach may waste computational resources and
make the algorithm less efficient, since then particles spend time in regions where no
feasible solutions exist.
• To simply order the list of buy-sell points from smallest to largest. However, this
approach might have the undesired effect of particles moving in opposite directions from
their intended direction in some dimensions (particularly when two buy-sell points are
“swapped” in the ordering). This can also make the algorithm slower, since sorting can
be an expensive operation (computationally), especially if a large number of unordered
elements are to be sorted.
• A. Kaur and M. Kaur (2015, p. 15) suggest utilising velocity clamping to keep the
particles inside the feasible region by keeping their velocities within ranges that would
prevent them from entering into infeasible regions. However, the problem with this
approach is that, since the range of possible values for at least one dimension changes
as soon as it changes position in a single dimension (because of the constraint xi < xj if
i < j), velocity clamping must be applied each time an update is made in a dimension.
On a practical level, this would have prevented the use of efficient vectorised operations
in Python (using Numpy’s vector addition operations), since a custom function would
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have had to be written to apply this type of clamping and position update at the
same time. An alternative is to apply velocity clamping at once, without updating
positions each time a velocity is clamped. Positions are then afterwards updated all
at once (using Numpy’s fast built-in vector addition operations). In this case, velocity
clamping does not prevent a particle from entering the infeasible region; however, since
velocities are still kept under control in this case, particles would likely not be far inside
the infeasible regions.
A combination of the second and third approaches were used. Before each position was
updated, velocity clamping was applied to all dimensions at once. After this, all dimensions
(or buy-sell points) in the position were updated at once. Due to the nature of the constraints,
it is possible for particles to be in infeasible regions after this step; sorting was therefore
applied, so that the particle may be kept inside the feasible region. Since the particles are
more likely to be not far from the feasible region, it is expected that the amount of sorting
to be done is also reduced.
Note that the sorting function used is a built-in Python function. Built-in functions
for programming languages are generally faster, since they are usually optimised. For this
reason, it was considered preferable to use a built-in sorting function, than to use custom
functions to update positions and apply velocity clamping at the same time.
Velocity clamping: details
For dimensions 2 to K−1 (where K is the total number of dimensions) the following function
was used for clamping velocities
vij =

x∗i,j+1 − x∗i,j − 1 , if x∗i,j + vij > x∗i,j+1 − 1
x∗i,j−1 − x∗i,j + 1 , if x∗i,j + vij < x∗i,j−1 + 1
vij , otherwise
Therefore vij ∈ [x∗i,j−1 − x∗ij + 1, x∗i,j+1 − x∗ij − 1] for j = 2, 3, ..., n− 1.
For dimension 1 (i.e. point x∗i,1), the adjustment was as follows
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vi1 =

x∗i,2 − x∗i,1 − 1 , if x∗i,1 + vi1 > x∗i,2 − 1
1− x∗i,1 , if x∗i,1 + vi1 < 1
vi1 , otherwise
Therefore vi1 ∈ [1− x∗ij, x∗i,j+1 − x∗ij − 1].
Finally, for dimension K (i.e. point x∗i,K)
viK =

N∗ − x∗i,K − 1 , if x∗i,K + viK > N∗
x∗i,K−1 − x∗iK + 1 , if x∗iK + viK < x∗i,K−1 + 1
viK , otherwise
Therefore viK ∈ [x∗i,K−1 − x∗i,K + 1, N∗ − x∗i,K ], where N∗ is the length of the reduced
representation of the time series (only the peaks and troughs).
2.6.2 Parameters
All parameters discussed below, except the cognitive and social scale parameters, will be
optimised for each type of problem (defined by the series size, Hurst exponent, and number
of buy-sell points, K) that PSO is applied to. For that reason, specific values for only the
cognitive and social scale parameters are given below, while other parameters are discussed
in more general terms.
Swarm size
This refers to the amount of particles used in the optimisation procedure. Generally, the
larger the swarm, the fewer iterations are needed to obtain a solution of the same quality as
obtained when having a smaller number of particles. However, since more particles must be
processed in an iteration, each iteration will take longer to finish if swarm size is larger. On
the other hand, a larger number of particles generally reduces the risk of the PSO algorithm
getting “stuck” in a local optimum, since then there is usually more diversity in the swarm.
Chen, Montgomery, and Bolufe´-Ro¨hler (2015, p. 525) recommends that the swarm size
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be kept lower than the number of dimensions (K in our case) if number of dimensions are
high. Chen, Montgomery, and Bolufe´-Ro¨hler (2015, p. 515) classify a “high” number of
dimensions as more than 50 (i.e. K > 50). The only value of K investigated that is higher
than 50 is K = 100; therefore swarm size was limited to 99 particles in all cases where PSO
was applied in this study, even for lower values of K. More details on how swarm sizes were
determined are given in chapter 4.
Cognitive scaling factor
The cognitive scale parameter controls the effect of the particle’s own domain knowledge on
its behaviour. A higher value (keeping the social scale parameter, discussed below, constant)
favours exploration, since then each particle will most likely follow a unique location and
more solutions will be explored. Lower values imply that the algorithm becomes more greedy,
which means that existing solutions are more likely to be refined, rather than new solutions
explored.
Ratnaweera, Halgamuge, and Watson (2004, p. 246) recommend that this parameter be
set at 2.5 at the start of the optimisation procedure, and decreased linearly such that it
is at 0.5 at the end of the procedure. This allows particles to explore more regions of the
optimisation landscape at the start of the algorithm, then gradually starts refining solutions
already found. This parameter was varied in the above-mentioned manner.
Social scaling factor
This parameter controls the effect of the particle’s neighbours’ domain knowledge on its be-
haviour. A higher value (keeping the cognitive scale parameter constant) implies exploitation
(greediness), since then each particle will move towards a location that a number of other
particles are also moving to (this “number of other particles” is defined by the neighbour-
hood size, discussed below), while lower values imply that the algorithm will become less
greedy.
In much the same way as with the cognitive scale parameter above, Ratnaweera, Hal-
gamuge, and Watson (2004, p. 246) recommend that this parameter be set at 0.5 at the
start of the optimisation procedure, and increased linearly so that it is at 2.5 at the end of
the procedure. The reasoning behind this is the same as in the cognitive scale parameter,
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therefore this parameter was also varied in the same manner.
Neighbourhood size
Each particle is drawn to a certain position with the extent determined by the social scale
parameter. This position that each particle is drawn to is defined as the best position in
the neighbourhood of each particle. In the global best PSO, each particle’s neighbourhood
is the whole swarm. In each iteration then, each particle will be drawn to the best position
visited thus far by any particle in the whole swarm. In the local best PSO, each particle’s
neighbourhood is a subset of the swarm, and it is drawn to the best position visited thus
far by any particle in this subset. There are a few ways in which a neighbourhood can be
defined. Some common examples are shown in figure 2.6, where a particle is represented by
a dot, and a particle’s neighbourhood is all the particles that are connected directly to it by
the black lines. Note that in this study “neighbourhood size” is defined as the amount of
particles that each particle has in its neighbourhood (excluding itself).
The star and ring topologies were used for all implementations of PSO in this study.
In the case of the ring topology, the neighbourhood size can be varied from two (shown in
figure 2.6c) to larger sizes (as in figure 2.6d, with the largest possible neighbourhood shown in
figure 2.6e). The benefit of using the ring topology in this way is that there is a spectrum on
which one may specify how quickly information on good solutions spreads through the swarm
(i.e. how quickly convergence takes place on average). When neighbourhood sizes are small,
convergence generally takes longer, which favours exploration. On the other hand, when
neighbourhood sizes are large, exploitation is favoured, which implies that convergence to a
solution is generally faster. Neighbourhoods for each particle remains constant throughout
the execution of each PSO algorithm. That is, each particle shares information directly with
the same set of particles regardless of the number of iterations that have passed, or position
of each particle.
We understand that this ability to position the speed of convergence along this spectrum
will benefit us, since there is reason to believe that some of the time series that the optimisa-
tion procedure is applied on will have more local maxima than others, requiring a swarm that
will favour exploration over exploitation. This is illustrated by the fitness landscapes shown
in figure 2.7. Note that the illustrations in figure 2.7 are only for 2-dimensional optimisation
(i.e. when K = 2). More often, when K is higher, the fitness landscapes will be much more
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complex and multi-modal than those shown in figure 2.7.
The neighbourhood size will be specified as a ratio of the swarm size. More specifically,
if neighbourhood size is given by n and swarm size by PPSO, then the neighbourhood ratio
is given by the following
nratio =
n
PPSO
The size of the neighbourhood is specified in this way because, if a swarm size of ten with
a neighbourhood size of four is used, then each particle shares information with almost half
of the swarm (i.e. neighbourhood ratio is 0.4), which implies that convergence will be fast.
If swarm size is 90, also with a neighbourhood size of four (which implies a neighbourhood
ratio of about 0.044), then the spread of information, and thus convergence, is slower than
in the first case. Neighbourhood ratio is therefore a more objective measure of how much
the neighbourhood size affects the speed of convergence.
Inertia weight
This parameter keeps velocity under control, especially in cases where a particle is oscillating
over a search region. If this coefficient is equal to one or more, particles may oscillate wildly
when constantly attracted by a certain search region. When it is less than one, particles
attracted to the same solution for a period of time will slow down, enabling the algorithm
to refine its current solutions.
Bansal et al. (2011, pp. 635 - 638) investigated various ways in which the inertia weight
in PSO may be determined or adapted. They reported that when applied to minimise the
Rastrigin function, PSO with constant inertia weight 0.7 obtained on average the minimum
difference between the solution found by PSO and the true optimum, when compared to
other methods for adapting the inertia weight (i.e. other methods that vary the inertia
weight, so that it is non-constant during optimisation). The Rastrigin function, given by
f(X) = 10n+
n∑
i=1
[x2i − 10cos(2pixi)]
has many local optima, resembling many of the cases PSO is applied to here. However, an
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(a) Wheel topology: All information on lo-
cal best positions is communicated through a
single particle
(b) Von Neumann: Particles are connected
in a lattice-based structure with 4 - 6 con-
nections
(c) Ring topology, neighbourhood size: 2.
Each particle is connected to two adjacent
particles. The slowest spreading of informa-
tion throughout the swarm occurs in this case
(d) Ring topology, neighbourhood size: 6.
Each particle is connected to 3 particles on
either side. Clearly, there is a greater degree
of interconnectivity in the swarm, leading to
faster spreading of information
(e) Star topology (global best PSO). Concep-
tually, each particle is connected to every
other particle, since the whole swarm acts as
one large “neighbourhood”. Fastest spread-
ing of information
Figure 2.6: Different degrees of connectivity can be controlled with different swarm sizes
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(a) Typical fitness landscape with high Hurst
exponent
(b) Typical fitness landscape when Hurst ex-
ponent is 0.5 (a Gaussian random walk).
Notice there are four high local optima, with
many jagged peaks throughout
(c) Side view of figure 2.7b (d) Fitness landscape with low Hurst expo-
nent. Also more than one local optima, but
more jagged peaks over the whole landscape
Figure 2.7: Influence of Hurst exponent on the shape of the fitness landscape when K = 2. Note
that the flat region in each graph indicates the infeasible region (i.e. where x∗1 ≥ x∗2)
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inertia weight of 0.7 is used only as a guide for what inertia weights to use in this study, since
Bansal et al. (2011, pp. 635 - 638) did not compare other constant values for inertia weights.
The method by which inertia weights were determined will be discussed in chapter 4.
Computation time
The time (in seconds) that a PSO algorithm runs is predetermined by setting this parameter.
Clearly, if the algorithm is given more time to finish, it is more likely to find better solutions.
Allowing this parameter to vary will allow us to compare PSO with more computation
time with PSO that had less computation time, so that the effect of allowing more or
less computation time may also be assessed. Details on how the computation time was
determined are given in chapter 4.
2.6.3 Stopping conditions
Stopping conditions are dictated by the computation time parameter, which was discussed
above.
2.6.4 Initialisation of swarm
Each particle i had its position in dimension j initialised as follows
xij
∗ ← rijN
∗
K
+ (j − 1)N
∗
K
where rij ∼ U(0, 1). Each buy-sell point x∗ij was therefore sampled from U((j−1)N
∗
K
, jN
∗
K
).
As a result, buy-sell points were on average more or less equally spaced in the time series.
This is due to the fact that, most likely, more optimal sets of buy-sell points are found at
more or less equal intervals on average. This also allows us to control initial velocity in such
a way that the ordering of buy-sell points will be less likely to be disturbed at the start of
the optimisation procedure, as shown below.
Velocities were initialised as follows
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vij ← sij 1
2
N∗
K
− 1
4
N∗
K
where sij ∼ U(0, 1). Velocities were therefore distributed according to U(−14 N
∗
K
, 1
4
N∗
4K
),
meaning that in each dimension, the initial velocity was maximum a quarter of the aver-
age distance between neighbouring buy-sell points. Velocities were initialised at non-zero
values in order to increase the exploration characteristics of the swarm, since the initial
positions were generated rather strictly, which means that initial positions were generated
non-uniformly over the search space. Engelbrecht (2007, p. 297) recommends that veloci-
ties, if not initialised at zero, should be initialised with relatively small values in order to
reduce the occurrence of particles leaving the feasible region of the search space. This is the
reasoning that was followed here.
2.6.5 Synchronous vs asynchronous updates
The updates on the positions, velocities and fitness of each particle in the swarm may be
done in two ways: synchronously or asynchronously.
With synchronous updates, the same information regarding neighbourhood bests is made
available to all particles before updates are made. This is achieved by first updating all
velocities, then positions and finally all fitness values.
On the other hand, with asynchronous updates each particle’s position and fitness value
is updated immediately after updating its velocity. Slightly different information is therefore
available to each particle in the swarm each time its velocity and position are updated.
In Rada-Vilela, M. Zhang, and Seah (2011), a comparison is made between synchronous
and asynchronous PSO on various optimisation problems. Rada-Vilela, M. Zhang, and Seah
(2011, p. 27 - 28) report strong evidence that synchronous PSO outperforms asynchronous
PSO on various problems, but also that synchronous PSO may sometimes converge faster
than asynchronous PSO. This may lead to premature convergence, since the objective func-
tion in this case may have multiple local maxima (see figure 2.7). However, since PSO is
tested with various neighbourhood sizes, the faster speed of convergence may be offset by
decreasing neighbourhood sizes, which will allow an evaluation of PSO’s performance with
difference rates of convergence in any case. For this reason, synchronous PSO was not a lim-
itation in terms of preventing faster convergence rates. Synchronous updates were therefore
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implemented.
2.6.6 Working example
A working example of the PSO algorithm applied to dating cycles is shown in figure 2.8 on
page 59.
2.7 PSO-SGA
Since PSO has an element of randomness in the magnitudes by which it adjusts each buy-
sell point, there is a reasonable probability that the algorithm will give us solutions where
a sell (buy) point might be close to a peak (trough) that will improve the solution, but not
quite on it. For this reason, after the PSO algorithm is run, PSO’s output (the final set of
buy-sell points returned by PSO) may be used as input into SGA (the initial set of buy-sell
points that SGA adjusts). In other words, instead of SGA generating a random initial set
of buy-sell points, it will do its adjustments on the buy-sell points that PSO found, so that
any buy-sell points found by PSO that narrowly missed a “better” peak or trough might be
adjusted accordingly. Since the SGA algorithm is very fast, especially when its population
size is low (shown in chapter 4), this final adjustment to PSO’s output incurs negligible
computational cost (especially compared to how long PSO normally runs). This hybrid of
methods will be referred to as PSO-SGA.
Note that results from both the original PSO algorithm and the PSO-SGA method are
shown in the results section. This is done by extracting the solution from the PSO algorithm
first, after which SGA uses that solution to obtain a second solution, which is the solution
found by PSO-SGA.
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(a) Iteration 0 (b) Iteration 5 (c) Iteration 10
(d) Iteration 20 (e) Iteration 100 (f) Iteration 140
(g) Iteration 200 (h) Iteration 300 (i) Iteration 440
(j) Iteration 600 (k) Iteration 800 (l) Iteration 999
Figure 2.8: Locations of a single particle at various iterations in the PSO algorithm. Note, for the
first 300 iterations, the particle’s position (the set of buy-sell points, indicated by red dots) varies a
lot, and does not seem to find or stay at any “good” solution. This is the exploration phase that the
particle is going through, when it searches for as many different solutions as possible. At the 440th
iteration, and after, the particle stays in one position and varies its position only slightly. This is
the exploitation phase, where the particle refines a solution
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2.8 Summary
In this chapter, reasonably comprehensive descriptions of all the methods compared in this
study were given. The reader should now be familiar with the rationale behind each algo-
rithm, as well as the parameters of each, which form part of the comparison in chapter 4. In
the next chapter, the methodology for comparing these algorithms, as well as details on the
data that they were applied to, are given.
Note that in the following chapters, BSA-BU and BSA-EIISR will be referred to as BU
and EIISR, respectively. These are not to be confused with the bottom-up algorithm given
in Keogh et al. (2004, p. 2) and the EIISR method in Wu and Huang (2009, pp. 501 - 504).
This shortened form is used purely for convenience; the two algorithms newly presented in
this study are still formally known as BSA-BU and BSA-EIISR.
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Chapter 3
Research methodology
In this chapter, we start by defining the optimisation problem in more detail. Information on
the simulated time series data used, such as how it was generated, which stochastic processes
were used to generate it, and how the parameters of these processes were decided, is then
provided. Lastly, the statistical methods used to compare and determine the most efficient
algorithms for the optimisation problem (among those presented in the previous chapter),
as well as finding optimal parameters for these algorithms, are discussed.
3.1 Optimisation problem: objective function
3.1.1 Profit objective function
The profit objective function of the optimisation problem, equation (2.1), is restated below
for ease of reference
fprofit(X
∗) =
n/2∑
i=1
y(x∗2i)− y(x∗2i−1) (3.1)
where y(x) is the asset price at time x, and X∗ is a set of the times of buy-sell points,
i.e. X∗ = {x∗1, x∗2, . . . , x∗n}.
Note that as an alternative notation, the above objective function may also be represented
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in terms of the specific execution of a particular algorithm, as shown below
gprofit(Cij) = fprofit(X
∗) (3.2)
where Cij refers to the j-th execution of algorithm Ci, and fprofit(X
∗) is defined as in
equation (3.1). This notation will prove useful since a single objective function value is
always obtained for a single execution of an algorithm. X∗ above refers to the solution (set
of buy-sell points) that was obtained by Cij.
The above profit fitness function only takes long positions into account. That is, where
the sequence of alternating buy-sell points starts with a buy point, and ends with a sell
point. To simplify the comparisons that were made, short positions (i.e. where the sequence
starts with a sell point and ends with a buy point) were not considered. The algorithms
could easily be modified to accommodate short selling, however, by multiplying the above
objective function by negative one. Alternatively, equation (3.1) could also be minimised
instead of maximised, subject to the same constraints, in order to accommodate short selling.
3.1.2 Time objective function
Since lower values of time (in seconds) is better than higher values of time taken to obtain
a solution, the time objective function was defined as the inverse of the actual time (in
seconds) to finish computation. This was done so that with both objective functions, higher
values imply more desirable qualities. This made it easier when doing comparisons between
different methods.
The time objective function is therefore as follows
gtime(Cij) =
1
t(Cij)
(3.3)
where Cij is defined as in equation (3.2) above and t(Cij) is time in seconds of the j-th
execution of algorithm Ci.
Similar to the profit objective function, the time objective function may also be referred
to as the “time fitness function” and the value of the time objective function as “time fitness”.
However, if only the term “fitness” is used, it will generally refer to the profit fitness.
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3.2 Time series simulation
In this section, the theory and methodology used to simulate time series data sets that the
algorithms described in chapter 2 were applied to, is discussed. Note that the time series was
generated to mimic stock price processes. We therefore drew from the literature on deriva-
tives pricing, in particular the Black-Scholes model, which assumes some underlying random
process for share prices. This underlying process was approximated in order to generate time
series that resemble real-world, high sampling frequency share price data. Details are also
provided on the parameters of the time series, which will be used to differentiate between
time series when analysing results in chapter 4, after which discussions and more detailed
properties of the stochastic process approximated are given.
3.2.1 Hurst exponent
The Hurst exponent is a measure that describes certain characteristics of any given time
series. Specifically, it provides information on the long-term memory and fractality of a time
series (Qian and Rasheed 2004, p. 203). It is generally denoted by H and can assume any
value between 0 and 1.
With H values in this range, Qian and Rasheed (2004, p. 203) also state that a series
can be broadly classified in three categories: for H < 0.5, we have an anti-persistent series,
meaning an upward (downward) movement in the price/quantity that the series describes is
more likely to be followed by a downward (upward) movement in the given quantity, which
gives the series a more jagged appearance; for H = 0.5, the series is a random walk; for
H > 0.5, the series is described as persistent, meaning an upward (downward) movement
is more likely to be followed again by an upward (downward) movement, which gives the
series a smoother appearance. The Hurst exponent is further illustrated by the graphs in
figure 3.1.
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(a) Example of time series with H = 0.25
(b) Example of time series with H = 0.5
(c) Example of time series with H = 0.75
Figure 3.1: Illustration of the effects of the Hurst exponent
Clearly, different values of H seem to change the frequency and character of major peaks
and troughs in the time series, which most likely has an effect on the nature of the buy-sell
points extracted. Therefore, with regard to the performance of the algorithms on different
time series, the Hurst exponent is one of the quantities that were investigated.
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3.2.2 Continuous-time fractional Brownian motion
A short description of fractional Brownian motion (fBm) is given here. Fractional Brownian
motion forms the basis of the process used to generate time series for this study.
The following definition of a Gaussian process was adapted from Revuz and Yor (1991,
p. 34). Some notation has been changed, and additional observations have been left out
from the original definition.
Definition 3.1 (Gaussian process). A real-valued process, Bt, t ∈ T , is a Gaussian process
if for any finite sub-family (t1, ..., tn) of T , the random vector (Bt1 , ..., Btn) is Gaussian.
The following discussion was adapted from Nualart (2007, p. 1542). The symbols used
here are the same used by the author.
Definition 3.2 (Fractional Brownian motion). A Gaussian process BH = {BHt , t > 0} is
called fractional Brownian motion, or fBm with Hurst parameter H ∈ (0, 1) if it has mean
zero and covariance function
E(BHt B
H
s ) =
1
2
(s2H + t2H − |t− s|2H) (3.4)
Furthermore, it has the following properties:
Self-similarity: For any constant a > 0, the processes {a−HBHat , t > 0} and {BHt , t > 0}
have the same probability distribution. This property is an immediate consequence of the
fact that the covariance function given by (3.4) is homogeneous of order 2H, and it can be
considered as a “fractal property” in probability.
Stationary increments: From (3.4), it follows that the increment of the process in the
interval [s, t] has a normal distribution with zero mean and variance
E((BHt −BHs )2) = |t− s|2H (3.5)
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3.2.3 Discrete-time fractional Brownian motion
In this study, all fBm processes were generated with sampling interval 1 (no particular unit
of time is assumed), and is thus not continuous, but discrete. This does not affect the
derivation of equation (3.4), despite its derivation assuming continuity, since one may still
assume that the data is continuous, but that observations are sampled at 1-unit intervals.
The only modification that we make is that we assume t, s ∈ N in equations (3.4) and (3.5).
3.2.4 The fractional Black-Scholes model
Below, the exact process utilised for the simulation of all time series used in this study is
derived. The rationale behind using this process is also given.
The following definition was adapted from Seydel (2012, p. 26). Some additional clarifi-
cation in the original definition has been omitted.
Definition 3.3 (Wiener process). A Wiener process (or standard Brownian motion; notation
Wt or W ) is a time-continuous process for t ≥ 0 with the following properties
• W0 = 0
• Wt ∼ N(0, t) for all t ≥ 0.
• All increments ∆Wt = Wt+∆t−Wt on non-overlapping time intervals are independent.
• Wt depends continuously on t.
Many authors do not distinguish between Brownian motion and the Wiener process.
Here, Brownian motion (as opposed to standard Brownian motion) is defined as follows.
Definition 3.4 (Brownian motion). The stochastic process
Zt = Z0 + µt+ σWt
is known as Brownian motion with drift µ and volatility σ.
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Therefore, Brownian motion is a generalisation of standard Brownian motion, where Z0,
µ and σ are allowed to vary, i.e. Z0, µ, σ ∈ R, σ > 0.
The following definition is from Ross (2011, p. 38).
Definition 3.5 (Geometric Brownian motion). Let Zt be a Brownian motion process with
drift parameter µ and variance parameter σ2, and let
St = S0e
Zt , t ≥ 0
The process St, t ≥ 0 is said to be a geometric Brownian motion process with drift
parameter µ and variance parameter σ2.
In the modeling of asset prices, a geometric Brownian motion model of the following form
is often assumed.
St = S0e
(µ−σ2
2
)t+σWt (3.6)
In Bender, Sottinen, and Valkeila (2011, p. 77), the fractional Black-Scholes (fBS) model
is investigated, which assumes the following process for asset prices
St = S0e
µt+σBHt (3.7)
If we assume that an asset price process St follows the process given in equation (3.7),
then taking the logarithm of this process yields the following
log(St) = Yt = log(S0) + µt+ σB
H
t (3.8)
which is an fBm process. This is the process simulated in this paper, which is assumed
to be the natural logarithm of some asset price process. Using the logarithm of prices has
certain benefits:
• Assuming a geometric model, the log price series is generated by a much simpler pro-
cess than the geometric process. Furthermore, if the methods in chapter 2 were to be
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applied to real data, then finding the logarithm of actual prices in order to make the
data consistent with the time series model shown above in equation (3.8) is fairly trivial.
• In the log-price model, the drift and volatility parameters have a linear instead of expo-
nential effect on the series. This gives changes in parameters a much simpler effect on
the simulated data. Although drift and volatility will not be factors in this study (as
shown below), this might make future studies easier where the effects of drift, together
with volatility, are investigated.
• Yields between different prices become additive instead of multiplicative. This means
that a difference of one unit between two log prices always implies the same yield,
regardless of their levels. As shown in chapter 2, the optimisation methods applied
here work by finding the largest additive rises and drops in share prices. Therefore
if these methods are applied to log prices, then yields, instead of absolute differences
between actual prices, are automatically taken into account. This is very desirable
in the case of financial time series, since investors always focus on yields, rather than
absolute differences in prices.
• Log prices, regardless of whether they are positive or negative, always imply positive
actual asset prices. This made time series much easier to generate, since no restriction
needed to be imposed in order to ensure that prices are positive, which would have
been the case if actual prices were simulated.
For the process given by equation (3.8), we will assume µ = 0. If this assumption is
made, then changes in σ have no effect on the performance of any algorithm used in this
study. This is shown below.
Theorem 3.1. Assume a time series Y , such that µ = 0, and a sequence of solutions
X∗0 , X
∗
1 , ..., X
∗
n from dating cycles in time series Y , such that f1(X
∗
0 ) ≤ f1(X∗1 ) ≤ ... ≤
f1(X
∗
n), where f1(.) = fprofit(.). If the time series Y were scaled to obtain a new time series
Y ∗t = σ0Yt = σ0y(t) = σ0B
H
t , then the sequence of solutions X
∗
0 , X
∗
1 , ..., X
∗
n, with fitness values
f2(X
∗
0 ), f2(X
∗
1 ), ..., f2(X
∗
n) will still have the same order f2(X
∗
0 ) ≤ f2(X∗1 ) ≤ ... ≤ f2(X∗n) after
dating the new scaled time series.
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Proof Assume that a time series is given by equation (3.8)
Yt = log(S0) + µt+ σB
H
t
where µ = 0.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that S0 = 1 ⇒ log(S0) = 0, and also that
σ = 1, therefore
Yt = B
H
t = y(t)
Any solution X∗ has fitness function given by
f1(X
∗) =
n/2∑
i=1
y(x∗2i)− y(x∗2i−1)
If the same time series Yt was generated with σ0 as volatility, i.e.
Y ∗t = y(t)
∗ = σ0BHt = σ0y(t)
then the fitness function of the solution X∗ has the following value
f2(X
∗) =
n/2∑
i=1
σ0y(x
∗
2i)− σ0y(x∗2i−1) = σ0
n/2∑
i=1
y(x∗2i)− y(x∗2i−1) = σ0f1(X∗)
Now, f1(X
∗
0 ) ≤ f1(X∗1 ) ≤ ... ≤ f1(X∗n) ⇒ σ0f1(X∗0 ) ≤ σ0f1(X∗1 ) ≤ ... ≤ σ0f1(X∗n), from
which it follows that
f2(X
∗
0 ) ≤ f2(X∗1 ) ≤ ... ≤ f2(X∗n)

Therefore any sequence of solutions will keep their relative fitness values after a time
series is scaled.
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Theorem 3.2. If y(t0) > y(t1) in time series Y (the same series described in theorem 1),
then if Y ∗t = y
∗(t) = σ0Yt = σ0y(t), then y∗(t0) > y∗(t1).
Proof y(t0) > y(t1)⇒ σ0y(t0) > σ0y(t1)⇒ y∗(t0) > y∗(t1). 
Note that there is no ordering to the subscript on t, i.e. if i < j then it is not necessarily
true that ti < tj. This convention is maintained for the rest of the section. Note we still
assume that if i < j, then xi < xj (i.e. it is only for ti that we relax this constraint).
Theorem 3.3. Let D(t0, t1) = |y(t0) − y(t1)|, where |c| denotes here the absolute value
of a real number c. Now assume that we have a sequence of such absolute differences
D(t00, t01), ..., D(tn0, tn1) such that D(t00, t01) ≤ D(t10, t11) ≤ ... ≤ D(tn0, tn1). Now, if
such differences were applied to the scaled time series Y ∗t , which creates the sequence of
absolute differences D(t00, t01)
∗, ..., D(tn0, tn1)∗ (where D(t0, t1)∗ = |y(t0)∗ − y(t1)∗|), then
D(t00, t01)
∗ ≤ D(t10, t11)∗ ≤ ... ≤ D(tn0, tn1)∗.
Proof Let D(tab, tac) = |y(tab)−y(tac)|, where c = b+1. Now, assume the same differences
(at the same time indices) are applied to the scaled time series Y ∗, then D(tab, tac)∗ =
|σ0y(tab)−σ0y(tac)|, from which it follows that D(tab, tac)∗ = σ0|y(tab)−y(tac)| = σ0D(tab, tac).
Therefore,
D(t00, t01) ≤ D(t10, t11) ≤ ... ≤ D(tn0, tn1)
⇒ σ0D(t00, t01) ≤ σ0D(t10, t11) ≤ ... ≤ σ0D(tn0, tn1)
⇒ D(t00, t01)∗ ≤ D(t10, t11)∗ ≤ ... ≤ D(tn0, tn1)∗

It can now easily be shown that scaling of a time series does not affect performance of any
algorithms (BU, EIISR, PSO-SGA and SGA) with respect to both profit and time fitness.
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PSO It is clear that PSO sequentially improves its initial global best solution X0 by finding
better solutions X1, X2, etc. until it finds its final solution Xr, where r is the total number
of iterations. Since PSO finds sequentially better solutions, this implies that f1(X1) ≤
f1(X2) ≤ ... ≤ f(Xr), where Xi here refers to the global best in iteration i. From theorem
1, we know that the order of the solutions will not change if the time series is scaled. For
that reason, any sequence of solutions that PSO goes through to find the final solution, stays
the same (assuming the same “random” numbers are generated during the execution of the
algorithm); hence, keeping all other factors constant, PSO will perform exactly the same in
a given time frame after scaling a time series.
SGA Let Yseg be a segment of a time series Y . Let y0 be the lowest point in Yseg and yn the
highest point in Yseg. Therefore, y(t0) ≤ y(t1) ≤ ... ≤ y(tn). If Y is scaled to be Y ∗, then,
from theorem 2, y(t0)
∗ ≤ y(t1)∗ ≤ ... ≤ y(tn)∗. This means that t0 is still the time index
of the lowest point, and tn is still the time index of the highest point in Yseg. Therefore, at
every optimisation step in the SGA algorithm, which entails finding the highest or lowest
point in a given segment of the time series, the same time indices will describe the points
found. Because of this, the SGA algorithm will perform the same after scaling the time
series it operates on.
BSA-BU Let D(t00, t01) ≤ D(t10, t11) ≤ ... ≤ D(tn0, tn1) be a sequence of such differences
as described in theorem 3. If the time series Y is scaled with σ0, then from theorem 3,
the sequence of differences will keep the same order, i.e. D(t00, t01)
∗ ≤ D(t10, t11)∗ ≤ ... ≤
D(tn0, tn1)
∗. The BSA-BU method works by removing the smallest D from such a sequence
above in every iteration, i.e. BSA-BU removes D0 from a sequence D0 ≤ D1 ≤ D2 ≤ ... ≤ Dn
in every iteration. Since such a sequence keeps its order if the series gets scaled (i.e. the two
time indices defining the lowest value, D0, will be the same time indices after the series is
scaled), BU will remove the same pair of points at every iteration. This will result in the
same solution (same fitness value) in the same number of iterations (same time taken).
BSA-EIISR Recall that in the section on the EIISR algorithm in the previous chapter,
the concept of the prominence of a time series observation was introduced: if a trough was
lowest in a window of radius n, it was referred to as a trough of order n. From theorem 2 it
follows that if the trough at time ti is of order n in time series Y , then the trough at time ti
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will still be of order n in the scaled time series Y ∗. This is because if a point at time tj was
higher/lower than the point at time ti in the original series, then the point at time tj is still
higher/lower than the point at ti in the scaled time series, which theorem 2 proves. Since
the EIISR method works by finding the troughs of the highest order, it is easy to see that
EIISR will find the same troughs in the scaled time series Y ∗ as in the original time series
Y . Therefore scaling the time series also does not have an effect on the EIISR method’s
performance.
We have shown that if µ = 0, then changing σ will have no effect on any of the algorithms’
performance that are compared in this paper. Therefore the volatility was kept constant at
σ = 1, in addition to assuming zero drift, µ = 0.
3.2.5 Generation of fBm
In order to generate the process above, the process BH = {BHt , t > 0} was first generated,
after which it was substituted into equation (3.8) to obtain each simulated observation, Yt.
Each BHt was generated using a functionality built into Wolfram Mathematica 10 that can
generate fBm with Hurst exponent H ∈ (0, 1).
The full source code may be found in appendix F. Seed values are also given, so that the
reader may duplicate the time series that optimisation methods in this study were applied
to.
3.3 S-Races
As discussed in the literature review, S-Race was used to separate efficient and inefficient
methods with regard to the two criteria: profit fitness and computation time. S-Race is
described in more detail in this section. Some preliminaries which are necessary to know or
recall in order to understand S-Race are first discussed, after which S-Race itself is described.
Note that we will from now on often refer to an algorithm with a specific parameter
setting as a model. For example, SGA(1) and SGA(5) refer to the same algorithm, but with
two different population sizes; therefore, they are different models. Of course, SGA(1) and
EIISR, being different algorithms, are also different models. This is mostly for convenience
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in distinguishing between the same algorithm but with different parameter settings, since
these will also be compared against each other.
3.3.1 Pareto dominance
The following definition was adapted from Talbi (2009, p. 311).
Definition 3.6 (Pareto dominance). An objective vector u =
[
u1 u2 ... ul
]
is said to
dominate v =
[
v1 v2 ... v1
]
(denoted by u  v) if and only if no component of v is larger
than the corresponding element of u and at least one component of u is strictly larger, that
is
∀i ∈ {1, ..., l} : ui ≥ vi ∧ ∃i ∈ {1, ..., l} : ui > vi
This form of dominance is also known as Pareto dominance.
Following from the definition of Pareto dominance, the definition below of Pareto opti-
mality is also adapted from Talbi (2009, p. 311).
Definition 3.7 (Pareto optimality). A solution Chj ∈ S is said to be Pareto optimal if for
every Cij ∈ S, G(Cij) does not dominate G(Chj), that is, G(Cij) 6 G(Chj).
In our specific case, the vector G(Cij) is defined as
G(Cij) =
[
gprofit(Cij) gtime(Cij)
]
therefore any execution Chj of a model Ch such that no execution Cij of any other model
Ci can improve over Chj in terms of higher profit fitness and lower computation time (which
implies a higher value for gtime(Cij), the time fitness) is Pareto optimal.
3.3.2 Statistical error
Assume we are doing a test on the hypothesis H0 at significance level α = 0.05. The p-value
calculated in the test will indicate where in the distribution implied by H0 the observations
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we are doing the test on is sampled from. Depending on whether a one-tail or two-tail test is
performed, if p falls within some outlying region of the distribution that makes up 5% of the
distribution, the null hypothesis is rejected. This is because we then know that there is a less
than 5% chance that the observations come from the distribution assumed under the null
hypothesis, H0. Consequently, there is at most a α = 5% chance that the null hypothesis
will be rejected, while it is in fact true (which is considered an acceptable rate, as α is set
beforehand). This is referred to as a type I error: the chance that H0 is incorrectly rejected.
On the other hand, there is also the possibility of failing to reject H0, when it is indeed
false. To calculate the probability of this event, one would need to know the distribution of
the alternative hypothesis (this distribution is assumed to be unknown in this study). This
type of error is referred to as a type II error.
To summarise:
• Type I error
– The probability that a true null hypothesis is rejected (false positive). This is
equal to α.
• Type II error
– The probability that a false null hypothesis fails to be rejected.
3.3.3 Sign test
The sign test is a nonparametric procedure for testing preference between two populations
as a whole (Downing and Clark 2003, p. 404). Its best use is in cases where only the <, =,
and > relations between two variables x and y are of interest. Being a non-parametric test,
no assumptions on the distribution of samples are made; however, it carries less statistical
power than alternate parametric tests, such as the t-test (Lehmann and Romano 2005, p.
538).
Assume we want to test for consistent differences between variables X and Y . In partic-
ular, we wish to determine whether variable X is more likely to dominate variable Y , than
Y dominating X, i.e. P (X > Y ) > 0.5. Let nxy be the number of cases where x > y and
nyx the number of cases where the opposite is true, and x and y are realisations of X and Y .
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The distribution of nxy and nyx may be modelled by a binomial distribution, Binom(s, p),
where s = nxy + nyx and p is the probability of an occurrence of x > y (i.e. of nxy incre-
menting) or, more concisely, p = P (X > Y ). Since only the hypothesis p > 0.5 is of interest,
it is not necessary to run the hypothesis test when nyx ≥ nxy, since then it is obvious that
p ≯ 0.5, considering the available evidence, nxy and nyx. Since the hypothesis test is run
only when nxy > nyx, the only possibilities for p are p > 0.5 or p = 0.5; therefore the null
hypothesis is H0 : p = 0.5, and is tested against H1 : p > 0.5.
Since the set of observed x > y and x < y is modelled as Binom(s, p), and the p-value is
calculated under the assumption that the null hypothesis is true,
pi(nxy, nyx) =
1
2s
s∑
k=nxy
(
s
k
)
(3.9)
where pi(nxy, nyx)) is the p-value for the one-tailed hypothesis test
H0 : p = 0.5
H1 : p > 0.5
Definition 3.8 (Inefficiency). Let nab be the amount of times that model B was Pareto
dominated by model A. If, in every S-Race, there is some model A where the sign test rejects
the null hypothesis with significance level α and p-value pi(nab, nba)), then model B is referred
to as inefficient.
Note that in definition 3.8 above, model A rejecting model B via S-Race does not nec-
essarily mean that model A always dominates model B in the Pareto sense (definition 3.6)
- instead, it means that there is sufficient statistical evidence to conclude (with a certain
confidence) that A is more likely to dominate B than B dominating A in the Pareto sense.
3.3.4 Holm-Bonferroni method
When doing multiple comparisons, each with a critical value of α, the total probability of
type I error (referred to as the family-wise error rate) increases if the α value is not adjusted
accordingly. There are various methods to make this adjustment, one of the simplest being
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the Bonferroni correction. This approach divides the specified α value by the number of
comparisons, M , to obtain a new significance level α
M
(Frane 2015, pp. 13 - 14).
There exists, however, universally more powerful methods than the Bonferroni correction,
such as the Holm-Bonferroni (Holm 1979, pp. 65 - 70) and Sˇida`k (Sˇida´k 1967, pp. 626 -
633) procedures. Attention will only be given to the Holm-Bonferroni method from here
on, since this is the method that is used with S-Races in T. Zhang, Georgiopoulos, and
Anagnostopoulos (2013, p. 1567).
The Holm-Bonferroni method, similar to the Bonferroni correction, is a procedure used
to control the family-wise error rate (FWER) in a multiple comparison test. Algorithm 8,
adapted from T. Zhang, Georgiopoulos, and Anagnostopoulos (2013, p. 1567), describes this
procedure.
Algorithm 8 Holm-Bonferroni procedure
1: procedure HolmBonferroni(Π, FWER)
2: Π is a set of the corresponding p-values of the M hypotheses
3: α← FWER
4: Order Π in ascending order as pi1 ≤ pi2 ≤ ... ≤ piM
5: Find the smallest k = k0 such that pik0 > α/(M + 1− k0)
6: Reject the null hypotheses of the tests pik with k < k0 . If k0 = 1, reject none, if no
such k, then reject all
7: return the indices of rejected hypotheses, i = 1, 2, ..., k0 if k0 > 1, else return none
8: end procedure
3.3.5 Dominance matrix
It is very convenient to represent the number of times each model dominated, and was
dominated by any other model, in the form of a matrix,

n11 n12 · · · n1l
n21 n22 · · · n2l
...
...
...
...
nl1 nl2 · · · nll

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where nij indicates how many times model i dominated model j and l = |C| (the number
of models currently in the pool of models in S-Race). Thus, column i contains all the
information on how many times, and by which model, model i was dominated. Similarly,
row i contains all the information on how many times, and which model, model i dominated.
To find all the models that are sufficiently dominated by model i so that they can be
eliminated from the pool of models, row and column values of each model are used in a series
of sign tests. Assume we wish to find all models that model i dominates. Values from row
and column i from the dominance matrix are then used in the sign tests on the ith model.
Let
coli =
[
n1i n2i ... nli
]
, rowi =
[
ni1 ni2 ... nil
]
be the column and row values of model i, respectively. Then, by doing a series of sign
tests and obtaining p-values for pi(nij, nji) for each j = 1, 2, ..., l where nij > nji, a set of
p-values is obtained as follows
Π = {pi1, pi2, . . . piM}
where Π has the same meaning as in algorithms 8 and 9, where it is used as input for the
Holm-Bonferroni procedure, pij is the j
th calculated p-value and M is the number of models
where nij > nji. The output of the Holm-Bonferroni procedure then indicates which models
were statistically significantly dominated by model i. All those models are then eliminated
from the pool of models, C.
3.3.6 S-Race description and pseudocode
The list below summarises S-Race, after which it is described more formally in algorithm 9
on page 79. Both the list and the pseudocode are adapted from T. Zhang, Georgiopoulos,
and Anagnostopoulos (2013, pp. 1567 - 1568).
• Start with a pool of models, called the candidate pool C. Then proceed in iterations;
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• in each iteration j, a new time series Y is selected from a group of time series J . Each
model in the candidate pool is tested on Y (with the same value for K);
• compare the quantities gprofit(Cij) and gtime(Cij) resulting from running model i in
iteration j on Y , against the corresponding values from all other models run on Y in
the same iteration j;
• for every model i, for every k that satisfies G(Cij)  G(Ckj), the quantity nik is
incremented by one;
• use the sign test, along with the Holm-Bonferroni method, to determine which models
are inefficient. Reject inefficient models from C;
• if more than one model is in C and not all time series in J have been selected in
previous iterations, go to step 2, otherwise, return final pool, C.
Definition 3.9 (Efficiency). Any model A in the final pool at the end of at least one S-Race
is referred to as efficient.
Note that when a model A is efficient, according to definition 3.9 above, not all its
executions are necessarily Pareto optimal (definition 3.7). Instead, it means that we have
enough statistical evidence to conclude (with a certain confidence) that, in at least one S-
Race, there exists no other model B, such that B is more likely to dominate A than A is to
dominate B in the Pareto sense.
3.3.7 Type I error of S-Race algorithm
The following derivation for the link between the maximum probability of at least one type
I error in the entire S-Race algorithm, ∆, and the maximum FWER, α, is adapted from
T. Zhang, Georgiopoulos, and Anagnostopoulos (2013, p. 1568).
With the Holm-Bonferroni procedure, the type I error probability is limited within one
family of paired comparisons by setting α. In the S-Race procedure shown in algorithm 9,
Holm-Bonferroni is applied at most m − 1 times within one iteration of the algorithm (T.
Zhang, Georgiopoulos, and Anagnostopoulos 2013, p. 1568) where m is the initial pool size
(see appendix B, page 146). For each family of models tested, the FWER, controlled by the
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Algorithm 9 S-Race algorithm
1: procedure SRace(C, V , ∆)
2: α← AdjustAlpha(∆)
3: C ← {C1, C2, ..., Cm}(m ≥ 2)
4: J ← the validation set (a set of examples to run the models, C on)
5: while |C| > 1 and |J | > 0 do
6: Randomly sample a time series, Y , from the validation set
7: J ← J \ {Y } . So that no time series may be sampled twice
8: Evaluate all remaining models on the time series Y
9: for each model Ci ∈ C do
10: Π← ∅
11: for each model Cj ∈ C \ {Ci} do
12: if nij > nji then
13: Π← Π ∪ {pi(nij, nji)} . Obtain sign test p-values for all models
against model i
14: end if
15: end for
16: if Π not empty then
17: Γ← HolmBonferroni(Π, α) . Get indices of all models to be rejected,
and put them in a set Γ
18: end if
19: for each k ∈ Γ do
20: C ← C \ {Ck}
21: end for
22: end for
23: end while
24: Return C
25: end procedure
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Holm-Bonferroni procedure (assuming that it cannot be applied more than m − 1 times in
a single S-Race iteration) is given by
P (At least one type I error in family) ≤ α
In one iteration of S-Race, we have
P (at least one type I error in iteration) ≤ (m− 1)α (3.10)
In equation (3.10) above, we use the fact that
P (A) ∪ P (B) = P (A) + P (B)− (P (A) ∩ P (B))⇒ P (A) ∪ P (B) ≤ P (A) + P (B) (3.11)
Which makes equation (3.10) hold.
Letting B be the maximum amount of iterations of the algorithm, and applying (3.11)
in the same way we did to obtain (3.10), we have
P (at least one type I error in S-Race) ≤ B(m− 1)α
Letting ∆ = P (No type I errors in S-Race),
1−∆ ≤ B(m− 1)α
or
∆ = P (No type I errors in S-Race) ≥ ∆0 = 1−B(m− 1)α (3.12)
Solving for the equality on the right,
α =
1−∆0
B(m− 1) (3.13)
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From equation (3.12), the true probability of making no type I errors in S-Race is ∆ ≥ ∆0.
If we therefore set the value for α using ∆0, then ∆0 is the minimum confidence level for
S-Race. For example, if ∆0 is set to 99%, then we can be at least 99% confident of not
making any type I errors in S-Race. Equation (3.13) is represented by line 2 in algorithm 9.
Note that the bound for the occurrence of type I errors in the entire S-Race is very
loose, since it assumes that no models are rejected during the entire S-Race. If models are
rejected, which is very often the case in this study, then the true probability of no type I
errors occurring increases even further.
3.4 Investigation of inputs
Aside from comparing models directly, the relative performance of the methods in the pres-
ence of different inputs will also be investigated. These inputs are discussed below.
3.4.1 Time series length
Since one of the main aims of this research is to investigate methods that can effectively
perform preprocessing on large time series data sets, the series size is an obvious variable to
investigate. This will show how well methods scale to time series size, i.e. how time series
size affects the solution and time required for computation.
3.4.2 Number of buy-sell points
Increasing the number of buy-sell points to be found (up to a certain point) increases the
complexity of the problem that each method must solve. It is also an essential parameter
to be given by a practitioner using the buy-sell problem to analyse a given time series, since
it determines the number of cycles found (or rate of compression). It is therefore of vital
importance to investigate the performance of the algorithms under various values for this
parameter.
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3.4.3 Hurst exponent
The Hurst exponent, as explained in previous sections, has a very significant effect on the
behaviour of the time series process. In particular, it has a direct effect on the jaggedness
of a series, which influences how many local peaks and troughs there are. Since more peaks
and troughs indicate more potential buy-sell points, investigating this parameter might give
insight into which algorithms to apply for a series with specific characteristics.
3.5 Summary
In this chapter, details regarding the data that each algorithm was applied to, were given.
Also, information on the methodology used for comparing the algorithms described in chap-
ter 2 was given. Since the reader should now be familiar with this methodology, results of
the comparisons between the different algorithms presented in the next chapter should be
easier to understand, as well as the interpretation thereof.
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Results
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, results and discussions on the performance of each of the methods described
in chapter 2, are presented. It will become clear when reading this chapter that results from
each section are dependent on results from a previous section. For this reason, results and
discussion are combined into one chapter here.
The main purpose of this chapter is to find the best models to maximise the objective
function described by equation (3.1). This would entail separating models that are efficient,
from inefficient models (definitions 3.9 and 3.8 on pages 78 and 75, respectively).
Once we are left with a group of efficient models, a comparison of these models is done,
since certain models in this group might perform better on one criterion than on the other
criteria, and vice versa. In other words, some models in the final pool of efficient models
might be better to use in certain situations over others in the final pool.
The optimisation problem that each model must solve is defined by three attributes:
length of the time series (Ysize), number of buy-sell points (K), and Hurst exponent of the
time series (H). Initially, models are compared in 9 distinct combinations of these three
attributes. A combination of these three attributes will be referred to as a configuration.
Each attribute is combined with all other attributes on two levels (high/low), with a midpoint
configuration, which makes 23 + 1 = 9 distinct configurations. It is therefore a two-level full
factorial design (Mee 2009, p. 4) with a midpoint. Collecting data at the midpoint mainly
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serves to provide a means to check the linearity of the effects between the two levels, the
absence of which might provide sufficient motivation to run a full three-level experiment
(Mee 2009, pp. 31-32). The configurations that make up the two-level design are shown in
table 4.1.
S-Race is run on each configuration shown in table 4.1, which means that for each config-
uration, each model is run once on every time series generated for the configuration as long
as it is still in the pool, as required by S-Race. For each S-Race, a total of 100 time series
are generated, leading to a maximum of 100 iterations in every S-Race.
Different time series are generated for each configuration because of the stochastic nature
of the time series, and of certain methods. In this way, S-Race accumulates statistical evi-
dence on which models are inferior, and thus gives a summary of every model’s performance
on each configuration by showing which models survived (were not rejected from) S-Race.
In each case, S-Race was run with a confidence level of at least ∆0 = 99.9% (see ap-
pendix B, page 146). The confidence level was set this high, since it was assumed that
risking to keep an inferior model in S-Race (type II error) was better than risking to reject
an efficient model, since in the former case, more information is accumulated on the model’s
performance since it is executed more in the S-Race algorithm. The inferior model’s perfor-
mance may afterwards be taken into account and one could say, for example, that it would
have been rejected at another specified confidence level. This was thought to be better than
not having any additional information on the model’s performance at all.
A graphical method that summarises the performance of each model in S-Race is provided
throughout this chapter for most S-Races. This method is explained in section 4.1.2, below.
When results from the two-level experiment did not give satisfactory results (i.e. if it
proved difficult to make conclusions from the experiment), S-Race was run on the additional
configurations required to make the two-level experiment a three-level experiment in order
to obtain more information for analysis. For the three-level experiment, each of the three
attributes were combined on three levels: H took on values 0.2, 0.5, 0.8; Ysize, 4000, 16000,
32000; K assumed values 10, 50, and 100. The number of additional S-Races to be run in or-
der to have a full three level experiment is 18; S-Race was not run again on the configurations
in the two factor experiment.
Note that the reason only relatively large time series are chosen, is because this study is
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Time series size (Ysize) H K
4000 0.2 10
4000 0.2 100
4000 0.8 10
4000 0.8 100
32000 0.2 10
32000 0.2 100
32000 0.8 10
32000 0.8 100
16000 0.5 50
Table 4.1: Configurations that S-Race is initially run on (two-level factorial design)
specifically focused on assessing how these algorithms perform when applied to larger time
series sizes. We therefore did not use time series below a size of 4000 observations (except
in one specific case, which will be discussed later in the chapter).
4.1.1 Algorithms
The methods compared in this chapter may be divided into stochastic and deterministic
groups: a deterministic method provides the same solution every time it is run on a given
time series with the same configuration. A stochastic method will give different solutions
every time it is run on the same time series in the same manner that Monte Carlo methods
yield variable solutions when used to approximate mathematical expressions, for example. In
this study, deterministic methods do not have any parameters, while the stochastic methods
each have at least one parameter.
The results chapter is divided up into sections, which might be seen as rounds in a
competition: we start by analysing all the deterministic methods, which are made up of BU,
EIISR, HR-BU, HR-EIISR and HR-FE2. S-Race is run on all these methods together. After
this, SGA and HR-SGA are run against the models that survived sufficient S-Races with the
deterministic methods. Finally, PSO-SGA and HR-PSO-SGA are run against the models
that have survived sufficient previous S-Races.
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The reason the S-Races are run separately against each class of models is due to the
fact that some of the methods have parameters. Analysing the methods that do not have
parameters is easy, since there is no need to choose which parameter values to use for these
methods in S-Race. These are all the deterministic methods, which is why they all get
analysed together. When a method has parameters, sufficient models of these methods
have to be chosen, so that enough parameter values are analysed. This is why S-Race is
run separately with SGA, HR-SGA, PSO-SGA and HR-PSO-SGA — so that the results on
parameter values will be easier to analyse.
4.1.2 Baseline plots
In each iteration of S-Race, a different realisation of the time series with the given character-
istics was used to run all the models on. This implied that objective function values would
have differed for each S-Race iteration, and in particular, what was a “good” objective func-
tion value in one iteration of S-Race was not necessarily a “good” fitness value in the next
iteration. In order to graphically represent results, fitness values were therefore normalised
by dividing each model’s objective function value by one specific model’s fitness value. The
computation time was also normalised in the same manner. The model that divided every
other model’s profit and time fitness values by its own, will be referred to as the baseline
model. A scatter plot of all the normalised values will be referred to as a baseline plot. The
baseline plots make it easy to see how the baseline model performed relative to the other
models in the pool, and to a lesser extent, how well other models performed relative to each
other.
On the y-axis, we plot yij =
g(Cij)
g(CBj)
, where g(Cij) is the fitness value in the j-th iteration
of S-Race of the ith model in the pool, and g(CBj) is the fitness of the baseline model in
the j-th iteration of S-Race. Note that yij and xij are used here to refer to a pair of values
in the Cartesian plane, not as time series observations. The higher the value for yij, the
better model i performed in terms of fitness value against the baseline model, and a value
of 1 indicates equal fitness values.
On the x-axis, we plot xij =
t(CBj)
t(Cij)
. Therefore, the higher xij is, the quicker model i
performed relative to the baseline model in iteration j of S-Race, where a value of 1 also
indicates the time taken was equal.
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Figure 4.1: Example of a baseline plot, with EIISR as the baseline method
A new set of reference axes can therefore be drawn, with the origin at (1, 1). It was noted
that it is often difficult to read the computation time values due to large differences. For
this reason, values on the x-axis were plotted on a logarithmic scale in most cases. Therefore
on the x-axis we have xij = ln(
t(CBj)
t(Cij)
). In these cases, the origin of the new set of reference
axes is at (0, 1).
If an observation is plotted in the first quadrant (top right) of the reference axes (including
the reference axes themselves), then the corresponding model outperformed the baseline
model in computation time and fitness. This means that the model in question dominated
the baseline model for that time series, and S-Race would have registered it as a “win” for
that model and a “loss” for the baseline model.
An observation in the second quadrant (top left, without touching the axes) implies that
the model in question attained a higher fitness value than the baseline model, but took longer
to compute, and therefore there was no dominance in that instance.
An observation in the third quadrant (bottom left, including the reference axes) implies
that the baseline model exceeded the model in question in terms of fitness and lower compu-
tation time, which means that S-Race would have registered this as a “win” for the baseline
model and a “loss” for the plotted model.
Finally, an observation in the fourth quadrant (bottom right, excluding reference axes)
means that the plotted model arrived at a lower fitness value but was quicker to compute,
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therefore no dominance took place in that instance.
Note that in each of these baseline plots, pairs of models where neither of the algorithms
in the pair is not the baseline model, cannot be reliably compared to each other. For
example, in figure 4.1, some of the black dots are higher than some of the green dots, but
this does not necessarily indicate instances where the HR-EIISR method got a higher fitness
value than the BU method. The higher black dots could also be the result of the EIISR
method getting a lower fitness value than normal for a particular time series, in which case
the corresponding BU fitness value for that time series could still be higher than the HR-
EIISR fitness. However, if all of the green dots were higher than the black dots, then it can
confidently be said that the BU method exceeded the HR-EIISR method in terms of fitness
values for all the time series examples in S-Race (as can be seen in most of the plots in
figure 4.4 on page 91, for example).
The same logic as above, applies to the x-axis. For example, once again in figure 4.1 it
is clear that the green dots are all to the right of all the red dots, which means that the BU
method was quicker to compute than the HR-FE2 method in all instances. But once again,
if overlap occurs, one cannot confidently say in how many of the instances the BU method,
for example, had a lower computation time than another model. The only comparisons that
can be made reliably in these baseline plots are against the baseline model.
4.2 Deterministic methods
A comparison of the EIISR, BU, HR-EIISR, HR-BU and HR-FE2 methods, which comprise
all the deterministic methods in this study, will now be made. In the following section
(section 4.2.1), baseline plots and tables are shown that summarise the results obtained by
running S-Race on the above-mentioned methods. These results are discussed in section 4.2.2.
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4.2.1 S-Race results: baseline plots and summary
Baseline plots are shown in figures 4.2 to 4.4, with the EIISR method as the baseline model.
Where the figures are arranged in a 2x2 grid, the plots on the left and right are for Hurst
exponent 0.2 and 0.8 respectively, and top and bottom plots are for time series sizes 4 000
and 32 000, respectively.
Figure 4.2: Baseline plots for S-Race with all deterministic methods, where K = 10
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Figure 4.3: Baseline plot for S-Race with all deterministic methods, where K = 50
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Figure 4.4: Baseline plots for S-Race with all deterministic methods, where K = 100
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Ysize H K
Configuration 4000 0.2 10
Final pool
EIISR
BU
Configuration 4000 0.2 100
Final pool
EIISR
BU
Configuration 4000 0.8 10
Final pool EIISR
Configuration 4000 0.8 100
Final pool
EIISR
BU
Configuration 32000 0.2 10
Final pool EIISR
Configuration 32000 0.2 100
Final pool
EIISR
BU
Configuration 32000 0.8 10
Final pool EIISR
Configuration 32000 0.8 100
Final pool
EIISR
BU
Configuration 16000 0.5 50
Final pool
EIISR
BU
Table 4.2: Final pool after S-Race for deterministic methods (two-level factorial design)
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Ysize H K
Configuration 4000 0.5 10
Final pool
EIISR
BU
Configuration 16000 0.2 10
Final pool
EIISR
BU
Configuration 16000 0.5 10
Final pool EIISR
Configuration 16000 0.8 10
Final pool EIISR
Configuration 32000 0.5 10
Final pool
EIISR
BU
Table 4.3: Final pool after S-Race for EIISR and BU (Additional configurations for three-level
factorial design, where K = 10)
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4.2.2 S-Race results: discussion
In every S-Race in the two-factor experiment, all HR methods were eliminated. In most
baseline plots, it can be seen that the methods from the HR family were dominated by the
EIISR method, as they mostly fall into the third (bottom left) quadrant defined by the
blue lines. When they were not dominated, they had a “draw” with the EIISR method
(second quadrant), so they never dominated the EIISR method, which explains why they
were eliminated from the S-Races. Also note that the BU method most likely also dominated
the HR-FE2 and HR-BU methods (red and cyan dots, respectively) in many cases, since they
are plotted mostly to the lower left of the BU cluster, although there is some overlap.
In all but one of the cases where K = 10, the BU method was also eliminated. This
may seem surprising, since very few of the green dots, which represent the BU method, seem
to fall into the third quadrant. However, figure 4.5, which is a detailed view of the section
where the green cluster intersects the blue horizontal line, shows that in many cases BU had
the same objective function value as EIISR (and in one case a lower value), but took longer
to obtain it, since it is to the left of the vertical blue line. There were 19 of these instances
in total, where there was no improvement over EIISR’s fitness by BU while taking longer
to finish, meaning EIISR dominated BU 19 times, while BU never dominated EIISR once.
This caused S-Race to eventually reject the BU method.
Figure 4.5: Results for EIISR and BU methods where fitness values were close to each other (i.e.
the ratio on the y-axis is around 1). This is for the same configuration as in figure 4.2, lower right
In the case where K is higher (taking on values of 50 and 100), it can be seen from
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table 4.2 that both EIISR and BU made it to the end of the race with every configuration.
The plots in figures 4.3 and 4.4 also confirm this, where it is clear that the BU method
always got a higher fitness value than EIISR, but still took longer to finish its computation.
From the evidence for higher as well as lower values for K, it is clear that there is a
trade-off between BU and EIISR: BU often gets a higher fitness value than EIISR (more so
in the case where K is higher), but EIISR is faster in obtaining a solution in every case. The
fact that BU performs better with higher K is in agreement with the observation made in
chapter 2 on page 42 with respect to BU’s efficiency with higher K, although K = 100 is
still not high enough for BU to have a lower computation time than that of EIISR.
Regarding the effects of time series size and Hurst exponent on the relative performance
between BU and EIISR, there does not seem to be any noticeable, consistent effects, judging
from the models that survived S-Race as well as the baseline plots.
Since all the methods from the HR family were rejected in all the S-Races in the full
two-level factorial design (including the midpoint), it may be concluded that the HR-FE2,
HR-BU and HR-EIISR are completely dominated by either BU or EIISR, which means
that there is no benefit in running them over EIISR or BU. These particular HR methods
will therefore not be considered further in this study (although the stochastic HR methods,
HR-SGA and HR-PSO, will still be analysed).
Since BU was not rejected in all cases where K = 10, and there is no clear pattern
regarding the races it was rejected from where K = 10, the results from the two-level
experiment does not give a conclusive result regarding relative performance between BU and
EIISR. S-Race was therefore applied to these two methods for the remaining configurations
that S-Race would have been run on had we done a full three-level factorial experiment.
In the additional configurations to make a full three-level experiment, both EIISR and
BU survived S-Race in all cases except two. In both those cases where one was rejected, it
was always BU, and it was every time for where K = 10. However, there were still three
cases where K = 10 when BU was not rejected, as shown in table 4.3, where the surviving
models from S-Race for K = 10 are shown.
There is therefore also no clear pattern in the results from the full three-level experiment.
Table 4.4, however, shows the maximum confidence level for BU to be rejected in each of the
four configurations, where K = 10, where it was not rejected in the full three-level factorial
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Ysize H BU beaten EIISR beaten p-value Max confidence for rejection
4000 0.2 18 0 3.815× 10−6 99.96%
4000 0.5 12 0 2.4414× 10−4 97.55%
16000 0.2 11 0 4.8828× 10−4 95.11%
32000 0.5 15 0 3.0518× 10−5 99.69%
Table 4.4: Rejection criteria in S-Race for BU, where K = 10, and assuming that EIISR and BU
are the only models in S-Race. Note that the significance level α for each hypothesis test is then
adjusted to α100 , since only a single comparison is done in each of the 100 iterations of S-Race.
The confidence levels in the last column are adjusted for the 100 iterations in S-Race, based on the
adjusted significance level.
experiment (which includes the configurations only in the two-level experiment, which were
tested earlier). Note that we assume in table 4.4 that EIISR and BU are the only models in
S-Race, which is true for all configurations in the table, except the first one. In the case of
that configuration, this assumption increases the maximum confidence level for rejection of a
model compared to the actual confidence level in that S-Race, where there were other models
present, too. However, this frees us from the requirement of applying the Holm-Bonferroni
method in this simple illustration. On the other hand, had we ran that S-Race with only BU
and EIISR, then the maximum confidence level shown for the first entry in the table would
have been valid.
In all the configurations in table 4.4, K = 10. It is clear from that table that had S-Race
been run with only EIISR and BU in all cases, with a confidence level of 95%, then BU
would have been rejected where K = 10. This gives a somewhat clearer picture of EIISR’s
improved performance against BU when K is low. However, the rejection of BU is not as
decisive as with the HR methods, since, as can be seen in all baseline plots, BU gets an
equal or better fitness in the overwhelming majority of cases, even where K = 10. BU was
therefore still used in the following S-Races with other methods, even where K = 10.
4.3 HR-SGA
In this section, the HR-SGA method is investigated. Recall that the hierarchical method
uses another method to find two buy-sell points in a chosen time-series segment at each step.
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In HR-SGA, the hierarchical method uses SGA, with K = 2, to find two buy-sell points in
each iteration.
Since SGA can have its population size varied, HR-SGA was tested with different popu-
lation sizes for the SGA model that gets applied in each iteration. The range of population
sizes for SGA that HR-SGA was tested with, is a slightly smaller range than that used for
the ordinary SGA algorithm (shown in section 4.4). This can be justified, however, because
SGA is only applied for K = 2 at each step of HR-SGA. Larger population sizes than 50
were therefore deemed unnecessary, since this simplifies the optimisation problem for SGA
significantly, which eliminates the need for large population sizes.
Note that HR-SGA, where SGA with population size PSGA was used, is denoted HR-
SGA(PSGA). HR-SGA with population sizes 1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 50 was tested. S-Race
with these population sizes for HR-SGA, was ran on the same configurations as in the two-
level full factorial experiment that the deterministic methods was run on. Both EIISR and
BU were included in each S-Race.
Within one execution of HR-SGA, the population size for the SGA model applied at each
iteration was kept constant. An investigation into whether the population size of the SGA
model should be adapted based on the size and Hurst exponent of the series segment being
optimised, could be a topic for future research.
4.3.1 S-Race results and summary
S-Race rejected HR-SGA for each configuration, regardless of the population size used. Only
one baseline plot is included for this result, since the other baseline plots are very similar.
The other baseline plots are included in appendix D on page 161, if the reader desires to
study them.
In figure 4.6, it can clearly be seen that even the HR-SGA method with the highest
population size, HR-SGA(50), took most of the time longer than BU to finish computation,
and also most likely had a lower fitness value in all cases. It can also be seen that there is
little difference in fitness values between HR-SGA(50) and HR-SGA(15). From this evidence,
it seems unlikely that increasing population size past 50 would have been beneficial to HR-
SGA’s performance.
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Figure 4.6: Baseline plot for S-Race with HR-SGA, where K = 50
Since HR-SGA is rejected in each S-Race, this method is not considered further in this
study.
4.4 SGA
The performance of the SGA method is investigated in this section. This time, values of
PSGA were varied from 1 to 150, since now SGA is applied to problems where K ≥ 10,
making the optimisation problem more complex. Note that, as mentioned in section 2.3.3,
SGA with population size n is denoted SGA(n).
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4.4.1 S-Race results: baseline plots and summary
The performance of each SGA model is illustrated in figures 4.7 to 4.9. A summary of which
models survived each S-Race is given in table 4.5.
Figure 4.7: Baseline plots for S-Race with SGA, where K = 10
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Figure 4.8: Baseline plot for S-Race with SGA, where K = 50
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Figure 4.9: Baseline plots for S-Race with SGA, where K = 100
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Ysize H K
Configuration 4000 0.2 10
Final pool SGA(1), SGA(5)
Configuration 4000 0.2 100
Final pool
SGA(1), SGA(5)
EIISR, BU
Configuration 4000 0.8 10
Final pool
SGA(1), SGA(5)
EIISR
Configuration 4000 0.8 100
Final pool
SGA(1), SGA(5)
BU, EIISR
Configuration 32000 0.2 10
Final pool SGA(1), SGA(5)
Configuration 32000 0.2 100
Final pool
SGA(1)
BU, EIISR
Configuration 32000 0.8 10
Final pool SGA(1), SGA(5), SGA(150)
Configuration 32000 0.8 100
Final pool
SGA(1), SGA(5)
BU, EIISR
Configuration 16000 0.5 50
Final pool
SGA(1), SGA(5)
BU, EIISR
Table 4.5: Final pool after S-Race for SGA (two-level factorial design)
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4.4.2 S-Race results: discussion
Due to its low computation time, SGA(1) survived every S-Race. It can be seen from
the baseline plots and the surviving models in table 4.5, that lower values of K have a
favourable effect on the performance of SGA, since in all instances but one where K = 10,
only SGA models survived S-Race. In one instance where K = 10, EIISR also survived S-
Race, however, it was dominated a total of 19 times by SGA(5), while EIISR never dominated
either SGA(1) or SGA(5). This indicates that EIISR would have been rejected with 99.9%
confidence if SGA(5) and EIISR were the only models in S-Race. It can also be seen that
S-Race rejected any population sizes above five for all configurations except one: where series
size is 32000, K = 10 and H = 0.8, SGA with a population size of 150 survived. SGA(5)
was rejected in only one instance.
In all cases where K ≥ 50, both BU and EIISR survived S-Race without being dominated
once by any of the SGA models, as can be seen in the baseline plots.
Examining the baseline plots with regards to time series size and Hurst exponent, time
series size seems to have no effect on relative performance between different models. Higher
Hurst exponent seems to increase the variability in the relative fitness value of all models,
although it does not have any consistent effect on the survival of models in S-Race.
Since the results regarding SGA(5) and SGA(150) are anomalies (and to a lesser extent,
EIISR’s survival), S-Race was run on the remaining configurations required to make this
a three-level full factorial experiment. SGA(1) and SGA(5) were included in all additional
S-Races, since these two models survived the majority of the S-Races in the two-level exper-
iment. Population sizes 125, 150 and 175 when H ≥ 0.5 and K ≤ 50, were also included,
since the configuration that SGA(150) survived, seems to suggest that H must be high and
K must be low for SGA with high population sizes to perform well. EIISR and BU were
included in all additional S-Races.
SGA(1) survived all additional S-Races. EIISR and BU were rejected in all additional
S-Races where K = 10, and survived all those where K ≥ 50 without being dominated
once, confirming the belief that SGA outperforms BU and EIISR when K = 10. However, it
must still be noted that EIISR did get a fitness value above that of SGA(1) and SGA(5) in
most instances where K = 10, as can also be seen in the baseline plots from the two-factor
experiment. EIISR’s rejection from S-Race by SGA(5) is therefore not very decisive. Once
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again, this is due to the fact that EIISR cannot dominate SGA(5) or SGA(1) since their
computation times are always lower than that of EIISR.
SGA(5) survived all S-Races in the full three-factor experiment except those shown in
table 4.6. The configurations that SGA(5) did not survive seem rather random, but note that
the number of times SGA(5) was dominated by SGA(1) in every race was at least ten. Since
SGA(5) never dominated SGA(1), the p-value that S-Race calculates for this comparison is
at most pi(10, 0) = 1
2
10
. Assuming that SGA(1) and SGA(5) are the only models in S-Race,
the maximum confidence level to reject SGA(5) with that p-value is about 90.2%. SGA(5)
was often dominated more than ten times, resulting in even lower p-values; therefore having
confidence levels of 95% or even 97.5% would have resulted in SGA(5)’s rejection in most
instances. However, even though SGA(5) was often dominated by SGA(1), SGA(5) was still
considered as an acceptable model to use, since it displays lower variance in fitness than
SGA(1), while retaining a reasonably low computation time.
Note that, since SGA(1) is always the fastest model, it cannot be dominated, since no
other model can get a lower computation time. This might imply that S-Race is giving this
model an unfair advantage, since it could consistently get very bad fitness values, and still
not be rejected. However, since SGA(1) sometimes causes SGA(5) to be rejected and often
dominates it, it shows that its fitness sometimes matches or exceeds that of SGA(5). SGA(1)
therefore often gets reasonable fitness values even though it spends so little time finding a
solution.
Examining the baseline plots from the two-factor experiment, one can see that SGA(1)’s
variance in its performance is sometimes much higher than SGA with higher population sizes.
For example, it is clear in some of the baseline plots, especially figure 4.7, that SGA(1) can
at times get very low fitness values, in one or two cases out of 100 even getting below 50%
of EIISR’s fitness value where H = 0.8 and K = 10. The main reason for this was explained
in section 2.3.3 on page 25. SGA with higher population sizes therefore have the effect of
reducing the variance of the solution, i.e. the solution becomes more reliable at the cost of
computation time.
For K = 10 and to a lesser extent K = 50, there is also a clear trend in the baseline
plots of SGA with higher population sizes having clearly a higher mean fitness value, not
just decreased variance in fitness value. This explains why SGA with population sizes over
100 survived some S-Races with lower K.
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Ysize H K
4000 0.2 50
4000 0.5 10
16000 0.2 50
16000 0.5 10
16000 0.8 100
32000 0.2 10
32000 0.8 50
Table 4.6: All configurations where SGA(5) did not survive S-Race
SGA(125) was the only model with higher population sizes that survived at least one S-
Race in the additional runs. Together with SGA(150)’s survival in the two-level experiment,
the configurations in the three-level experiment that any population size over 100 survived
are shown in table 4.7.
Clearly, when K = 10 and H > 0.2, large population sizes perform better. There also
seems to be some interaction between series size and H, since only at the largest series size,
32 000, does SGA survive S-Race where H = 0.8, while in all other cases, H = 0.5. However,
more extensive testing is needed to make more confident conclusions on these interactions,
if they exist, which may be a possible topic for future research.
In all S-Races that follow, SGA(1) and SGA(5) were included along with EIISR and BU.
SGA with population size above 100 was not included in additional S-Races, since it did not
survive that many S-Races, and was also never the only survivor.
Ysize H K
4000 0.5 10
16000 0.5 10
32000 0.5 10
32000 0.8 10
Table 4.7: All configurations where SGA with high population sizes survived S-Race
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4.5 PSO parameter tuning
Specific information on how each parameter was determined for PSO is given in this section.
Note that each parameter of the PSO algorithm was already discussed in section 2.6.2. Here,
we give information on more specific values that we used for the parameters. The reason that
this is in the results section is due to the fact that we specify upper and lower bounds for
PSO’s computation time based on computation time taken by the other methods (especially
the upper bounds). This is so that the upper and lower bounds for PSO computation time
may be fair.
4.5.1 PSO computation time
In preliminary experiments it was found that PSO could at times take very long to obtain a
solution (compared to other methods), which is why we set bounds on how long each PSO
model may take to finish computation. In the next section, a discussion is made on how
computation time for each PSO/PSO-SGA model was determined, after which details on
how other parameters were set, are provided in section 4.5.2.
Upper and lower bounds
Upper bounds for PSO’s computation time parameter (denoted TPSO, which we sample
randomly; see section 4.5.2 below) were determined and are shown in table 4.8. This upper
bound is denoted Tupper(|Θ|), and was set according to time taken by other methods, the
series size (Ysize), H and K. The last three values all affect the size of the domain in
which PSO must search for an optimal solution — the reasoning behind using them to
set computation time is that a larger domain requires more time to search for an optimal
solution. The domain of the objective function is denoted as the set Θ.
The domain size can be found by calculating |Θ| = (N∗
K
)
= N
∗
K(N∗−K) , where N
∗ is the
number of peaks and troughs in the time series. N∗ is a function of series size as well as
H, since high values of H imply that there is less jaggedness in the series, leading to less
peaks and troughs, and vice versa for lower H. Since only peaks and troughs are included in
the domain (recall that optimal buy-sell points may only occur on troughs/peaks), higher H
therefore means a smaller number of time series observations are in the domain, and lower H
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Ysize K H BU Average time (seconds) Tupper(|Θ|) (seconds)
32000 100 0.2 3.0 20
32000 100 0.8 1.5 16
4000 100 0.2 0.3 14
4000 100 0.8 0.15 12
16000 50 0.5 1.1 10
32000 10 0.2 3.0 6
32000 10 0.8 1.5 5
4000 10 0.2 0.3 4
4000 10 0.8 0.15 3
Table 4.8: Maximum possible computation times for PSO, denoted Tupper(|Θ|), where K ≥ 10
implies a higher number are in the domain. From empirical results, it can be shown (in the
case of the simulated time series used in this study, generated using Mathematica 10) that
when H = 0.2, about 61% of the time series observations are peaks or troughs; for H = 0.5,
50% of the time series are either peaks or troughs and when H = 0.8, about 32.5% of the
time series are peaks or troughs.
A lower bound for TPSO, was also determined, therefore Tlower(K) ≤ TPSO ≤ Tupper(|Θ|).
The lower bound depends only on K, in particular, only whether K > 2 or not. A lower
bound is necessary, since if PSO has very little time to find a solution, then it most likely
would go through too few iterations to find a solution, and in extreme cases, might not even
finish the first iteration (especially when swarm size is very large). As mentioned before, PSO
often took relatively long to find a decent solution, therefore it was reasonable to assume that
when swarm sizes are larger, and when the optimisation problem is relatively complex (such
as when K ≥ 10) giving PSO less than 0.3 seconds to finish might be unreasonable. The
lower bound was therefore put in place so that we might not waste sampled PSO models.
For K = 2, swarm sizes were limited to 20 particles, therefore in that case, Tlower(K) = 0.01.
For K ≥ 10, the lower limit was set as Tlower(K) = 0.3.
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Ysize H BU Average time (seconds) Tupper(|Θ|) (seconds)
32000 0.2 3.0 9
32000 0.8 1.5 6
4000 0.2 0.3 4
4000 0.8 0.13 3
1000 Any 0.02 - 0.06 1
100 and 500 Any 0.0015 - 0.025 0.5
Table 4.9: Maximum possible computation times for PSO, where K = 2
For Tupper(|Θ|), if |Θ| is higher, then Tupper is also higher. However, extra time given
to algorithms that have larger values of |Θ| is not proportional to |Θ|. This is because
between some configurations, the difference in |Θ| can be incredibly large: the value of |Θ|
for the configuration at the bottom of table 4.8 is about 3.6 × 1024. For the configuration
immediately above (second from the bottom), |Θ| = 4.06 × 1033, which is more than a
million times larger than the configuration at the bottom. The configuration at the top has
|Θ| = 9.28 × 10270 possible solutions, which confirms that |Θ| grows very rapidly as time
series size and K increases. It was therefore impractical to limit the computation time as
a function of |Θ|, particularly as a linear function. For K ≥ 10, the upper bound of the
computation time, Tupper(|Θ|), was therefore increased by between one to four seconds as |Θ|
gets larger, as shown in table 4.8. Maximum computation times for when K = 2, and for
the range of series sizes that PSO will be applied to in that case, are shown in table 4.9.
While the specific limitations in time is not rigidly defined by a function and most likely
biased against the configurations with larger |Θ| (since |Θ| increases much faster than the
increased time given), Tupper(|Θ|) in each case is nevertheless at least twice as much as the
time that BU (the method with the longest computation time among the efficient algorithms)
took to find a solution, and in most cases at least five times as much. Compared to time
taken by other methods, the maximum possible computation time for PSO is therefore still
fairly generous.
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4.5.2 All parameters
As with SGA, PSO had to be tested with a reasonable diversity of models, i.e. parameter
values, in order to determine the best model for the optimisation problem. PSO has four
parameters: swarm size, inertia, neighbourhood size, and computation time. Testing the
parameters in a factorial or grid fashion is very difficult: if we take only three different
values for each parameter, and test each value in combination with all values of the other
parameters, 34 = 81 different PSO models would have to be tested. Furthermore, in the
above-mentioned case, only three different values for each parameter are tested, and for
parameters where there is no guideline as to what its value must be, testing only three
different values may not be enough.
To alleviate the problems above, a Monte Carlo approach was used. This entailed sam-
pling random values for each parameter to obtain a total of 50 PSO models, each having a
different combination of parameter values. Each of the 50 models were obtained by sam-
pling a value from an appropriate statistical distribution for each of its parameters. Two
distributions were used: the normal and uniform distributions.
The rationale behind using the normal distribution is that a parameter may be randomly
sampled while centered around an educated guess for it (the mean, µ). The magnitude of
deviations from the educated guess may also be controlled via the standard deviation, σ.
Most sampled values will be around the guess, while a few sampled values will be farther
from it. In this way, most models are sampled so that their parameters are relatively close
to the educated guesses, while a few sampled values will be farther from the guesses so that
alternative parameter values may also be investigated.
With the uniform distribution, an exact range of values has to be specified for the param-
eter. Also, for each range, values that were less likely to be good parameter values would have
been just as probable to be sampled as values that were more likely to be good values. This
makes the uniform distribution a better option if it is not certain which parameter values
might be better than others, and an even better option if there are also definite boundaries
for the parameter values.
Swarm size As mentioned in section 2.6.2, swarm sizes were restricted to values between 5
to 99, inclusive, following recommendations given by Chen, Montgomery, and Bolufe´-Ro¨hler
(2015, p. 525). Since there was no certainty on whether lower or higher swarm sizes will give
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better performance, swarm size was sampled from U(5, 100), where each sampled value was
rounded down to the nearest integer, effectively making the continuous uniform distribution
a discrete distribution with bounds [5, 99]. However, when K = 2, swarm sizes were sampled
from the distribution U(2, 21), rounding values down in the same way as above, therefore
effectively sampling from a discrete uniform distribution with bounds [2, 20], inclusive. This
is due to the fact that, at K = 2, PSO might have very little time to finish its computation,
and also, since the optimisation problem is less complex when K = 2, it was thought
unnecessary to have larger swarm sizes.
Computation time Computation times were sampled from a uniform distribution
U(Tlower(K), Tupper(|Θ|)). This is because there was no educated guess of what a good max-
imum computation time was for PSO-SGA, given the lower and upper time limits Tlower(K)
and Tupper(|Θ|), respectively. Also, all other parameters, such as inertia and swarm size, for
example, were sampled once for each of the 50 models, then used for all S-Races. How-
ever, the distribution for computation time differed in terms of the bounds of the uniform
distribution for each configuration (i.e. each S-Race). Therefore, instead of resampling com-
putation time for each configuration, computation time for each model was sampled once
from some uniform distribution, then scaled so that computation times matched the dis-
tribution for each configuration. Assuming that a computation time T1 is sampled from
U(l1, u1), in order to scale T1 to T2 such that it comes from U(l2, u2), the following scaling,
or transformation, is done
T2 =
T1 − l1
u1 − l1 (u2 − l2) + l2 (4.1)
A short proof of equation (4.1) may be found in appendix C, on page 156.
Inertia Inertia was already discussed in section 2.6.2, where results from Bansal et al.
(2011, pp. 635 - 638) were discussed, after which it was determined that 0.7 is a reasonable
initial guess for the inertia value. N(0.7, 0.125) was therefore used as the distribution for
inertia. The standard deviation was kept reasonably large, so that a large range of inertia
values could be tested, but not so large that inertia values above 1 were sampled regularly,
which would have been a waste of samples.
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Distribution
Neighbourhood ratio N(0.1, 0.1)
Inertia N(0.7, 0.125)
Swarm size U(5, 99)
Maximum computation time U(Tlower(K), Tupper(|Θ|))
Table 4.10: Distributions for each parameter
Neighbourhood ratio For the neighbourhood ratio, it was assumed that if each particle
had 10% of the whole swarm in its neighbourhood, it would be reasonable. The standard
deviation was set to 0.1, therefore we sampled from N(0.1, 0.1). In this way, a relatively
large variety of neighbourhood sizes could be sampled, and in rare cases, even some very
large ones where each particle has 30% of the swarm in its neighbourhood. If a value of zero
or below was sampled, it was set to global best PSO, since a neighbourhood ratio below zero
has no meaning. The mean is only one standard deviation above zero, therefore, due to the
characteristics of the normal distribution, on average in 16% of cases global best PSO would
be used.
To simplify the sampling process, each parameter was sampled from the same distribution
for every value of K and series size used, except in the case of maximum computation time,
which was already discussed. The distribution from which each parameter was sampled from,
is shown in table 4.10.
4.6 HR-PSO-SGA
Results on PSO-SGA, where K = 2, are given here and discussed. The reason we specifically
test for K = 2 in a separate section is because PSO-SGA with K = 2 gets used in HR-PSO-
SGA. Testing PSO-SGA with K = 2 is therefore an efficient way to test HR-PSO-SGA
without running the whole algorithm. Also, at this stage it is known how HR-SGA, HR-BU,
etc. performs already: all the HR methods we tested so far were outperformed by other
methods. Therefore, if PSO-SGA is rejected from S-Race by either SGA, EIISR or BU if
K = 2, then we can say with a high measure of confidence that HR-SGA, HR-EIISR or
HR-BU will outperform HR-PSO-SGA, since it means then that each of the optimisation
steps in the hierarchical method is done less effectively by PSO-SGA than by the other
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methods. This provided an easy way to rule out HR-PSO-SGA without wasting too much
computational resources on testing it.
For K = 2, 50 PSO-SGA models were sampled using the distributions discussed above.
S-Race was run on a wide variety of time series sizes: 100, 500, 1000, 4000 and 32000. For
each time series size, two time series with the corresponding size and with Hurst exponents
0.2 and 0.8 were generated, with Hurst exponent 0.5 and series size 4000 being used as a
midpoint. S-Race was therefore run 11 times in total. The high variation of series sizes that
we test for here, is due to the fact that PSO-SGA will get applied to many different series
sizes if used in HR-PSO-SGA, since a series segment can be any size.
4.6.1 S-Race results and discussion
Figure 4.10 is an example of what most baseline plots looked like for PSO-SGA, where
K = 2. This example is for series size 4000 and H = 0.5, the midpoint configuration. The
other baseline plots for S-Race with this group of models, with K = 2, are in appendix D,
on page 164. Note that there are many more dots on the plot that belong to the PSO-SGA
group than those which belong to one of the other models. This is because all PSO-SGA
models are plotted as the same colour. Since there were 50 PSO-SGA models in this S-Race,
plotting each model a different colour would not have made the plot much clearer to read.
Note that all baseline plots that follow from here on, have BU instead of EIISR as the
baseline method.
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Figure 4.10: Baseline plot example for S-Race with PSO-SGA, where K = 2
In all 11 S-Race instances, PSO-SGA was run against the BU, EIISR, SGA(1) and
SGA(5) models. All PSO-SGA models were rejected decisively from each S-Race, always
before even the 30th S-Race iteration. It is clear that most PSO-SGA models’ results are
plotted in the third quadrant, implying that they were eliminated by the baseline model,
BU. The few PSO-SGA models that are plotted in the fourth quadrant, were clearly either
to the left, or to the bottom left of BU, SGA(1) or SGA(5), implying that those PSO-SGA
models were most likely dominated by either one of those three models in those iterations
of S-Race.
Since HR-SGA was outperformed by other methods, it follows then that HR-PSO-SGA
will also be outperformed, and therefore no hierarchical methods were considered further.
4.7 PSO-SGA
In this section, the S-Race results on the PSO-SGA method are shown and discussed.
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4.7.1 S-Race results: baseline plots and summary
In every configuration in the two-level full factorial design, all PSO-SGA models were re-
jected. Baseline plots for S-Race with PSO are given in figures 4.11 to 4.13. Since every
PSO-SGA model was rejected for every configuration, we can say with reasonable confidence
that it should not be used for cycle dating.
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Figure 4.11: Baseline plots for S-Race with PSO-SGA, where K = 10
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Figure 4.12: Baseline plot for S-Race with PSO-SGA, where K = 50
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Figure 4.13: Baseline plots for S-Race with PSO-SGA, where K = 100
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4.7.2 S-Race results: discussion
In the baseline plots for K = 10, it is clear the BU outperformed PSO-SGA in the vast
majority of cases. Where series size was 4000, all methods were faster than PSO-SGA.
However, this is due to the lower limit on the computation time imposed on PSO-SGA,
which was 0.3 seconds, and all methods other than PSO-SGA were clearly faster than 0.3
seconds where series size was 4000.
In the case of series size 32000, some PSO-SGA models were faster than BU. However,
these models were still slower than EIISR, and did not seem to outperform EIISR in terms
of profit fitness. This led to their rejection from S-Race.
Where K = 50 and K = 100, all fitness values for PSO-SGA are well below BU in all
cases. Once again, certain models’ sampled values for maximum computation time had them
finish faster than BU. However, those PSO-SGA models faster than BU, were still slower
than EIISR and clearly could not outperform EIISR, SGA(1) and SGA(5) in terms of fitness
values, explaining why all PSO-SGA models were eventually rejected from every S-Race.
Note that in the baseline plots there is no evidence of higher computation times correlat-
ing with higher fitness values. Therefore, from the evidence we have, it seems that increasing
allowed computation time would not have benefited PSO-SGA significantly.
4.8 PSO
Results from S-Race for PSO are given below. Note that these results are from the same
executions of PSO as that which was shown for PSO-SGA, except that it was before SGA
adjusted PSO’s final solution.
Take into account though, that in PSO-SGA, the adjustment that SGA(1) does to PSO’s
final solution takes almost a negligible amount of time. Since SGA(1) could only improve
the solution, it implies that the solution obtained by PSO-SGA always has a fitness value
higher than or equal to the solution obtained by PSO. Therefore, by implication, PSO was
also effectively rejected by S-Race. The results presented in this section is therefore purely
for additional insight, especially into the way the initial solution for the SGA method (given
by PSO) affected the final solution returned by PSO-SGA.
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4.8.1 S-Race results: baseline plots
Figure 4.14: Baseline plots for S-Race with PSO, where K = 10
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Figure 4.15: Baseline plot for S-Race with PSO, where K = 50
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Figure 4.16: Baseline plots for S-Race with PSO, where K = 100
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4.8.2 S-Race results: discussion
In the baseline plots for PSO, it can be seen that, in most configurations, there seems
to be some correlation between fitness value and computation time. In particular, when
computation times are low, fitness values also seem slightly lower. However, in the case
where K = 10 and H = 0.8, the computation time does not seem to make any noticeable
difference, most likely due to the fact that when H = 0.8, there are far fewer local maxima
in the optimisation landscape than when H = 0.2. Together with the fact that K = 10
in these cases (implying a less complex optimisation problem), this makes it easier for the
PSO algorithm to improve its solution, since it is less likely to get stuck in local maxima;
therefore, in those cases, even with low computation time, PSO was often able to find a
reasonably good solution. In all cases where K = 50 and 100, the results suggest some
correlation between longer computation time and higher fitness values.
This correlation of higher fitness values and longer computation time is not noticeable
in PSO-SGA baseline plots. From this result, it seems unlikely that the optimality of the
initial solution that the SGA algorithm obtained from PSO has a significant effect on the
final result returned by PSO-SGA — however, a more rigorous analysis is needed to make
definite conclusions on this.
4.9 Summary
The set of efficient models determined during this study were discussed. These were found
to be the EIISR, BU and SGA methods. Some characteristics of the different algorithms
were observed, as well as the effects that parameter values have on their performance. Note
that, since the amount of raw data to produce the results given in this chapter is very large
(with many results of executions of different models) the raw data is given on a CD, which
was bundled with this dissertation. A short description of the S-Race data on this CD is
given in appendix E.
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Hurst Average fitness
BU
0.2 89.59
0.5 555.94
0.8 3996.60
EIISR
0.2 86.47
0.5 541.99
0.8 3913.61
SGA (5)
0.2 87.47
0.5 538.14
0.8 3566.88
Table 4.11: Average fitness values for BU, EIISR and SGA(5) in S-Race where Ysize = 32000 and
K = 10
4.9.1 Hurst exponent and fitness value
It was observed in the results that the average fitness value for a given time series depended
on its configuration. With two of the attributes that determine the configuration, time
series size and number of buy-sell points, this is easy to understand: if there are more
observations in the time series, keeping other factors constant, there are likely to be larger
differences between given pairs of observations; if there are more buy-sell points, keeping
other factors constant, then there are more pairs with positive vertical differences between
their two observations, increasing fitness value. However, the Hurst exponent was also found
to have a noticeable impact on fitness value. From the S-Race results in section 4.4, where
SGA with various swarm sizes was pitted against BU and EIISR, and where Ysize = 32000
and K = 10, average fitness values for each model for every Hurst exponent tested are shown
in table 4.11.
It is clear that a higher Hurst exponent implies higher fitness values on average. Higher
fitness values imply higher possible returns, since the data in this study is always the log-
arithm of an underlying time series process (this was discussed in chapter 3, page 67). It
therefore follows that the Hurst exponent of log prices could possibly indicate higher po-
tential returns for a given asset. While there is heated debate regarding the relationship
between risk and return (Malik 2015, pp. 25 - 40), including the Hurst exponent in this
debate, due to its relationship to potential returns, is a possible topic for future research.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and recommendations
We present here our final conclusions made in light of the results observed in the previous
chapter. For convenience, a table containing results of S-Race with all the efficient methods
(the same as table 4.5 on page 102) is shown at the end of this chapter on page 128.
5.1 Efficient methods
Of all the methods tested, BU, EIISR and SGA were found to be efficient methods. Other
algorithms (PSO, PSO-SGA and hierarchical methods) were found to be inferior to at least
one of the efficient algorithms regardless of the configuration they were applied to.
5.2 Recommendations
Among the efficient methods, we were able to observe some patterns regarding computation
time, fitness value and configuration. This allows us to make some recommendations on
their usage, depending on certain factors.
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5.2.1 If computation time is important
SGA method with population size 5 or below was consistently the fastest; therefore, if the
analysis must be done as speedily as possible due to practical considerations, SGA with
PSGA ≤ 5 should be used. SGA with population sizes 1 to 5 forms a spectrum, where
lower population sizes are always faster but frequently have lower fitness values, compared
to higher population sizes, where the method is slightly slower but often has higher fitness
values.
5.2.2 If profit fitness is important
If it is important that the highest fitness value possible be obtained, while computation
time is less important, the BU method will offer the highest chance of satisfactory perfor-
mance. There was also some indication that SGA with population size above 100 might give
satisfactory performance regarding fitness, in certain cases.
5.2.3 Different preferences between fitness and time
For different weightings in importance given to fitness and time, there are methods that
accommodate this trade-off. The EIISR method was often slightly outperformed by the BU
method in fitness, but usually also had a slightly lower computation time. As mentioned
above, SGA with population sizes 1 to 5 also forms a spectrum in this regard; therefore if,
compared to BU, slightly lower computation is required and some loss in fitness is acceptable,
then EIISR is a good choice. SGA(5) could be used if slightly lower computation time than
EIISR, but slightly better fitness than SGA(1) is required.
5.2.4 Configuration: number of buy-sell points
The number of buy-sell points, K, had a significant effect on relative performance. In
particular, with higher K, BU always outperformed other methods in terms of fitness, with
EIISR also surviving all S-Races in this case. With lower K, SGA with population sizes 5 or
lower almost always outperformed other methods (i.e. SGA(1) was almost always the only
model not rejected from S-Race with lower K). Therefore if K is higher, BU and EIISR are
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better options, while if K is lower, SGA is recommended.
5.2.5 Configuration: Hurst exponent
The Hurst exponent was found to have a very small effect on relative performance. However,
there was some indication that SGA with population size around 150 performed better with
higher H. Indeed, the only times it survived were when H ≥ 0.5 and K = 10. However,
since SGA(150) often takes almost the same computation time as BU, sometimes even more,
it should only be used if fitness is more important than computation time, and with the
aforementioned configuration types.
Higher Hurst exponent increased the variability of relative fitness values of all SGA
models, however, this did not have any noticeable effect on the survival of models from S-
Race. Also, as shown at the end of the previous chapter, higher Hurst exponent increased
average fitness values of all methods by a very large proportion.
5.2.6 Configuration: series size
Time series size was found to have little effect on relative performance between methods.
This parameter did, however, increase computation time in all cases. For this reason, it is
possible that with time series that are exceptionally large (much larger than those used in
this study) the SGA method with lower population sizes might become preferable due to
its fast computation time (especially with lower K), since differences in computation times
will most likely become very significant then. In this study, differences in computation time
between efficient methods were never more than four seconds.
5.2.7 Stochastic vs deterministic
SGA is a stochastic method: it often yields a different solution when applied to the same
time series and configuration. If it is required that the same solution must be obtained when
the method is applied repeatedly to the same series and configuration, then either the BU
or EIISR algorithm must be used.
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5.2.8 Robustness
SGA with population size 1 survived every S-Race. We see this as an indication that, within
the framework of the methodology used to evaluate the algorithms, SGA with a population
size of 1 is the most robust model. In other words, regardless of the configuration the model
is applied to, it is highly unlikely that it will be dominated in the Pareto sense by any other
known method.
5.3 Topics for future research
Increasing the individual iteration parameter of SGA, which we kept constant in this study,
might prove useful since we are able to show that the order in which buy-sell points are
adjusted has an effect on the final solution (see page 152 in appendix B).
Increasing the population size or individual iteration of SGA implies that more instances
of the core SGA algorithm are run. These instances are run independently of each other,
therefore parallel computation might provide a means to decrease computation time for SGA
significantly, without any sacrifice in profit fitness (see page 154 in appendix B).
Alternative means of measuring the performance of the multi-criteria optimisation we
performed here might give additional insights. For example, it is possible to combine com-
putation time and profit fitness in a mathematical expression to provide a single numerical
value of an algorithm’s performance. This could provide the means for a user to adjust
his/her preference between computation time and profit fitness.
We found here that there could often be large differences in fitness values between meth-
ods, even between the EIISR and BU methods, and especially between the SGA method
and the former two algorithms when its population size is low. A study will be needed to
assess the impact that different fitness values have on time series analysis using the dated
cycles, since different fitness values between executions of the methods imply that there are
differences in the cycles found by the algorithms.
Drift and volatility of the time series used here were kept constant at µ = 0 and σ = 1.
Allowing these parameters to vary might yield additional insights into the relative perfor-
mance of the methods investigated here.
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Although not directly related to comparisons between algorithms, there was some rea-
sonable evidence that higher H implies higher potential profit for an asset price. Further
investigation into this, especially with regard to the risk-return trade-off, could possibly yield
valuable insight.
Ysize H K
Configuration 4000 0.2 10
Final pool SGA(1), SGA(5)
Configuration 4000 0.2 100
Final pool
SGA(1), SGA(5)
EIISR, BU
Configuration 4000 0.8 10
Final pool
SGA(1), SGA(5)
EIISR
Configuration 4000 0.8 100
Final pool
SGA(1), SGA(5)
BU, EIISR
Configuration 32000 0.2 10
Final pool SGA(1), SGA(5)
Configuration 32000 0.2 100
Final pool
SGA(1)
BU, EIISR
Configuration 32000 0.8 10
Final pool SGA(1), SGA(5), SGA(150)
Configuration 32000 0.8 100
Final pool
SGA(1), SGA(5)
BU, EIISR
Configuration 16000 0.5 50
Final pool
SGA(1), SGA(5)
BU, EIISR
Final pool after S-Race with all the efficient methods (same as table 4.5)
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Appendix A
Data structures used for algorithms
In this appendix, we assume that the reader has already read through chapter 2, the algo-
rithms chapter. We will discuss here lower-level implementation details of each method.
A.1 Data structures
A.1.1 Dynamic array
A dynamic array is a data structure that holds any number of elements, and elements may
be removed or added after the array’s creation. The diagram in figure A.1 illustrates the
typical structure of a dynamic array.
The important thing to note here is that elements are stored contiguously in memory.
This fact will have an important bearing on the performance of the add and remove opera-
tions on a dynamic array.
Figure A.1: Representation of a dynamic array containing nine elements
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Removal operations
Assume that we wish to remove element a3 from the array shown in figure A.1. Now, once we
have removed it, there is a gap between a2 and a4, so the array is not contiguous anymore.
We therefore close the gap by moving each element to the right of the gap one block to its
left, and then deleting the final element. This requires that we execute n−4 move operations.
Removal from a dynamic array therefore has O(n) complexity.
Insert operations
Assume that we wish to insert an element between a3 and a4. Now, an element is appended
to the array, after which we move each element to the right of a3 one block to the right. We
then insert the new element into the gap that now exists between a3 and a4. Once again, we
performed n−4 move operations, so insertion into a dynamic array is also an O(n) operation.
Access on stored objects
Since objects are stored contiguously in memory, it is very easy to access any object in the
array. We simply need a reference to the first object. Assume we wish to find the object at
index 10. The dynamic array looks at the location of the first stored object at index zero,
then adds 10 to its location to determine the location of the object at index 10. Accessing
any object in a dynamic array, when its index is known, is therefore an O(1) operation.
A.1.2 Singly linked list
A singly linked list is a data structure of objects, where each object contains a pointer
to the next object in the list. Unlike a dynamic array, objects are not necessarily stored
contiguously in memory, hence the reliance on pointers. A graphical representation of a
linked list is as follows.
Figure A.2: Representation of a singly linked list
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Removal of elements
In the diagram above, assume that we wish to remove the element containing a2. All that
needs to be done is we reassign the pointer of the node behind a2 (containing a1) to point to
the node containing a3. Now a2 is not part of the list anymore, since if we traverse the list,
a2 cannot be reached anymore. Removal from a linked list is therefore an O(1) operation,
as confirmed by Cormen et al. (2001, pg. 206).
Figure A.3: Illustration of removal from a linked list
In order to facilitate the removal shown above in figure A.3, one would need access to the
node containing a1, so that the pointer from that node may be reassigned to point to the
node containing a3. Often though, one initially only have access to node a2, and since the
pointers between nodes only point to the next node, accessing node a1 directly from node a2
would be impossible. In that case, a possible solution is to copy the contents from node a3
to node a2. This destroys the contents of node a2, but now we have duplicates of node a3.
The next step is to remove the third node (the original node containing a3) in the normal
way. In this way, the linked list has the same contents as in figure A.3, as intended:
Figure A.4: Illustration of removal from a linked list
The downside to removing elements in this manner is that, even though the contents of
the list are the same, a different physical node was removed from the one that was intended.
This might have consequences if other data depended on the content a3 not changing location.
In figure A.4 above, the third node does still contain a3, but it is not in the list anymore,
and the memory containing the node that contains a3 was likely freed, which means that it
might be used for other purposes, and is not guaranteed to contain a3 any longer.
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Insertion of elements
Now assume that we wish to insert an element between a1 and a2. The pointer that originates
from a1 and points to a2 is now reassigned to point to the new node, and the new node points
to a2. This is an O(1) operation, as stated by Cormen et al. (2001, p. 206).
Figure A.5: Illustration of insertion in a linked list
Random access
Assume that we wish to access the 10th element in the linked list. Since elements are not
contiguous in memory, we cannot use the same exploitation for this as we do for the dynamic
array. We therefore have to go through each node in the linked list, and count, until we reach
the 10th element, which will require going through 10 elements (10 operations). Since we
may wish to access the last element, which will require n operations (assuming the list is size
n), accessing a random element is therefore an O(n) operation in the worst case (Cormen
et al. 2001, p. 205).
A.1.3 Doubly linked list
This structure is very similar to the singly linked list. The only difference is that each node
is not only connected to the node in front, but also the node behind.
Figure A.6: Representation of a doubly linked list
Random access, insertion and removal complexity are the same as for the singly linked
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list. The biggest difference here is that from any node in the doubly linked list, one can
access the elements behind and in front of the node faster and in a much simpler manner.
This is because each node now has two pointers: one pointing to the node in front and the
other to the node behind. Therefore if one wants to remove the second node, with only a
reference to that node, then it is a simple matter to access the nodes behind and in front
and assign their pointers to each other, as shown below
Figure A.7: Removal in a doubly linked list
In this way, any data that depended on the location of the contents a3 not changing,
would not be affected, since a3 did not change location.
A.1.4 Min-heap
A min-heap is a data structure that can be graphically represented as shown in figure A.8
Figure A.8: Representation of a min-heap
A node that has two nodes connected to it below is referred to as the parent, and the two
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nodes below it, as its children. A min-heap satisfies the property that the value contained
in parent A is always less than or equal to the values contained each of its children B and
C. We therefore always have the lowest value at the root, R. Note that this does not imply
that the whole heap is ordered, but it may be considered as partially ordered.
Also note that it is possible to have a max-heap, which conversely always has the largest
element at the root R, which it achieves by requiring that a parent A always contains a
larger (rather than smaller) value than any of its children B and C.
Insertion
It is easy to see that, since we represent the min-heap as a binary tree, the number of levels
in a min-heap is log(n), rounded up to the nearest integer. When we insert an element into
a min-heap, we insert it at the bottom, connecting it to one of the available parents. The
new value is then compared to its parent and, if lower, swaps places with the parent. The
comparison is then made with the new parent and also swapped if lower, until it is compared
to a parent that has lower value or until it is assigned the root node (in which case it is the
lowest value in the heap). Since there are approximately log(n) levels in a heap and the same
number of operations are done at each level, insertion has O( log(n)) complexity (Cormen
et al. 2001, p. 129). This procedure of moving the newly inserted value up gradually is
known as percolation up.
Removal of node
When we remove a node, we assign the node with the largest value (one of the nodes at
the bottom) to the node and remove it from the bottom (effectively moving it). We then
do the opposite of percolation up: percolation down. Here we compare the node that was
just assigned the largest value in the heap with its two children nodes, and if its value is
larger than either of them, we swap it with the smaller of the two children. After this it is
compared and possibly swapped in the same way with its new children nodes, until it has
two children nodes that are both larger than it. Since the same number of operations are
made at each level, and there are approximately log(n) levels in total, removal of the root
node also has a complexity of O(log(n)) (Cormen et al. 2001, p. 129).
Note that the insertion and removal of a node is done in such a way that the heap retains
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its lowest value at the root after the operation is done.
A.2 SGA
A.2.1 Checking for improved points
Assume that we have a peak, and we are searching for a higher point for the peak. Also
assume that this peak is point i in the time series. We scan every peak between buy-sell
points i − 1 and i + 1 for a better position for the sell point. Since we preprocess the time
series such that we have only peaks and troughs, we scan every second point in the reduced
series, starting at x∗i−1 + 1 and ending at x
∗
i+1 − 1 (inclusive), since we know that peaks and
troughs alternate in the reduced series. The same holds for buy points, except that we then
search every trough to find the lowest point in the searchable area.
A.2.2 Data structures
In the adjustment queue, the only operations that were done were extracting the element
at the front of the queue and adding an element at the back. For this, we used a singly
linked list with a reference to the front element as well as to the element at the back. This
is because a linked list adds and removes elements in constant time, while a normal array
would have taken longer to remove the element at the front, since it then needed to adjust
all other elements.
If we had used a dynamic array, potentially many additional operations would have been
needed for each removal from the front of the queue, in comparison to the linked list which
requires minimal (constant) additional operations for a removal anywhere from the data
structure. Since we also only work with the elements at the front and back of the list, we
did not need to access random elements in the list, which made the choice of a linked list
more obvious.
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A.3 BSA-EIISR
A.3.1 Data structures
Recall that in the BSA-EIISR method, we have clearance sets that monotonically decrease
in size with increasing iteration numbers. A clearance set at iteration i contains the time
indices of the time series observations that are i clear points. Now, in each iteration, when
we test each element of the clearance set on whether it should be in the next clearance set,
the order in which we test these elements have no effect. Therefore, we may test the elements
in order, from the first to the last in the set, which means we have no need of random access
of elements in the clearance set. Since we will regularly remove elements from the clearance
set at any location in the set, a singly linked list was again the data structure of choice for
implementing the clearance sets.
A.4 BSA-BU
Since the BSA-BU method works by removing pairs of buy-sell points that have the lowest
vertical distance between them, a data structure that efficiently can supply us with the
smallest element would be a good choice. We therefore make use of the min-heap, described
earlier in this appendix, to store information on all the pairs we have at any point in the
algorithm. The min-heap will order itself on the absolute vertical difference between the
points that make up each pair, so that the pair with the lowest vertical distance is always
at the root. The use of a min-heap is also recommended by Keogh et al. (2004, p. 11) for
the original bottom-up method that they describe (which has some small, but significant
differences with BSA-BU).
The min-heap, however, is only effective as a representation of the vertical differences in
successive buy-sell points. Unlike the original bottom-up method, we also needed a repre-
sentation of the relative positions of buy-sell points in the time series, which made it clear
what the order of the buy-sell points are. The choice of data structure for this representation
is a doubly linked list, as shown below.
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Figure A.9: Six buy-sell points during execution of BSA-BU
Figure A.10: Representation of the buy-sell points above via a doubly linked list
Each of the buy-sell points in figure A.9 is represented by a node in the doubly linked
list in figure A.10. The order is also the same, i.e. the ith buy-sell point is represented by
the ith node in the doubly linked list.
The min-heap for the buy-sell points above could be as shown in figure A.11
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Figure A.11: Illustration of how the min-heap and linked list were used together in BSA-BU. Note
that each element in the linked list (except the last) had a pointer to its corresponding node in the
min-heap, and likewise each element in the min-heap had a pointer to its corresponding node in
the linked list. Only two such pairs of connections (pointers) are shown here to make the diagram
easier to read.
In the data structure in figure A.11, the top node of the min-heap will be removed next.
This node corresponds to the difference between buy-sell points a3 and a4. Therefore, a3
as well as a4 will be removed from the linked list. However, the node containing D4 in
the min-heap also needs to be removed then, since it contains the difference between two
buy-sell points, one of which does not exist anymore (a4). D2 also needs to be removed,
since a3, which does not exist anymore, forms one of the components of the pair which it
represents. However, finding D2 and D4 will require in the worst case for us to search the
whole min-heap, since they are not guaranteed to be at the top like D3. Also, when we wish
to remove the pair represented by D3, for example, we would have to search the whole linked
list in the worst case to find the buy-sell points representing D3. Therefore, we have pointers
from each of the elements in the min-heap to the first buy-sell in the pair it represents, and
likewise, each node in the linked list (except the last) has a pointer back to its corresponding
element in the min-heap. This eliminated the need to search for elements in the min-heap
or the linked list as described above. This provided a significant speed up to the BSA-BU
algorithm, since, if we apply it to a series that has 10 000 peaks and troughs, the linked list
would contain 10 000 nodes and the min-heap 9 999. Searching for elements in such large
data structures would have made the algorithm much slower than it currently is.
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Similarly, the rationale behind using the linked list is because so many removals take place
in arbitrary locations, which would have made it much slower had we used a dynamic array,
looking at their relative complexities for removal. Also, since pointers in the heap depend on
the corresponding nodes in the linked list keeping their physical location in memory, using
a doubly, instead of a singly linked list was an obvious choice. This is due to the effects that
removal from a singly linked list has on the element in front of the element to be removed
(discussed earlier).
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Additional notes
B.1 S-Race notes
B.1.1 Adjustment to α
It was given in chapter 3 on page 61 that the value of α used for the Holm-Bonferroni
procedure may be given by
α =
1−∆0
B(m− 1) (3.13)
The author’s main reasoning behind the value of α given above is that there could be no
more than m− 1 executions of the Holm-Bonferroni method in a single iteration of S-Race,
where m − 1 is the initial pool size. However, a simple counter example shows us that the
Holm-Bonferroni method could indeed be run m times, each time having a probability of
type I error α at most.
Counter example
Suppose we have models A, B and C, and that there are two criteria, X and Y. Also, assume
that these models are in reality equally good, i.e. none of them are inefficient. Any rejection
that takes place in this S-Race is therefore a type I error. Now, suppose we have three
iterations of S-Race as shown in table B.1.
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A B C
(100, 100) (80, 80) (60, 120)
(100, 100) (120, 90) (110, 80)
(100, 100) (50, 130) (120, 120)
Table B.1: Performance of each model in the example given here. Each pair of values corresponds
to objective function values for two criteria. We assume each criteria must be maximised
In table B.1, A dominates B in the first iteration, therefore nAB = 1 while nBA = 0 and
model C has a draw with both A and B. In the second iteration, B dominates C, while A
has a draw with both, therefore nBC = 1 while nCB = 0. In the third iteration, model C
dominates model A, therefore nCA = 1 while nAC = 0. Therefore,
nAB > nBA
nBC > nCB
nCA > nAC
Therefore, there are three families of comparisons, so the Holm-Bonferroni method indeed
is run three times and m = 3. This only occurs if no rejections take place for the first m− 1
applications of Holm-Bonferroni, since if A rejects B in the first test, then, since B is not in
the pool anymore, the second test cannot be run. However, we will now show that this does
not affect the confidence level significantly.
In the original proof for the connection between α and ∆0, the confidence level we specified
for each S-Race in this study, we assumed the following
P (at least one type I error in iteration) ≤ (m− 1)α
Let us assume that the bound above is given by
P (at least one type I error in iteration) ≤ mα
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Deterministic methods SGA PSO
Initial pool size (m) 5 10 54
New confidence level (∆1) 99.875% 99.889% 99.898%
Table B.2: Actual minimum confidence levels for S-Races run in this study
That is, we now assume that there are m possible occurrences for type I error in an
S-Race iteration, as we showed in the example above. It is easy to show that the adjustment
for α given by (3.13) now changes to
α =
1−∆1
Bm
(B.1)
where ∆1 is the confidence level we now assume. If we keep α the same, and repeat
S-Race with exactly the same performance by each model, then we will have exactly the
same result, i.e. the same models will be rejected. Keeping α the same, i.e. α = 1−∆0
B(m−1) , we
calculate the new overall confidence level of S-Race by substituting for α, then solving the
following for ∆1
1−∆1
Bm
=
1−∆0
B(m− 1)
which yields
∆1 = 1− m
m− 1∆0
Since ∆0 = 0.999 for all S-Races run in this study, ∆1, the actual minimum confidence
level, is dependent on how many models were in the initial pool, given by m. In table B.2,
we summarise what the actual minimum confidence levels were for all S-Races in this study.
Since they change so little, and the bound for the actual confidence level is very loose, it is
unlikely that this small change in the actual minimum confidence level would have affected
results significantly. In the overwhelming majority of cases, the true probability of making
no type I errors in S-Race was most likely above 99.9% in any case, since in most S-Races,
most models were rejected. We therefore still consider the results in this study valid.
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B.2 BSA-EIISR notes
B.2.1 Clearance sets
In table B.3, we show many troughs are contained in each clearance set of the corresponding
size (defined by the window radius). In figure B.1, this is illustrated graphically. It is
clear that at lower window radii, the number of dots, or prominent troughs, decrease much
quicker if we increase the window radius. For window radius 1, there are 270 prominent
troughs, while for window radius 2, there are 135 prominent troughs, so a one unit decrease
in window radius causes a difference of 135 elements between clearance sets V1 and V2.
Between clearance sets V20 and V21, there is a difference of only one trough, and between
clearance sets V30 and V33, there are no differences. This clearly highlights that at clearance
sets Vi where i is higher, the difference between successive clearance sets become very small.
Normally there are no differences between successive clearance sets with larger window radii,
and when there are, usually only one element was not included in the next clearance set.
The stopping criterion of BSA-EIISR is such that, as soon as |Vi| ≤ K2 , we stop opti-
misation. If there are very small differences between successive clearance sets Vi and Vi+1,
then it is more likely that |VF | = K2 . In this case, we have exactly the amount of troughs
we need, therefore there are no additional testing of a number of solutions to be done — we
simply solve sub-problem 2, then return the solution. If it happens that |VF | < K2 the set
Vextract = Vi \ Vi+1 will be very small, which means that the number of solutions we must
test, given by
(|Vextract|
K
2
−|VF |
)
, is also small.
Window radius No. of troughs
1 270
2 135
20 17
21 16
30 7
33 7
40 6
50 5
Table B.3: Number of prominent troughs in each window size
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Figure B.1: Illustration of how number of troughs that are lowest in different window sizes varies
(a) Troughs with window radius 1 (b) Troughs with window radius 2
(c) Troughs with window radius 20 (d) Troughs with window radius 21
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(e) Troughs with window radius 30 (f) Troughs with window radius 33
(g) Troughs with window radius 40 (h) Troughs with window radius 50
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B.3 SGA Notes
B.3.1 Order of adjustment
In SGA, one has to take note that the solution also depends on the order in which the points
are adjusted. Consider the example shown in figures B.2 to B.4.
Figure B.2: Example of four points, indicated by dots, generated randomly on given time series
In figures B.3 and B.4, the red arrow shows the point that is adjusted first, the black
arrow shows the point that is adjusted immediately after that point, and the red squares
show the new positions of the points indicated by red dots. Notice how different the solutions
are (shown in figures B.3b and B.4b) when we change the order in which we adjust the buy-
sell points. It is clear that the solution in the second case is better than the solution in the
first case. However, it is impossible to know (at this stage) which order of adjustment will
yield an optimal solution, and it is also impractical to test every possible order if the number
of buy-sell points K is large (since we will have to evaluate K! different orders to test every
ordering). This is a shortcoming of the algorithm, but it could possibly be alleviated with
more refinements to it. This could be a topic for future research.
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(a) The arrows point to the horizontal posi-
tion where the respective points will be ad-
justed to
(b) The final solution after the two adjust-
ments were made. Note that the first black
dot found the observation with smallest value
in its accessible region, and the last black dot
the highest, after we made the first two ad-
justments
Figure B.3: Illustration of how the solution is obtained if the first point is adjusted first
(a) The arrows point to the horizontal posi-
tion where the respective points will be ad-
justed to
(b) The final solution after the two adjust-
ments were made
Figure B.4: Illustration of how the solution is obtained if the second point is adjusted first
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B.3.2 Parallel implementation
When we run SGA(n) (i.e. SGA with population size n), we effectively run SGA n times,
each time generating a different initial solution, then solve it for each initial solution after
which we choose the best solution from the n resulting solutions. It must be noted that the
n executions of SGA that we make are independent of each other. No information is shared
or needed between the different executions of SGA before all have finished execution.
This makes SGA very suitable for parallel implementation. A computer that has five
CPU cores, for example, can in theory run SGA(5) for more or less the same time it takes
to run SGA(1). No parallel implementations were done in this study; however, in a future
study, this could be investigated.
B.4 PSO notes
B.4.1 Neighbourhood
Recall that the neighbourhood of each particle remains fixed, which means there is no rela-
tionship between how close two particles are to each other on the optimisation landscape and
whether or not they are in a neighbourhood. The simplest way to define neighbourhoods in
this case is to assign a unique number to each particle in the swarm. Number each particle
1 to PPSO. If a particle is assigned number ni, and neighbourhood size n is even, then all
particles from nl = ni − n2 up to nr = ni + n2 are in the neighbourhood of that particle. If
ni − n2 ≤ 0, then nl = PPSO + ni − n2 , and if ni + n2 > PPSO, then nr = ni + n2 − PPSO. This
ensures a ring-like structure as shown in figures 2.6c to 2.6e. A graphic explanation of this
is shown in figures B.5 to B.7. Note that in each of these figures, the yellow blocks represent
the particles in the neighbourhood of the particle represented by the red block.
Figure B.5: Illustration of the normal case, where neighbourhoods do not go over the “edge” of the
numbering of particles
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Figure B.6: Illustration of the case where the leftmost index of the neighbourhood is nl = PPSO +
ni − n2
Figure B.7: Illustration of the case where the rightmost index of the neighbourhood is nr = ni +
n
2 − PPSO
Note that we will only have neighbourhood sizes that are even so that particles may have
symmetric neighbourhoods around them. This makes it simpler to define neighbourhoods
that are unique to each particle. Note that all particles will still “share” parts of their neigh-
bourhoods with other particles (i.e. the neighbourhoods overlap, or to put it another way,
each particle is part of more than one neighbourhood), but no two particles will have exactly
the same neighbourhood of particles. By ensuring that each particle gets its information
from a unique neighbourhood, we prevent any two particles from having, in every iteration,
the same neighbourhood best, thereby improving exploration.
An alternative to the neighbourhood specified above is one where a particle’s neighbour-
hood of size n consists of the n particles that are closest to it in the optimisation landscape.
However, this will increase computational cost considerably, especially if swarm sizes are
high, since then each particle must do distance calculations with a large number of other
particles in the swarm in order to determine its closest neighbours.
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PSO model parameters
In the next two sections of this appendix, details on the 50 PSO models sampled for K = 2,
and the 50 models sampled for K ≥ 10, are shown. Note that where K = 2, the models
are for where time series sizes are 100 and 500. The distribution that the computation time
parameter was sampled from is therefore U(0.001, 0.5). For K ≥ 10, the models are from the
pool for where K = 10, H = 0.8 and time series size is 4000. Those models’ computation
time are therefore sampled from U(0.3, 3.0).
If the computation time T2 for a particular model, but for a different configuration than
those specified above, is desired, then the transformation shown in equation (4.1) may be
used:
T2 =
T1 − l1
u1 − l1 (u2 − l2) + l2
where T1 is the computation time given for one of the configurations above, u1 and l1 are
the upper and lower bounds for computation time of the given configuration above, and u2
and l2 are the upper and lower bounds for computation time of the configuration for which
it is desired.
Proof We wish to transform a sample T1 from the uniform distribution U(l1, u1) to a
sample T2 from the uniform distribution U(l2, u2). The cumulative distribution function
(CDF) of the uniform distribution U(a, b) is given by
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P (X ≤ x) = F (x) = x− a
b− a
where x is a sample from the distribution. Now, since T1 and T2 must be from the same
percentiles, we can set up the following equation
P (X1 ≤ T1) = P (X2 ≤ T2)⇒ T1 − l1
u1 − l1 =
T2 − l2
u2 − l2
solving for T2, we obtain
T2 =
T1 − l1
u1 − l1 (u2 − l2) + l2
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C.1 PSO models where K = 2
Figure C.1: PSO model parameters where K = 2 Page 158
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C.2 PSO models where K ≥ 10
Figure C.2: PSO model parameters where K ≥ 10 Page 159
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Appendix D
Additional baseline plots
D.1 HR-SGA baseline plots
Figure D.1: Baseline plots for S-Race with HR-SGA, where K = 10 Page 161
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Figure D.2: Baseline plot for S-Race with HR-SGA, where K = 50
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Figure D.3: Baseline plots for S-Race with HR-SGA, where K = 100
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D.2 PSO-SGA Baseline Plots (for K = 2)
Figure D.4: Baseline plots for S-Race with PSO-SGA, where K = 2 and time series sizes are large
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Figure D.5: Baseline plot for S-Race with PSO-SGA, where K = 2 and time series sizes are medium
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Figure D.6: Baseline plots for S-Race with PSO-SGA, where K = 2 and series sizes are small
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Raw data description
The raw data for all S-Races executed in this study, is on the CD that came with this
dissertation. The format of the data is discussed below.
For S-Race containing SGA and the deterministic methods, the columns were from left
to right
• SRace iteration number
• Name of the method (which includes the population size for SGA methods)
• Fitness
• Computation time
• Winnings
• Losses
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Figure E.1: Example of raw data for S-Race with deterministic methods
For S-Race containing PSO models, the columns were from left to right
• SRace iteration number
• Name of the method
• Swarm size
• Inertia
• Neighbourhood size
• Fitness
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• Time
• Winnings
• Losses
Where a column was not applicable to a method (e.g. BU, SGA and EIISR had no
inertia) the models name was shown there instead.
The winnings and losses fields indicate how many times a model dominated any other
models in the current pool, and how many times a model was dominated by any other
models in the pool, respectively. Methods were sorted for each S-Race iteration according to
their net winnings. This made it easier for a reader to see which models were doing better,
especially with large pools.
It was not always the case that models with the highest net winnings survived S-Race,
however. Most of the winnings might have come from that particular model A dominating
many other weak models. Another model B which dominated model A, but which model A
did not dominate back for some reason, might be responsible for its rejection from S-Race,
while model B did not dominate many other models. For example, in figure E.2, it can
clearly be seen that some PSO models, all of which were rejected, are ranked higher than
SGA(5) and SGA(1), both of which survived that particular S-Race based on the raw data
shown here. Those PSO models most likely got their winnings from dominating many other
PSO models (of which there were 50 in total) but they clearly did not dominate BU, EIISR,
SGA(5) or SGA(1) very often and were probably rejected by the BU method eventually.
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Figure E.2: Example of raw data for S-Race with PSO
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Source code
F.1 Mathematica 10 source code
This section contains code to generate the exact time series used in this study (using a
specific seed value). The time series data is on the CD that accompanies this dissertation,
however, this code could be used to generate it if the need arises.
The following source code was used to generate series sizes from 2000 to 32000, although
only sizes from 4000 to 32000 were used. Note, in order to replicate the simulated time series
data used in this study, run this code segment exactly as shown here. However, the output
directory, (on the line that contains ‘‘c:/dating main/data’’) may be modified.
In order to generate series sizes from 100 to 1000 (which included the series of sizes 100,
500, and 1000 used for the analysis of HR-PSO-SGA), assign the list {100, 200, 500, 1000}
to the “lengths” variable on line 3 (instead of the list in the source code shown below).
SeedRandom[100];
exponents = Table[i, {i, 0.2, 0.8, 0.1}];
lengths = {2000, 4000, 8000, 16000, 32000};
numSeries = 100;
For[l = 1, l <= Length[lengths], l++,
For[i = 1, i <= Length[exponents], i++,
allSeries = {};
For[numS = 1, numS <= numSeries, numS++,
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series =
RandomFunction[
FractionalBrownianMotionProcess[0, 1, exponents[[i]]], {1,
lengths[[l]], 1}]["Values"];
series = Insert[series, StringJoin["series", ToString[numS]], 1];
allSeries = Append[allSeries, series];
];
allSeries = Transpose[allSeries];
path = StringJoin["c:/dating_main/data",
ToString[IntegerPart[lengths[[l]]]]];
If[Not[DirectoryQ[path]],
CreateDirectory[path];
];
filename =
StringJoin[path, "/data0",
ToString[IntegerPart[exponents[[i]]*10]], ".csv"];
Export[filename, allSeries];
Print["Exported file with length = ", lengths[[l]],
" and exponent = ", exponents[[i]]];
]
]
F.2 Python source code
All source code that follows relates to the implementation of the algorithms in this study, as
well as the tools for their comparison (i.e. S-Race).
F.2.1 Abstract base class for all methods
import abc
class NoDataError(Exception):
"""
Exception defined for if data has not been sent to the algorithm class yet
"""
def __str__():
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return "Data not set. First call set_data(series_obj) before calling optimise()"
class Optim(metaclass=abc.ABCMeta):
"""
Abstract base class for all optimisation classes
"""
def __init__(self, dim, long=None, trans_cost=0.0, from_hierarch=False):
self.data_set = False
self.from_hierarch = from_hierarch
self.long = long
self.trans_cost = trans_cost
if dim % 2 == 0:
self.dim = dim
else:
self.dim = dim + 1
#self.pos = [0 for i in range(self.dim)]
def init_pop(self, new_dim=None):
if new_dim is not None:
self.dim = new_dim
pass
@abc.abstractmethod
def _optimise(self, **kwargs):
"""Abstract optimisation function
Abstract method. Derived classes’ optimisation functions will
implement this.
"""
return
def optimise(self, **kwargs):
if not self.data_set:
raise NoDataError
return self._optimise(**kwargs)
def set_data(self, series_obj):
self.data = series_obj
self.data_set = True
if self.from_hierarch:
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if self.long is None:
self.long = self.data.begin_is_long()
self.data.fix_long_short(self.long)
else:
self.long = self.long
self.data.fix_long_short(self.long)
self.series = [el.val for el in self.data.reduced]
def evaluate(self, attr="reduced"):
value = 0.0
for i in range(1, len(self.pos), 2):
value += getattr(self.data, attr)[self.pos[int(i)]].val - \
getattr(self.data, attr)[self.pos[int(i-1)]].val
if self.long:
self.fitness = value
return value
else:
self.fitness = -value
return -value
class IndivBase(metaclass=abc.ABCMeta):
"""
Abstract base class for algorithms that implement populations of solutions
"""
def __init__(self, parent):
self.parent = parent
self.data = parent.data
self.trans_cost = parent.trans_cost
self.dim = parent.dim
self.long = parent.long
self.pos = self.init_pos()
self.val = self.evaluate()
@abc.abstractmethod
def init_pos(self):
return
def evaluate(self):
total_trans_cost = 0.0
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val = 0.0
if self.trans_cost > 0.0:
for i in range(1, self.dim):
total_trans_cost += self.data.reduced[self.pos[i]].val
total_trans_cost *= self.trans_cost
for i in range(1, self.dim, 2):
val += self.data.reduced[self.pos[i]].val\
- self.data.reduced[self.pos[i-1]].val
if not self.long:
val *= -1
self.val = val
return val
F.2.2 FE2 method
from Algos import optim_virtual as ov
def gen_nums(num_lim, start):
init = start
while init < num_lim:
yield init
init += 2
class FE2(ov.Optim):
"""
Implementation of FE2 algorithm, for use inhierarchical (HR) method only
Args:
trans_cost (float): Transaction cost
long (bool): True for long sequence of buy-sell points (where
the sequence starts with a buy point and ends with a sell point)
"""
data = None
def __init__(self, trans_cost, long, *args, **kwargs):
super().__init__(dim=2, long=long,\
trans_cost=trans_cost, from_hierarch=True)
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def __str__(self):
return "FE2"
def get_name(self):
return str(self)
def evaluate(self, _point1, _point2):
return (_point2 - _point1)*self.up \
- self.trans_cost*(_point1 + _point2)
def _optimise(self):
if self.long:
self.up = 1
else:
self.up = -1
self.points = [0, 1]
self.val = self.evaluate(self.data.reduced\
[self.points[0]].val, self.data.reduced[self.points[1]].val)
for i in gen_nums(len(self.data.reduced), 0):
for j in gen_nums(len(self.data.reduced), i + 1):
cand_val = self.evaluate(self.data.reduced[i].val,\
self.data.reduced[j].val)
if cand_val > self.val:
self.points = [i, j]
self.val = cand_val
if (self.points[1] - self.points[0]) % 2 == 0:
print (self.data.reduced[0].idx, self.data.reduced[1].idx)
return self.points, self.val
F.2.3 Hierarchical method
import Algos.optim_virtual as optim_virtual
import copy
class Hierarch(optim_virtual.Optim):
"""
class structure that allows hierarchical method to take any optimisation method class
as parameter and use it to do two dimensional optimisation in each ’region’.
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Args:
dim (int): number of buy-sell points to extract
trans_cost (float): desired transaction cost in optimisation procedure
optim_method_cls (Any class derived from ov.Optim): a reference to the class that
contains the
optimisation method
"""
def __init__(self, optim_method_cls, dim, trans_cost=0,\
long=True, **kwargs):
self.optim_method_cls = optim_method_cls
self.add_kwargs = kwargs
super().__init__(dim, long, trans_cost, False)
def __str__(self):
return "Hierarchical with " + self.optim_method_cls\
(dim=2, trans_cost=self.trans_cost,\
**self.add_kwargs).__str__()
def get_params(self):
return {"Name": "HR-" + self.optim_method_cls\
(dim=2, trans_cost=self.trans_cost,\
from_hierarch=True, long=self.long,\
**self.add_kwargs).get_name()}
def get_name(self):
return self.get_params()["Name"]
def fix_end_regions(self):
"""Fix first and last buy-sell points
fixes the first and last buy-sell points after
optimisation is finished
"""
lowest_val = float("inf")
lowest_idx = -1
for pos in range(0, self.pos[1], 2):
if self.data.reduced[pos].val < lowest_val:
lowest_idx = pos
lowest_val = self.data.reduced[pos].val
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highest_val = -float("inf")
highest_idx = -1
for pos in range(self.pos[-2] + 1,\
len(self.data.reduced), 2):
if self.data.reduced[pos].val > highest_val:
highest_idx = pos
highest_val = self.data.reduced[pos].val
self.pos[0], self.pos[-1] = lowest_idx, highest_idx
def _optimise(self):
self.pos = [0, len(self.data.reduced) - 1]
self.region_valid = [[None, True]]
self.num_reg = 1
self.dat_attr = copy.deepcopy(self.data)
iters = int((self.dim - 2)/2)
pre_exit = False
count = 0
while len(self.pos) < self.dim:
count += 1
#if optimisation stopped due to an error
if not self.step():
pre_exit = True
break
if pre_exit:
print ("Optimization exited prematurely")
self.fix_end_regions()
return self.pos, self.evaluate()
def get_variation(self, region):
"""Get excess variation
calculates and returns the excess variation for a specific region
Args
region (int): index of the region for which excess variation is required
returns (float): excess variation of region
"""
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if region >= self.num_reg:
region = self.num_reg - 1
if self.region_valid[region][0] is not None:
return self.region_valid[region][0]
the_sum = 0
end_idx = self.pos[region + 1]
for i in range(self.pos[region], end_idx):
the_sum += abs(self.data.reduced[i+1].val - self.data.reduced[i].val)
self.region_valid[region][0] = the_sum - abs(self.data.reduced[self.pos[region]].
val\
- self.data.reduced[self.pos[region + 1]].val)
return self.region_valid[region][0]
def best_region(self):
"""find the region with the highest excess variation
returns (tuple): (index of region, excess variation of region)
"""
best_idx = None
best_val = -1000000
for i in range(0, self.num_reg):
if (self.region_valid[i][1]):
temp_val = self.get_variation(i)
if (temp_val > best_val):
best_idx = i
best_val = temp_val
return best_idx, best_val
def step(self):
"""A single iteration in hierarchical method
In this method, searches are made for improved regions,
pairs of buy-sell points are added to the set of buy-sell points, etc.
returns (bool): true if step was successful, false if an error occurred
"""
best_reg, best_val = self.best_region()
if best_val <= 0 or best_reg is None:
return False
else:
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self.region_valid[best_reg] = [None, True]
if self.pos[best_reg + 1] - self.pos[best_reg] <= 1:
return False
if self.optim_method_cls.__name__ == "EIISR":
self.dat_attr = self.data.copy_subset(idx_start=self.pos[best_reg] + 1,
idx_end=self.pos[best_reg + 1] + 1)
else:
self.dat_attr = self.data.copy_subset(idx_start=self.pos[best_reg] + 1,
idx_end=self.pos[best_reg + 1])
try:
if best_reg == 0 or best_reg == len(self.region_valid) - 1:
long = not self.long
self.dat_attr.fix_long_short(self.long)
else:
long = not (self.dat_attr.orig[0].val < self.dat_attr.orig[-1].val)
if self.optim_method_cls.__name__ == "PSORefined" or self.optim_method_cls.
__name__ == "DERefined":
self.add_kwargs["pop_size"] = max(int(len(self.dat_attr.reduced)/50), 4)
optim2d = self.optim_method_cls(dim=2, trans_cost=self.trans_cost,
from_hierarch=True, long=long, **self.add_kwargs)
optim2d.set_data(self.dat_attr)
optim2d.init_pop()
except IndexError:
return False
optim_pos, optim_val = optim2d.optimise()
if optim_val <= 0.0:
self.region_valid[best_reg][1] = False
return True
if (optim_val < 0):
return False
latest_insert = []
if self.dat_attr.begin_fixed:
add_idx = 0
else:
add_idx = 0
for pos, count in zip(optim_pos, range(len(optim_pos))):
latest_insert.append(self.pos[best_reg] + 1 + pos + add_idx)
self.pos.insert(count + 1 + best_reg, self.pos[best_reg] + 1 + pos + add_idx)
self.region_valid.insert(count + 1 + best_reg, [None, True])
self.num_reg += 2
return True
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F.2.4 SGA
from random import *
import time
import numpy
from Algos import optim_virtual as ov
from use_data import GenerateProper
import use_data as ud
import series
import copy
import numpy as np
from SGAQueue import SGAQueue
def np_sign(val):
return numpy.sign(val)
class ParentError(Exception):
def __init__(self, msg=None):
self.msg = msg
def __str__(self):
if not isinstance(self.msg, str):
return "Invalid parent for individual"
else:
return self.msg
class SmallSeriesException(Exception):
"""
Exception defined for if series size is too small relative to number of required buy-
sell points (K). For example, if K is larger than the number of peaks/troughs
"""
def __str__(self):
return "Dimension larger than series"
class SGA(ov.Optim):
"""
Class implementation of SGA method. Acts as a manager for all SGA individuals. All SGA
individuals are implemented as objects of type Individual (defined below this
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class)
Args:
dim (int): Number of buy-sell points (K)
pop_size (int): population size
indiv_iter (int): individual iteration
running_time (float): maximum running time in seconds.
init_pos (list): initial position of buy-sell points
long (bool): If true, do long optimisation (sequence starts with buy point, ends
with sell point
trans_cost (float): transaction cost
from_hierarch (bool): True if the method is being implemented within hierarchical
method as HR-SGA
"""
def __init__(self, dim = 0, pop_size=15, indiv_iter=1,\
running_time=float("inf"), init_pos=None, long=True,\
trans_cost=0.0, from_hierarch=False, **kwargs):
self.pop_size = max(1, int(np.round(pop_size)))
self.indiv_iter = max(1, int(np.round(indiv_iter)))
self.total_pop_size = self.pop_size*self.indiv_iter
self.initial_pos = init_pos
self.init_pos = self.initial_pos
if init_pos is not None:
dim = len(init_pos)
self.running_time = running_time
super().__init__(dim, long, trans_cost, from_hierarch)
def __str__(self):
return "SGA"
def get_name(self):
return "SGA Pop: " + str(self.pop_size)
def get_params(self):
return {"Name": self.get_name()}
def init_pop(self, new_dim=None):
"""Initialise the SGA population.
Also used as a way to reset the algorithm
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without creating a new object
Args:
new_dim (int): if given (i.e. if new_dim is not None) reset the required number
of buy-sell points to new_dim
Returns:
None
"""
if new_dim is not None:
self.dim = new_dim
self.pop = []
for i in range(self.pop_size):
for j in range(self.indiv_iter):
if j >= 1:
if self.initial_pos is not None:
self.pop.append(Individual(init_pos=self.initial_pos,\
parent=self))
else:
self.pop.append(Individual(init_pos=self.pop[-1].pos,\
parent=self))
else:
if self.initial_pos is not None:
self.pop.append(Individual(init_pos=self.initial_pos,\
parent=self))
else:
self.pop.append(Individual(parent=self))
def max_indiv(self):
"""Find the individual with the highest fitness in the population
Returns (sga.Individual):
Individual object with highest fitness
"""
max_val = -1000000
max_indiv = None
for i in range(self.total_pop_size):
if (self.pop[i].val > max_val):
max_indiv = self.pop[i]
max_val = self.pop[i].val
return max_indiv
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def _optimise(self):
"""Run algorithm to find optimal buy-sell points
Args:
None
Returns (tuple):
(position, fitness) of best individual
"""
begin_time = time.clock()
for i in range(self.total_pop_size):
if (time.clock() - begin_time) >= self.running_time:
break
self.pop[i].optimise()
max_indiv = self.max_indiv()
self.max_val = max_indiv.val
self.fitness = self.max_val
self.pos = list(max_indiv.pos)
return max_indiv.pos, max_indiv.val
def evaluate(self):
return self.max_val
class Individual(ov.IndivBase):
"""
Class implementation of a single individual in SGA method.
Args:
parent (SGA): a pointer to the SGA implementation whose population this individual
belongs to
other (Individual): serves as a copy constructor if this parameter is present
init_pos (list): initial position for this individual
"""
def __init__(self, parent=None, other=None, init_pos=None):
if other is not None:
self.parent = other.parent
self.pos = other.pos
self.val = other.val
self.dim = other.dim
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self.long = other.long
self.trans_cost = other.trans_cost
self.data = other.data
elif init_pos is not None:
self.parent = parent
self.data = parent.data
self.pos = copy.copy(init_pos)
self.dim = len(init_pos)
if not (self.dim == self.parent.dim):
raise ParentError("individual’s parent dimensions not equal to assigned
position’s dimension.")
self.up = 1
self.long = parent.long
self.initial_pos = copy.deepcopy(self.pos)
gen_prop = GenerateProper(self, self.pos)
self.pos = gen_prop.fix_pre_exist_pos()
self.trans_cost = self.parent.trans_cost
try:
self.evaluate()
except IndexError:
raise IndexError(self.pos)
else:
if not isinstance(parent, SGA):
raise ParentError("parent argument not a valid type (must be of type ’SGA’)
")
super().__init__(parent)
self.initial_pos = copy.deepcopy(self.pos)
gen_prop = GenerateProper(self, self.pos)
self.pos = gen_prop.fix_pre_exist_pos()
self.evaluate()
def init_pos(self):
return list(sorted(np.random.randint(size=self.dim, low=0, high=len(self.parent.
data.reduced))))
def adjust_one(self, pos_idx):
"""
Adjusts a single buy-sell point in current solution.
Args:
pos_idx (int): index (in vector of buy-sell points) of the point to adjust
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Returns (int):
1 if point is moved forward, -1 if backward
"""
orig_pos = self.pos[pos_idx]
mod = (pos_idx % 2)*2 - 1
if not self.long:
mod *= -1
try:
best_idx = self.pos[pos_idx]
best_pt = self.parent.data.reduced[best_idx]
except IndexError:
raise IndexError("self.pos[pos_idx]: ", self.pos[pos_idx], "\nlen(self.parent.
data.reduced): ", len(self.parent.data.reduced))
"""
initially, curr_idx refers to the lower bound of the region to be processed, and
next_idx refers to the upper bound of the region. after that, curr_idx keeps
track of the current index we are looking at and comparing
"""
for count, sub_range in enumerate(self.search_list[pos_idx]):
curr_idx = sub_range[0]
next_idx = sub_range[1]
while curr_idx < next_idx:
if self.parent.data.reduced[curr_idx].val*mod >\
best_pt.val*mod:
best_idx = curr_idx
best_pt = self.parent.data.reduced[best_idx]
curr_idx += 2
if count == 0:
self.search_list[pos_idx][count][1] = \
self.search_list[pos_idx][count][0] - 1
else:
self.search_list[pos_idx][count][0] =\
self.search_list[pos_idx][count][1] + 1
self.pos[pos_idx] = best_idx
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return numpy.sign(self.pos[pos_idx] - orig_pos)
def init_searchable_spaces(self):
self.search_list = [None for i in range(self.dim)]
for i in range(self.dim):
if i == 0:
self.search_list[i] = [[0, 0],
[0, self.pos[i + 1]],
[self.pos[i + 1] + 1, self.pos[i + 1]]]
elif i == self.dim - 1:
self.search_list[i] = [[self.pos[i - 1] + 1, self.pos[i - 1]],
[self.pos[i - 1] + 1, len(self.data.reduced)],
[len(self.data.reduced), len(self.data.reduced)]]
else:
self.search_list[i] = [[self.pos[i - 1] + 1, self.pos[i - 1]],
[self.pos[i - 1] + 1, self.pos[i + 1]],
[self.pos[i + 1] + 1, self.pos[i + 1]]]
return self.search_list
def modify_search_list(self, idx, right):
"""Update search list for specific individual
modifies the search list of the buy-sell point at index
idx (in the list of buy-sell points).
Args
idx (int): the index of the buy-sell point (in the vector of buy-sell points)
right (bool): true if the point to the right of idx moved, false if the left
point moved
returns None
"""
if self.search_list[idx][1][0] < self.search_list[idx][1][1]:
#if point at idx has not been modified yet
if right:
#if the point to the right of point at idx moved either away or towards it
self.search_list[idx][1][1] = self.pos[idx + 1]
self.search_list[idx][2][0] = self.pos[idx + 1] + 1
self.search_list[idx][2][1] = self.pos[idx + 1]
else:
#if the point to the left of point at idx moved either away or towards it
self.search_list[idx][1][0] = self.pos[idx - 1] + 1
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self.search_list[idx][0][0] = self.pos[idx - 1] + 1
self.search_list[idx][0][1] = self.pos[idx - 1]
elif right:
#if the point to the right of point at idx moved either away or towards it
if self.pos[idx + 1] > self.search_list[idx][2][1]:
self.search_list[idx][2][1] = self.pos[idx + 1]
#self.search_list[idx][2][1] = self.pos[idx + 1]
else:
#if the point to the left of point at idx moved either away or towards it
if self.pos[idx - 1] + 1 < self.search_list[idx][0][0]:
self.search_list[idx][0][0] = self.pos[idx - 1] + 1
def search_list_is_empty(self, idx):
if self.search_list[idx][0][0] < self.search_list[idx][0][1]:
return False
if self.search_list[idx][1][0] < self.search_list[idx][1][1]:
return False
if self.search_list[idx][2][0] < self.search_list[idx][2][1]:
return False
return True
def adjust_all(self):
"""Adjust SGA individual solution, until finished
calling this function causes the SGA individual to adjust points
until its adjustment queue is empty
returns None
"""
count = 1
adjust_idxes = set(list(range(self.dim)))
self.init_searchable_spaces()
adjustments = 0
random_range = list(numpy.random.choice(list(adjust_idxes),\
len(adjust_idxes), replace=False))
adj_queue = SGAQueue(random_range)
while not adj_queue.is_empty():
idx = adj_queue.root.idx
dir = self.adjust_one(idx)
adjustments += 1
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if dir == -1:
if idx < self.dim - 1:
if self.search_list_is_empty(idx + 1):
adj_queue.append_val(idx + 1)
self.modify_search_list(idx + 1, False)
if idx > 0:
self.modify_search_list(idx - 1, True)
elif dir == 1:
if idx > 0:
if self.search_list_is_empty(idx - 1):
adj_queue.append_val(idx - 1)
self.modify_search_list(idx - 1, True)
if idx < self.dim - 1:
self.modify_search_list(idx + 1, False)
adj_queue.remove_front()
self.evaluate()
def optimise(self):
"""
Wrapper function (decorator) for the adjust_all function.
returns (tuple): (final set of buy-sell points, final objective function value)
"""
self.adjust_all()
return self.pos, self.val
F.2.5 BSA-EIISR
from Algos import optim_virtual
from LinkedListEIISR import LinkedListEIISR
import copy
def perm_loop_help(lst, curr_idx, curr_num, total_num, all_els, all_perms):
"""
Helper function for the permutations function defined below
"""
if all_els is None:
all_els = []
for i in range(curr_idx, len(lst)):
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all_els.append(lst[i])
if curr_num == total_num:
all_perms.append(copy.deepcopy(all_els))
del all_els[-1]
else:
perm_loop_help(lst, i + 1, curr_num + 1,\
total_num, all_els, all_perms)
del all_els[-1]
def permutations(lst, num):
all_perms = []
perm_loop_help(lst, 0, 1, int(num), None, all_perms)
return all_perms
class EIISR(optim_virtual.Optim):
"""
Class implementation for EIISR algorithm.
Args:
dim (int): Number of buy-sell points, K
long (bool): True if long sequence if buy-sell points is required
trans_cost (float): transaction cost
"""
def __init__(self, dim, long=True, trans_cost=0.0,\
from_hierarch=False, with_troughs=True, **kwargs):
self.with_troughs = with_troughs
super().__init__(dim, long, trans_cost, from_hierarch)
if with_troughs:
self.troughs_mod = 1
else:
self.troughs_mod = -1
def get_name(self):
return "EIISR"
def get_params(self):
return {"Name": self.get_name()}
def set_data(self, series_obj):
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super().set_data(series_obj)
def advance_next_round(self, idx, window_size):
"""Update clearance set with respect to observation at idx
Determines whether a given time series observation is included in the next clearance
set.
Args:
idx (int): time index of given time series observation
window_size (int): window size which observation must be lowest in
Returns:
boolean (True or False): True if time series observation is included in next
clearance set, False otherwise
"""
left_boundary = max(idx - window_size, 0)
right_boundary = min(idx + window_size, self.data.orig_len - 1)
if (self.data.orig[idx].val < self.data.orig[left_boundary].val)\
and (self.data.orig[idx].val < self.data.orig[right_boundary].val):
return True
if (self.data.orig[idx].val < self.data.orig[left_boundary].val)\
and (self.data.orig[idx].val == self.data.orig[right_boundary].val):
return True
if (idx == left_boundary) and (self.data.orig[idx].val < self.data.orig[
right_boundary].val)\
or (idx == right_boundary) and (self.data.orig[idx].val < self.data.orig[
left_boundary].val):
return True
return False
def find_best(self, begin_idx, end_idx):
"""
Find highest (if self.troughs_mod = 1) or lowest
(if self.troughs_mod = -1) time series observation
between begin_idx and end_idx
Args
begin_idx (int): index defining beginning of region to be searched
end_idx (int): index defining end of region to be searched
returns (int): index of best point found
"""
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best_idx = begin_idx
curr_idx = best_idx + 1
while curr_idx < end_idx:
if self.data.orig[curr_idx].val*self.troughs_mod > self.data.orig[best_idx].
val*self.troughs_mod:
best_idx = curr_idx
curr_idx += 1
return best_idx
def in_between(self, idxes):
"""Find all peaks
Finds all peaks between the troughs at idxes, and inserts them
between the troughs in idxes
Args
idxes (list<int>): indexes of troughs already found
via the first sub-problem
returns None
"""
insert_list = []
for curr_idx in range(len(idxes)):
if not self.forward:
if curr_idx == 0:
begin_idx = 0
else:
begin_idx = idxes[curr_idx - 1]
end_idx = idxes[curr_idx]
else:
if curr_idx == len(idxes) - 1:
end_idx = len(self.data.orig)
else:
end_idx = idxes[curr_idx + 1]
begin_idx = idxes[curr_idx]
insert_idx = self.find_best(begin_idx, end_idx)
if self.forward:
insert_list.append([curr_idx + 1, insert_idx])
else:
insert_list.append([curr_idx, insert_idx])
insert_list.reverse()
for insert_info in insert_list:
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idxes.insert(insert_info[0], insert_info[1])
def all_permutations(self, prev_del_idxes, curr_idxes):
num_idxes = self.dim/2
required_num = num_idxes - len(curr_idxes)
if required_num > 0:
return permutations(prev_del_idxes, required_num)
else:
return [curr_idxes]
def _optimise(self, **kwargs):
"""Implements the abstract method _optimise.
Args:
None
Returns (tuple):
(position, fitness), where position and fitness are the buy-sell points and
objective function value of the final solution found by the method
"""
if self.long:
self.forward = self.with_troughs
else:
self.forward = not self.with_troughs
if self.forward:
leave_out_start = 0
leave_out_end = 1
else:
leave_out_start = 1
leave_out_end = 0
in_idxes = LinkedListEIISR()
in_idxes.add_idx_range(leave_out_start, len(self.data.orig)\
- leave_out_end)
window_size = 1
remove_elements = []
if self.dim == 2:
condition_not_met = in_idxes.size > 5
else:
condition_not_met = in_idxes.size > self.dim/2
while condition_not_met:
remove_elements = []
for in_idx in in_idxes:
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if not self.advance_next_round(in_idx.idx, window_size):
remove_elements.append(in_idx)
for el in remove_elements:
in_idxes.remove_node(el)
window_size += 1
if self.dim == 2:
condition_not_met = in_idxes.size > 1
else:
condition_not_met = in_idxes.size > self.dim/2
in_idxes = list(in_idxes)
in_idxes = [node.idx for node in in_idxes]
prev_del_idxes = [node.idx for node in remove_elements]
top_fitness, top_pos = -float("inf"), None
if self.dim == 2:
perm_func = permutations
perm_args = prev_del_idxes + in_idxes, 1
else:
perm_func = self.all_permutations
perm_args = prev_del_idxes, in_idxes
for perm in perm_func(*perm_args):
if len(perm) < self.dim/2:
test_idxes = sorted(perm + in_idxes)
else:
test_idxes = sorted(perm)
self.in_between(test_idxes)
self.pos = test_idxes
fitness = self.evaluate("orig")
if fitness > top_fitness:
top_fitness = fitness
top_pos = copy.deepcopy(self.pos)
self.pos = top_pos
self.fitness = top_fitness
reduced_pos = find_reduced_idxes(self.data, self.pos)
return reduced_pos, self.fitness
def find_reduced_idxes(series_obj, idxes):
reduced_idxes = []
curr_reduced_idx = 0
for count, pos_idx in enumerate(sorted(idxes)):
while True:
if series_obj.reduced[curr_reduced_idx].idx ==\
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series_obj.orig[pos_idx].idx:
reduced_idxes.append(curr_reduced_idx)
curr_reduced_idx += 1
break
curr_reduced_idx += 1
return reduced_idxes
F.2.6 BSA-BU
from Algos import optim_virtual
from LinkedList import LinkedList
class Node:
"""
defines a node, which will be used to store a value in the heap
actual values are stored in the linked list. the node accesses the
element in the linked list via the link variable
comparison operators are also defined for convenience
"""
__slots__ = ["link"]
def __init__(self, link):
self.link = link
def __le__(self, other):
return self.link.val <= other
def __lt__(self, other):
return self.link.val < other
def __ge__(self, other):
return self.link.val >= other
def __gt__(self, other):
return self.link.val > other
def __eq__(self, other):
return self.link.val == other
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def __ne__(self, other):
return not (self.link.val == other)
class BU(optim_virtual.Optim):
"""
This class defines the BSA-BU method
"""
def __init__(self, dim, long=True, trans_cost=0.0, from_hierarch=False, **kwargs):
self.ident = "BU"
super().__init__(dim, long, trans_cost, from_hierarch)
def get_name(self):
return "BU"
def get_params(self):
return {"Name": self.get_name()}
def set_data(self, data):
super().set_data(data)
self.data.fix_long_short(long=self.long)
self.series = self.data.reduced
self.pos = LinkedList()
for idx in range(len(self.series)):
self.pos.push_back(idx)
self.pos.assign_vals(self.series)
if self.dim > len(self.series):
self.dim = len(self.series)
return
self.heap_create()
def _optimise(self, **kwargs):
while self.pos.size > self.dim:
self.remove_lowest_el()
self.pos = self.pos.make_pos_list()
return self.pos, self.evaluate()
def heap_create(self, **kwargs):
ordinary_pos_list = self.pos.make_ordinary_list()
self.node_list = [Node(link=link) for link in ordinary_pos_list[:-1]]
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self.heap = []
for node in self.node_list:
self.heap_insert(node)
return self.heap
def heap_insert(self, val):
"""inserts a value into the heap
Args
val (float): value to be inserted
returns None
"""
self.heap.append(val)
val.link.heap_idx = len(self.heap) - 1
n = len(self.heap) - 1
self.heap_bubble_up(n)
def heap_bubble_up(self, idx):
"""Adjust value at position idx
called when an adjustment must be made. idx is the array index of the element
that was removed. this function is called when the element that replaced
the removed element at idx is smaller than its parent
Args
idx (int): index of element to be adjusted (in heap array)
returns None
"""
if idx > 0:
parent_idx = (idx - 1)//2
if self.heap[parent_idx] > self.heap[idx]:
temp = self.heap[parent_idx]
self.heap[parent_idx] = self.heap[idx]
self.heap[idx] = temp
self.heap[idx].link.heap_idx = idx
self.heap[parent_idx].link.heap_idx = parent_idx
idx = parent_idx
self.heap_bubble_up(idx)
def heap_bubble_down(self, idx):
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"""Adjust value at position idx
called when an adjustment must be made. idx is the array index of the element
that was removed. this function is called when the element that replaced
the removed element at idx is larger than one of its children
Args
idx (int): index of element to be adjusted (in heap array)
returns None
"""
child1_idx, child2_idx = 2*idx + 1, 2*idx + 2
repl_value = float("inf")
repl_idx = None
try:
if self.heap[child1_idx] < self.heap[idx]:
repl_value = self.heap[child1_idx]
repl_idx = child1_idx
except IndexError:
pass
try:
if self.heap[child2_idx] < self.heap[idx]:
if self.heap[child2_idx] < repl_value:
repl_value = self.heap[child2_idx]
repl_idx = child2_idx
except IndexError:
pass
if repl_idx is not None:
temp = self.heap[repl_idx]
self.heap[repl_idx] = self.heap[idx]
self.heap[idx] = temp
self.heap[repl_idx].link.heap_idx = repl_idx
self.heap[idx].link.heap_idx = idx
self.heap_bubble_down(repl_idx)
def heap_remove(self, idx):
"""Remove a specific element from the heap, identified by idx
Args
idx (int): the index of the element in the heap array
returns (Node): heap node that was removed
"""
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ret_val = self.heap[idx]
self.heap[idx] = self.heap[-1]
self.heap[idx].link.heap_idx = idx
del self.heap[-1]
if idx < len(self.heap):
if self.heap[idx] > ret_val:
self.heap_bubble_down(idx)
elif self.heap[idx] < ret_val:
self.heap_bubble_up(idx)
return ret_val
def remove_lowest_el(self):
"""Remove lowest element from the heap (the root)
removes the lowest (topmost) element from the heap
and adjusts the heap accordingly
returns None
"""
rem_node = self.heap[0]
if rem_node.link.next is self.pos.back:
self.pos.del_node(rem_node.link.next)
self.heap_remove(rem_node.link.prev.heap_idx)
self.heap_remove(rem_node.link.heap_idx)
self.pos.del_node(rem_node.link)
elif rem_node.link is self.pos.root:
self.heap_remove(rem_node.link.heap_idx)
self.heap_remove(rem_node.link.next.heap_idx)
self.pos.del_node(rem_node.link.next)
self.pos.del_node(rem_node.link)
else:
if rem_node.link is self.pos.back:
print ("INVALID: rem_node.link is self.pos.back")
try:
self.heap_remove(rem_node.link.heap_idx)
self.heap_remove(rem_node.link.next.heap_idx)
except IndexError:
while rem_node.link is not None:
print (rem_node.link.idx)
print (rem_node.link.next.heap_idx)
print (len(self.heap))
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rem_node = self.heap[rem_node.link.next.heap_idx]
raise IndexError
new_first_link = rem_node.link.prev
new_2nd_link = rem_node.link.next.next
self.pos.del_node(rem_node.link.next)
self.pos.del_node(rem_node.link)
new_first_link.val = abs(self.series[new_2nd_link.idx].val - self.series[
new_first_link.idx].val)
self.heap_bubble_down(new_first_link.heap_idx)
F.2.7 PSO
import abc
import copy
import time
from Algos import sga as nlg
import random
import numpy as np
import Algos.optim_virtual as ov
class DomainError(Exception):
def __str__(self):
return "Domain size zero"
class individual:
"""
Class implementation of a single individual in PSO population
Args:
domain (list): indicates which indices of the time series this individual has access
to
master (PSO): PSO object whose population this individual is a part of
this_idx (int): unique integer assigned to this individual in the population
pos (list): If given, initial position (or solution) for this individual
"""
__slots__ = ["vel", "pos", "pers_best", "val", "dim", "this_idx", "pers_best_pos",
"pers_best_val", "best_nbr_idx", "left_border", "right_border"]
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def __init__(self, domain, dim, master, this_idx, pos=None):
self.left_border, self.right_border = master.get_nbr_bounds(this_idx)
self.dim = dim
self.pos = [0, 0]
if domain[1] - domain[0] == 0:
raise DomainError
gen_size = (domain[1] - domain[0] + 1)/dim
if gen_size < 1:
self.pos = list(range(domain[1] - domain[0] + 1))
return
if pos is None:
while self.pos[0] == self.pos[1]:
try:
self.pos = \
np.asarray([random.randrange(int(gen_size*i),\
int(gen_size*(i + 1)))\
for i in range(dim)])
except ValueError:
raise ValueError("gen_size:", gen_size, ", domain:", domain)
else:
self.pos = pos
self.pos.sort()
self.pos = np.asarray(self.pos).astype(np.float64)
self.vel = np.random.random(size=self.dim)*domain[1]/self.dim/2\
- domain[1]/self.dim/4
def init_pers_best(self):
self.pers_best_pos = copy.deepcopy(self.pos)
self.pers_best_val = -float("inf")
class PSO(ov.Optim):
def __init__(self, dim, pop_size, nbr_rad, cog_scale_info,\
soc_scale_info, inertia, max_time, mutate, trans_cost, \
no_change_stop_ratio, max_iter, long=True, from_hierarch=False,\
return_top=None, nbr_rad_rate=None, **kwargs):
self.cog_scale_info = copy.deepcopy(cog_scale_info)
self.cog_scale = copy.deepcopy(cog_scale_info)
self.soc_scale_info = copy.deepcopy(soc_scale_info)
self.soc_scale = copy.deepcopy(soc_scale_info)
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self.inertia = max(0.05, abs(inertia))
self.max_time = max_time
self.pop_size = max(1, int(np.round(pop_size)))
if nbr_rad_rate is not None:
nbr_rad = nbr_rad_rate*self.pop_size
self.nbr_rad = min(max(0, int(np.ceil(nbr_rad))), self.pop_size)
self.nbr_rad_rate = nbr_rad_rate
self.return_top = int(np.round(return_top))
self.no_change = 0
self.iter_count = 0
self.max_iter = max(0, int(np.round(max_iter)))
self.no_change_stop_ratio = max(0.005, no_change_stop_ratio)
self.no_change_stop = max(0,\
int(np.round(no_change_stop_ratio*self.max_iter)))
super().__init__(dim, long, trans_cost, from_hierarch)
if self.long:
self.search_up = 1
else:
self.search_up = -1
def __str__(self):
return "PSO"
def init_pop(self, var_dist=None, new_dim=None, new_max_time=None):
self.soc_scale = copy.deepcopy(self.soc_scale_info)
self.cog_scale = copy.deepcopy(self.cog_scale_info)
self.begin_time = time.perf_counter()
if new_dim is not None:
self.dim = new_dim
self.pop = []
if not self.data_set:
print("No data available - population vector empty")
return
for i in range(self.pop_size):
pos = None
if var_dist is not None:
pos = np.asarray(var_dist.sample(self.dim))
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self.pop.append(individual((0, len(self.data.reduced) - 1),\
self.dim, pos=pos, master=self, this_idx=i))
self.pop[-1].init_pers_best()
for i in range(self.pop_size):
self.evaluate(i)
def update_velocity(self, cog_sc=None, soc_sc=None, indiv_idx=None):
"""Updates velocity
if indiv_idx is None, then cognitive and social scale
parameters are updated first (via the linear function, either from
0.5 to 2.5 or from 2.5 to 0.5), then update_velocity is called for
each individual. If indiv_idx is not None, the individual defined
by the corresponding index has its velocity updated
Args:
cog_sc (float or None): cognitive scale parameter
soc_sc (float or None): social scale parameter
indiv_idx (int or None): index of individual which will have its velocity updated
returns None
"""
if (not (indiv_idx is None)):
if (self.nbr_rad > 0) and (self.nbr_rad < self.pop_size):
social_pos, social_val, best_nbr_idx = self.get_best_nbr(indiv_idx)
self.pop[indiv_idx].best_nbr_idx = best_nbr_idx
else:
social_pos = self.glob_best_pos
self.pop[indiv_idx].vel = self.pop[indiv_idx].vel*self.inertia\
+ np.multiply(np.asarray([random.random()\
for i in range(self.dim)])*cog_sc,\
(self.pop[indiv_idx].pers_best_pos\
- self.pop[indiv_idx].pos))\
+ np.multiply(np.asarray([random.random()\
for i in range(self.dim)])*soc_sc,\
(social_pos -\
self.pop[indiv_idx].pos))
for idx, v in enumerate(self.pop[indiv_idx].vel):
if idx == 0 and self.pop[indiv_idx].pos[idx] + v < 0:
self.pop[indiv_idx].vel[idx] = -self.pop[indiv_idx].pos[idx]
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elif idx == self.dim - 1 and self.pop[indiv_idx].pos[idx]\
+ v > len(self.data.reduced) - 1:
self.pop[indiv_idx].vel[idx] = \
len(self.data.reduced) - 1 - self.pop[indiv_idx].pos[idx]
elif (idx > 0) and (idx < self.dim - 1) and\
(self.pop[indiv_idx].pos[idx] + v >=\
self.pop[indiv_idx].pos[idx + 1]):
self.pop[indiv_idx].vel[idx] =\
self.pop[indiv_idx].pos[idx + 1]\
- self.pop[indiv_idx].pos[idx]
elif (idx > 0) and (idx < self.dim - 1) and\
(self.pop[indiv_idx].pos[idx] + v <= self.pop[indiv_idx].pos[idx - 1]):
self.pop[indiv_idx].vel[idx] =\
self.pop[indiv_idx].pos[idx - 1]\
- self.pop[indiv_idx].pos[idx]
return
else:
cog_sc = self.cog_scale.new_scale()
soc_sc = self.soc_scale.new_scale()
for idx, obj in enumerate(self.pop):
self.update_velocity(cog_sc, soc_sc, idx)
return
def update_pos(self, indiv_idx = None):
"""Updates position
If indiv_idx is None, then all individuals in the population have
their positions updated. If indiv_idx is not None, then the
individual specified by indiv_idx has its position updated
Args:
indiv_idx (int or None): index of individual to be updated, or None
for whole population
"""
if not (indiv_idx is None):
self.pop[indiv_idx].pos += self.pop[indiv_idx].vel
else:
for idx in range(len(self.pop)):
self.update_pos(idx)
self.pop[idx].pos =\
np.asarray(list(map(self.fix_bounds,\
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self.pop[idx].pos))).astype(np.float64)
self.pop[idx].pos.sort()
self.evaluate(idx)
if self.pop[idx].val > self.glob_best_val:
self.glob_best_pos = copy.deepcopy(self.pop[idx].pos)
self.glob_best_val = self.pop[idx].val
def fix_bounds(self, pos_val):
if pos_val >= len(self.data.reduced):
if len(self.data.reduced) >= 4:
return len(self.data.reduced) - 1 -\
random.randrange(int(len(self.data.reduced))//4)
else:
return len(self.data.reduced) - 1
elif pos_val < 0:
if len(self.data.reduced) >= 4:
return random.randrange(int(len(self.data.reduced))//4)
else:
return 0
elif pos_val >= len(self.data.reduced) - 1:
return len(self.data.reduced) - 1
else:
return pos_val
def update_all(self):
self.update_velocity()
self.update_pos()
def _optimise(self, **kwargs):
self.no_change = 0
self.iter_count = 0
self.glob_best_pos, self.glob_best_val = self.get_glob_best()
prev_glob_best_val = self.glob_best_val
self.glob_best_pos = np.asarray([p for p in self.glob_best_pos])
if (self.no_change_stop <= 0) or (self.max_iter <= 0):
if self.return_top is None or (self.return_top == 1):
return self.glob_best_pos.astype(np.int64), self.glob_best_val
else:
return [(indiv.pers_best_pos.astype(np.int64),\
indiv.pers_best_val) for indiv in self.get_top_k()]
condition_true = True
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while condition_true:
self.update_all()
self.iter_count += 1
if isinstance(self.max_time, float) or isinstance(self.max_time, int):
condition_true = time.perf_counter() - self.begin_time < self.max_time
if condition_true:
condition_true = (self.no_change < self.no_change_stop) and\
(self.iter_count < self.max_iter)
if prev_glob_best_val == self.glob_best_val:
self.no_change += 1
if (self.return_top is None) or (self.return_top == 1):
return self.glob_best_pos.astype(np.int64), self.glob_best_val
else:
return [(indiv.pers_best_pos.astype(np.int64), indiv.pers_best_val)\
for indiv in self.get_top_k()]
def get_glob_best(self):
glob_best_pos = self.pop[0].pers_best_pos
glob_best_val = self.pop[0].pers_best_val
for idx, particle in enumerate(self.pop[1:]):
if particle.pers_best_val > glob_best_val:
glob_best_val = particle.pers_best_val
glob_best_pos = particle.pers_best_pos
return copy.deepcopy(glob_best_pos), glob_best_val
def get_top_k(self):
sorted_pop = sorted(self.pop,key=lambda x: x.pers_best_val, reverse=True)
return sorted_pop[:self.return_top]
def get_nbr_bounds(self, idx):
"""Get the range of the neighbourhood for individual defined by idx
The bound of the neighbourhood is defined by the
index in the population vector of the first individual in the neighbourhood
and the index of the last individual in the neighbourhood.
returns (tuple): (starting index, end index)
"""
if idx < self.nbr_rad:
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begin = idx - self.nbr_rad + self.pop_size
else:
begin = idx - self.nbr_rad
if idx > len(self.pop) - 1 - self.nbr_rad:
end = idx - len(self.pop) + self.nbr_rad
else:
end = idx + self.nbr_rad
return begin, end
def get_best_nbr(self, indiv_idx):
"""Returns best neighbour for specific individual
determines and returns the best neighbour for the individual
represented by indiv_idx.
Args:
indiv_idx (int): index of individual for which neighbourhood best
is to be determined
returns (tuple): (position, fitness, index) of best neighbour
"""
begin, end = self.get_nbr_bounds(indiv_idx)
if indiv_idx == 0:
whole_search = True
else:
if self.pop[indiv_idx - 1].best_nbr_idx ==\
self.pop[indiv_idx - 1].left_border:
whole_search = True
else:
whole_search = False
if whole_search:
best_nbr_pos = self.pop[end].pers_best_pos
best_nbr_val = self.pop[end].pers_best_val
best_nbr_idx = end
if begin > end:
for idx in range(begin, self.pop_size):
if self.pop[idx].pers_best_val > best_nbr_val:
best_nbr_pos = self.pop[idx].pers_best_pos
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best_nbr_val = self.pop[idx].pers_best_val
best_nbr_idx = idx
for idx in range(end + 1):
if self.pop[idx].pers_best_val > best_nbr_val:
best_nbr_pos = self.pop[idx].pers_best_pos
best_nbr_val = self.pop[idx].pers_best_val
best_nbr_idx = idx
else:
for idx in range(begin, end):
if self.pop[idx].pers_best_val > best_nbr_val:
best_nbr_pos = self.pop[idx].pers_best_pos
best_nbr_val = self.pop[idx].pers_best_val
best_nbr_idx = idx
return best_nbr_pos, best_nbr_val, best_nbr_idx
else:
if self.pop[self.pop[indiv_idx - 1].best_nbr_idx].pers_best_val >\
self.pop[self.pop[indiv_idx].right_border].pers_best_val:
return self.pop[self.pop[indiv_idx - 1].best_nbr_idx].pers_best_pos,\
self.pop[self.pop[indiv_idx - 1].best_nbr_idx].pers_best_val,\
self.pop[indiv_idx - 1].best_nbr_idx
else:
return self.pop[self.pop[indiv_idx].right_border].pers_best_pos,\
self.pop[self.pop[indiv_idx].right_border].pers_best_val,\
self.pop[indiv_idx].right_border
def evaluate(self, indiv_idx):
indiv = self.pop[indiv_idx]
total = 0.0
ineq_count = 0
for pos_idx in range(1, len(indiv.pos), 2):
total += self.data.reduced[int(np.round(indiv.pos[pos_idx]))].val -\
self.data.reduced[int(np.round(indiv.pos[pos_idx - 1]))].val
trans_cost = 0.0
if self.trans_cost is not None:
for pos_idx in range(1, len(indiv.pos), 2):
trans_cost += self.trans_cost*(self.data.reduced[int(np.round(indiv.pos[
pos_idx]))].val
+ self.data.reduced[int(np.round(indiv.pos[
pos_idx - 1]))].val)
indiv.val = self.search_up*total
indiv.val -= trans_cost
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if indiv.val > indiv.pers_best_val:
indiv.pers_best_val = indiv.val
indiv.pers_best_pos = copy.deepcopy(indiv.pos)
F.2.8 PSO-SGA
class PSORefined(PSO):
def __init__(self, nlg_pop_size, dim, pop_size, nbr_rad, cog_scale_info,\
soc_scale_info, inertia, max_time, mutate, trans_cost,\
return_top, no_change_stop_ratio, max_iter, long=False,\
from_hierarch=False, nbr_rad_rate=None, *args):
self.nlg_pop_size = max(0, int(np.round(nlg_pop_size)))
self.pso_obj = PSO(dim=dim, pop_size=pop_size, nbr_rad=nbr_rad,\
cog_scale_info=cog_scale_info,\
soc_scale_info=soc_scale_info, inertia=inertia,\
max_time=max_time, mutate=mutate, trans_cost=trans_cost,\
no_change_stop_ratio=no_change_stop_ratio,\
max_iter=max_iter, return_top=return_top,
from_hierarch=from_hierarch, nbr_rad_rate=nbr_rad_rate,\
long=long, *args)
ov.Optim.__init__(self, dim, long, trans_cost, from_hierarch)
self.pop_size = self.pso_obj.pop_size
self.nbr_rad = self.pso_obj.nbr_rad
self.cog_scale_info = self.pso_obj.cog_scale_info
self.soc_scale_info = self.pso_obj.soc_scale_info
self.inertia = self.pso_obj.inertia
self.max_time = self.pso_obj.max_time
self.no_change_stop = self.pso_obj.no_change_stop
self.max_iter = self.pso_obj.max_iter
self.nbr_rad_rate = self.pso_obj.nbr_rad_rate
self.return_top = self.pso_obj.return_top
self.no_change_stop = max(1, self.no_change_stop)
self.max_iter = max(1, self.max_iter)
def __str__(self):
return "PSO Refined"
def get_params(self):
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return {"pop_size": self.pop_size, "nbr_rad": self.nbr_rad,\
"inertia": self.inertia, "max_iter": self.max_iter,\
"no_change_stop": self.no_change_stop,\
"nlg_pop_size": self.nlg_pop_size, "return_top": self.return_top}
def init_pop(self, new_dim=None):
if new_dim is not None:
self.dim = new_dim
self.pso_obj.init_pop(new_dim=new_dim)
def set_data(self, data):
super().set_data(data)
self.pso_obj.set_data(data)
def _optimise(self, **kwargs):
best_list = self.pso_obj.optimise()
self.iter_count = self.pso_obj.iter_count
if not isinstance(best_list, list):
best_list = [best_list]
if self.nlg_pop_size <= 0:
return best_list[0]
highest_val = -float("inf")
highest_pos = None
self.raw_pso_fitness = best_list[0][1]
for pos, val in best_list:
nlg_inst = nlg.SGA(init_pos=pos, pop_size=self.nlg_pop_size,\
long=self.long, trans_cost=self.trans_cost)
nlg_inst.set_data(self.data)
nlg_inst.init_pop()
new_pos, new_val = nlg_inst.optimise()
if new_val > highest_val:
highest_val = new_val
highest_pos = new_pos
return highest_pos, highest_val
F.2.9 S-Race
class SRace:
def __init__(self, init_pool, delta, filepath, new_dim=None,\
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file_count=None, is_race_iter=None):
self.pool = create_pool(init_pool)
self.init_pool_size = len(self.pool)
self.delta = delta
if isinstance(filepath, str):
self.all_series = ud.make_series_basic(filepath, False)
else:
self.all_series = filepath
self.result_array = np.zeros((1, len(self.pool), 2))
self.dominance_matrix = np.zeros((len(self.pool), len(self.pool)))
self.series_idx = np.random.choice(range(len(self.all_series)),\
replace=False, size=len(self.all_series))
self.new_dim = new_dim
self.file_count = file_count
self.is_race_iter = is_race_iter
self.out_idx = 0
self.iteration_performs = [(None, None) for i in range(len(self.pool))]
def eval_all(self):
"""Evaluate all models
calling this function runs all models on the time series
to be sampled for the current iteration.
"""
if not (np.sum(self.result_array) == 0):
self.result_array = np.append(self.result_array,\
np.zeros((1, len(self.pool), 2)), 0)
self.iteration_performs = [None for i in range(len(self.iteration_performs))]
for (idx, optim_obj) in enumerate(self.pool):
optim_obj[0].set_data(self.curr_series)
begin_time = perf_counter()
optim_obj[0].init_pop(new_dim=self.new_dim)
pos, val = optim_obj[0].optimise()
time_taken = perf_counter() - begin_time
time_taken = max(1e-12, time_taken)
if hasattr(optim_obj[0], "max_time"):
if time_taken > optim_obj[0].max_time:
time_taken = optim_obj[0].max_time
self.result_array[-1][idx][0] = val
self.result_array[-1][idx][1] = 1/time_taken
self.iteration_performs[optim_obj[1]] = (val, time_taken)
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def det_dominance(self, pool_idx):
"""Update dominance matrix
adjusts the dominance matrix based on performance of models in
last iteration
Args:
pool_idx (int): index of model against which all other models are
compared
returns None
"""
for i in range(len(self.pool)):
if not (i == pool_idx):
diff_vec = np.asarray(self.result_array[-1][pool_idx]) -\
np.asarray(self.result_array[-1][i])
diff_vec = [el for el in diff_vec\
if not math.isclose(el, 0.0, abs_tol=1e-6)]
logical_vec = list(map(lambda x: x > 0, diff_vec))
if (len(logical_vec) > 0) and all(logical_vec):
self.dominance_matrix[pool_idx, i] += 1
self.result_array = np.asarray(self.result_array)
def compare(self, comp_idx):
"""Compare all models against a single model
compares different models to obtain p-values, after which
holm-bonferroni procedure is called
Args:
comp_idx (int): index of model to be compared against all
other models
returns (list): list of rejected models
"""
comps = []
for i in range(len(self.pool)):
if not (i == comp_idx):
if self.dominance_matrix[comp_idx, i] >\
self.dominance_matrix[i, comp_idx]:
n = int(self.dominance_matrix[comp_idx, i] +\
self.dominance_matrix[i, comp_idx])
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pi_sig = custom_binom(n=n, p=0.5,\
k=int(self.dominance_matrix[comp_idx, i]))
comps.append((pi_sig, (comp_idx, i)))
if len(comps) == 0:
return set()
comps.sort(key=lambda x: x[0])
return self.holm(comps)
def holm(self, lst):
"""Holm-bonferroni procedure.
Args:
lst (3-d array): information on the p-values for each of the comparisons
made
returns (list): list of rejected models
"""
rejects = set([lst[i][1][1] for i in range(len(lst))])
for k in range(1, len(lst) + 1, 1):
if lst[k - 1][0] > self.alpha/(len(lst) + 1 - k):
rejects = set([lst[i][1][1] for i in range(k-1)])
break
return rejects
def remove_rejects(self, rejects):
rejects = sorted(rejects, reverse=True)
for rej in rejects:
del self.pool[rej]
self.dominance_matrix = np.delete(self.dominance_matrix, rej, 0)
self.dominance_matrix = np.delete(self.dominance_matrix, rej, 1)
self.result_array = np.delete(self.result_array, rej, 1)
def iteration(self, choice_idx):
"""A single S-Race iteration
when this function is called, a single S-Race iteration
gets executed.
Args
choice_idx (int): index of the time series to do the iteration on
returns None
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"""
self.alpha = (1 - self.delta)/(self.max_iters*(self.init_pool_size - 1))
self.curr_series = self.all_series[choice_idx]
self.eval_all()
pool_idx = 0
checked = []
while not self.all_checked(checked):
for pool_idx in range(len(self.pool)):
if self.pool[pool_idx][1] not in checked:
break
checked.append(self.pool[pool_idx][1])
self.det_dominance(pool_idx)
if (self.result_array.shape[0] > 5):
rejects = self.compare(pool_idx)
self.remove_rejects(rejects)
def all_checked(self, checked):
return all([el[1] in checked for el in self.pool])
def run(self, iters):
"""Run S-Race
Args:
iters (int): number of iterations for which S-Race is to be run
returns (list<model>): returns the list of models that survived S-Race
"""
self.max_iters = iters
self.curr_iter = 0
count = 0
series_idxes = list(range(iters))
series_idxes = [idx % 100 for idx in series_idxes]
while (count < len(series_idxes)) and (len(self.pool) > 1):
if len(self.pool) == 2:
logical_vec = [isinstance(optim_obj, BU) or\
isinstance(optim_obj, SGA)\
for optim_obj, idx in self.pool]
if logical_vec[0] and logical_vec[1]:
break
self.iteration(count % 100)
count += 1
self.curr_iter = count
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return self.pool
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